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Abstract

This thesis describes the results of an investigation to determine the molecular basis of an

uncharacterised (4;11)(q2l;p15) translocation in a patient with T-cell acute lymphocytic

leukaemia (ALL). The chromosome 11 breakpoint had been narrowed to the region between

the markers DI15860 and DL15470.

A new zinc frnger gene near the breakpoint region was cloned and characterised. This gene,

subsequently named ZNFL?S, encodes an N terminal KRAB domain and 14 tandemly

repeated Krüppel type zinc finger motifs. ZNF195 was subsequently localised distal to

D1IS470 and therefore distal to the chromosome 11 breakpoint in the (4;11)(q2l;p15)

translocation. This excluded disruption of ZNFI95 by the translocation.

Subsequently the nucleoporin 98 gene (NUP9S) was identified at an acute myeloid leukaemia

translocation. NUP98 maps distal to DL15470 and therefore within the breakpoint region.

Analysis of somatic cell hybrids segregating the t(a;l1) translocation chromosomes showed

that the chromosome 11 breakpoint occurred within NUP98. The fusion partner of NUP98

was identified as the MPIGDSI gene using 3' RACE. In the NUP78-RAPIGDSI fusion

transcript (abbreviated NRG), the 5' end of the NUP98 gene is joined in frame to the coding

region of the RAPIGDSL gene. This joins the phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeat rich region

of nup98 to smgGDS (the most common name for the protein encoded by MPIGDSI) which

largely consists of tandem armadillo repeats. NRG fusion transcripts were detected in the

leukaemic cells of two other adult T-cell ALL patients with a t(a;11)(q21;pl5) translocation.

This is the first report of a NUP98 translocation in lymphocytic leukaemia and the first time

that RAPIGDSI has been implicated in any human malignancy.
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The cellular localisation of nrg rwas determined and compared to that of its protein

components nup98t (t for truncated) and smgGDS. cDNAs were cloned into the pEGFP-C2

mammalian expression vector to create green fluorescent protein (gþ) tagged proteins. The

location of the gfu tagged proteins within transfected NIH-3T3 mouse fibroblast cells was

visualised using confocal microscopy. Gft-nup98t was located in a punctate pattern around

the nuclear envelope. Gþ-smgGDS was found throughout the cytoplasm and was absent from

the nucleus. The hybrid protein gfp-nrg was present throughout the cytoplasm but was also

visible within specific subnuclear domains. Therefore the formation of nrg results in nuclear

localisation of the normally cytoplasmic smgGDS protein. Nup98t has been shown by others

to have strong transcriptional transactivation ability while smgGDS has been shown to be

important in blocking apoptosis in thymocytes. It is therefore possible that nrg promotes

leukemogenesis through two independent pathways. In the nucleus ffg may act to deregulate

transcription pathways critical to normal T-cell development, while in the cytoplasm, ffg may

act to increase T-cell survival by promoting an anti-apoptotic phenotype.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of the study described in this thesis was to determine the genes at the breakpoints of

a chromosome translocation identified in an adult patient with acute T-cell leukaemia.

Chromosome translocations, which involve exchange of DNA between chromosomes' are a

coÍtmon event in leukaemia. A large number of genes, many with key roles in

haematopoiesis, have been identified by studying the breakpoints of chromosome

translocations.

As the knowledge of the distinct genetic aberrations associated with particular forms of

leukaemia increases, rwe can expect the development of therapies which are specific for the

patient,s malignancy. The associations between chromosome translocations and particular

subtypes of leukaemia, and the therapeutic implications of these associations, have been

exhaustively reviewed (Campana and Pui, 1995; Faderl et al',1998; Gilliland, 1998; Look'

1997;Pui, 1998;Rabbitts, 1994;Rowley, 1999;Sawyers, 1997;Uckun etal.,1998)'

This chapter provides an introduction to chromosome translocations and leukaemia and

highlights, through specific examples, the value of studying chromosome translocations in

order to identiff novel genes involved in haematopoiesis. This chapter is particularly focussed

on acute lymphocytic leukaemia (ALL) because the translocation reported in this thesis is

recurrent in T-cell ALL.

1.1 HaematoPoiesis

Haematopoiesis is an intricate process that leads to the production of all of the normal cellular

components of blood. For normal haematopoiesis to occur, a very complex and delicate
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balance of cell renewal, differentiation and death needs to be maintained. This balance is

dependent upon the capacity of pluripotential stem cells to continually replicate in a regulated

manner. Haematopoiesis also requires the appropriate differentiation of stem cells in response

to various growth factors from the stroma and the surrounding environment.

peripheral blood is composed of cells of two main lineages, the myeloid and lymphoid

lineages. In the early stages of haematopoiesis, a pluripotent stem cell commits to one of these

two lineages. The pathway from a committed lineage precursor to a fully differentiated cell

type is subdivided into a number of intermediate steps. The myeloid lineage includes

erythrocytes, platelets, basophils, eosinophils, neutrophils and monocytes. The lymphoid

lineage comprises T-lymphocytes B-lymphocytes and natural killer cells'

1.1.1 Classification of the leukaemias

Leukaemia is a malignant disease of the haematopoietic system, which is characterised by

uncontrolled proliferation or expansion of haematopoietic cells that do not retain the capacity

to differentiate normally to mature blood cells (definition from Sawyers et al., 1991)'

Leukaemia occurs when there is a block or disruption along the differentiation pathways

involved in normal haematopoiesis. The type of any particular leukaemia is related to the

point in the differentiation pathway at which the leukaemic cell arises. Thus, the leukaemias

have been divided into two main categories according to the predominant cell type; lymphoid

and myeloid. The terms chronic and acute refer to the severity of the disease, ie the acute

leukaemias are typically aggressive at presentation whereas the chronic leukaemias are

relatively benign at presentation'

There are haematological malignancies that do not strictly classify as leukaemias because they

do not involve both a block in differentiation and an uncontrolled cellular proliferation. For

3



example, in the myeloproliferative disorders, there is a clonal expansion of cells that are still

able to differentiate. Altematively, in the myelodysplastic syndromes there is no uncontrolled

proliferation but myeloid cells are blocked at some stage along the maturation pathway. Both

the myeloproliferative disorders and the myelodysplastic syndromes can progress to acute

leukaemia (reviewed in Sawyers et a1.,1991).

1.1.1.1 Morphological and cytochemical criteria for leukaemia classification

Leukaemia can be classified in part by the morphology and cytochemical staining pattem of

the leukaemic blast cell. These features are used to classiff leukaemias according to a system

devised by the French-American-British (FAB) cooperative group of haematologists. Features

such as the size of the cell, the shape of the nucleus and number of nucleoli and the presence

and staining pattem of cytoplasmic granules, are all considered in this system (reviewed in

Bennett et a1.,1985).

Morphology and cytochemical staining are usually, but not always, sufficient to initially

classify leukaemia as lymphoid or myeloid. There are eight FAB subtypes for AML (acute

myeloid leukaemia), ie AML M0-M7, and three subtypes for ALL, ie ALL Ll-L3' Subtype

Ll represents the most common ALL morphology and offers the best prognosis. It occurs in

about 85o/o of children and 30o/o of adults with ALL. Subtype L2 is the most common type in

adults with ALL; 64o/o of adults with ALL have this subtype compared with only l5Yo of

children. L2 morphology conveys a poorer prognosis than L1, even in children at low or

intermediate risk of complications. Subtype L3 is the least common and is found ín 7%o of

adults and 2o/o of children with ALL. Until recently, patients with ALL L3 had a poorer

prognosis than those with Ll andL2. However, cytogenetic studies have shown a close link

between ALLL3 and Burkitt's lymphoma. As a result, ALL L3 patients are now treated with

a unique lymphoma protocol that has improved long-term survival rates (Bain,1999).
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The FAB classification of the AMLs is imprecise because it attempts to assign a single cell

lineage to each leukaemia. In the case of the ALLs, the FAB criteria do not discriminate

between B-cell lineage and T-cell lineage disease. Other features such as the

immunophenotype and cytogenetics of the leukaemic cells aÍe essential for accurate

classification.

l.l.l.2 Immunophenotypin g

Immunophenotyping categorises leukaemias by the cell-surface and cytoplasmic antigens

expressed on the blast cells. These antigens are indicative of the cell lineage and maturation

stage of the blast cell (reviewed in Bene et al., 1999). Immunophenotyping is an invaluable

tool in cases where the blast cells are developmentally immature and the myeloid and

lymphoid lineages cannot be differentiated by morphology alone. There are still rare cases of

leukaemia that do not express lineage-associated markers, these are referred to as acute

undi fferentiated leukaemias.

In AML, immunophenotyping assists the classification of undifferentiated leukaemia (FAB

M0), erythroleukaemia (M6), and megakaryoblastic leukaemia (M7). In ALL

immunophenotyping is essential to distinguish the B-cell and T-cell subtypes, and has

allowed subclassification of 2 categoies of T-cell ALL and 4 categories of B-cell ALL, each

with a characteristic prognosis. In pre T-cell ALL, leukaemic transformation of a progenitor

cell occurs at an earlier stage of the T-cell maturation pathway than in T-cell ALL. Pre T-cell

ALL can be distinguished from T-cell ALL on the basis of immunophenotyping because in

pre T-cell ALL the blast cells are surface positive for CD7 only, whereas T-cell ALL cells are

surface positive for both CD7 and CD2. Both types express CD3 cytoplasmically (reviewed in

Russell, l99l).
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1.1.1.3 Cytogenetics

In addition to the impact of immunophenotyping, improvements in cytogenetic and molecular

biology techniques have greatly contributed to more accurate classification and improved

understanding of the various leukaemias. It has become clear that recurring and consistent

changes in chromosome number and structural alterations such as deletions, inversions and

especially translocations are frequently associated with leukaemia (discussed below and

reviewed in Look, 1997; Rabbitts, I9g4). There is an association between specific

chromosomal translocations in acute leukaemia and the stage of development at which normal

cellular differentiation is blocked (reviewed in Look, 1997). This association often means that

distinct subtypes of leukaemia can be classified by the specific genetic alterations associated

with them. For example, the (15;17) translocation is typically found in the leukaemic cells of

acute promyelocytic leukaemia (FAB M3) and not other forms of leukaemia (reviewed in

Grig¡ani et al., lgg4). Similarly, the (l;19) translocation is found in the leukaemic cells of

pre-B acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, and no other forms of leukaemia (reviewed in Hunger,

1e96).

l.l.l.Aproposed revised classification of the haematological malignancies

The combined impact of advances in immunophenotyping, cytogenetics and molecular

biology on classification and prognostic categorisation of the leukaemias have caused the

FAB classifications to become somewhat outdated. Leukaemic subtlpes that can be grouped

according to their cytogenetics, immunophenotype and clinical features do not always

correlate perfectly with the FAB categories. For this reason, the'World Health Organisation

(WHO) have proposed a new set of classifications for haematological malignancies (Harris ef

a1.,2000). The report on the proposed classifications has only just been published and the

classifications have not been adopted by the scientific/medical community as yet'
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According to the WHO classifications, the haematological malignancies are stratified

primarily according to lineage into 4 categories: myeloid neoplasms, lymphoid neoplasms'

mast cell disorders, and histiocytic neoplasms. The V/HO used the Revised European-

American classification of Lymphoid Neoplasms (Lister et al., 1995) as a model for the

revised classifications. Accordingly, within each of the 4 categories, distinct diseases are

defined according to a combination of morphology, immunophenotype, genetic features and

clinical syndromes. The overall goal of the re-classification was to determine a set of uniform

criteria that can be used by pathologists and will have clinical relevance.

Importantly, the WHO decided that the terms Ll,Lz and L3 were no longer relevant for the

acute lymphoid malignancies, since Ll andL2 morphology do not predict immunophenotype,

genetic abnormalities or clinical behaviour. It was decided that the precursor B-cell

lymphoblastic malignancies should be grouped into 4 cytogenetic groups: t(9;22)(q34;q11),

llq23 reaffangements, t(1;19)(q23;p13) and t(I2;21)Gtl2;q22), each with unique prognostic

factors. Although T-cell ALL is associated with chromosomal rearrangements (Section 1.2'3),

these do not correlate well with specific subtypes of T-cell ALL' Accordingly, the wHo

made no recornmendations for the incorporation of cytogenetic data in the classification of T-

cell ALL. ALLL3,characterised by t(81$@2a;q32) and variants or c-myc realrangement, is

now to be diagnosed as Burkitt lymphoma in leukaemic phase, ie Burkitt cell leukaemia'

1.1.2 Incidence of leukaemic subtypes

ALL is divided into childhood and adult categories with an arbitrary cut off point of 15 years

of age separating the groups. In the state of South Australia, ALL accounts for approximately

g4o/o ofchildhood leukaemias, and approximately 28o/o of all childhood cancers (Table 1'1)'

In contrast , ALL only accounts for about 7o/o or adult leukaemias and 0'2Yo of all adult

cancers in south Australia. T-cell ALL accounts lor 25o/o of adult (reviewed in copelan and

McGuire, 1995) and l5Yo of childhood (reviewed in Pui et a\.,1993) ALL cases' Despite its
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relatively low overall incidence in adults, ALL has a bimodal distribution, with a second peak

around age 50 and a low but steady rise in incidence with increasing age (reviewed in Faderl

et a1.,1998).

Current cure rates show that adults with ALL have a far worse prognosis than children with

this disease (reviewed in Pui and Evans, 1998). Nearly 80% of all childhood ALL cases are

curable compared to only 30-40% of adult cases. The poor prognosis of adult ALL is due, in

part, to the higher frequency of specific chromosome translocations in the leukaemic cells of

adults (reviewed in Faderl et a1.,1998).

Table 1.1 South Australian leukaemia cases over the22 year period Jan 1977'Dec 1998.

The data was taken from "Epidemiology of Cancer in South Australia, South Australian

Cancer Registry, July 1999" and summarised here. CML is chronic myeloid leukaemia. CLL

is chronic lymphoclic leukaemia.

Age
0-14

Age
15-85+

No.

Percent of
childhood

cancers
(Fe41)

Percent of
childhood

leukaemias

Percent of
total

leukaemias
No.

Percent of
adult

cancers
(FI16,984)

Percent of
adult

leukaemias

Percent of
total

leukaemias

ALL 26t 27.7 83.7 6.6 24t 0.2 6.6 6.6

CLL 1 0.1 0.3 0.03 r52l 1.3 4t.5 38.2

AML 42 4.5 13.5 1.1 1 163 1 31.7 29.2

CML 5 0.5 1.6 0.1 428 0.4 tt.7 10.8

Other
specified

leukaemia
1 0.1 0.3 0.03 268 0.2 7.3 6.7

Unspecified
cell

leukaemia
2 0.2 0.6 0.05 46 0.04 1.3 r.2
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1.2 ChLromosome translocations and leukaemia

A variety of structural cytogenetic abnormalities are associated with leukaemia. These include

deletions, inversions and translocations. Úr a deletion, part of a chromosome is lost and if the

deletion is recurrent it suggests the presence of a tumour suppressor gene. Inversions occur

when a section of a chromosome is turned through 180 degrees. Translocations are the most

cornmon genetic abnormality associated with leukaemia and they occur in up to 65% of the

acute leukaemias (reviewed in Look, 1997; Rabbitts, 1994). A translocation occurs when part

of one chromosome is joined to part of another chromosome. More complex translocations

can involve 3 or more chromosomes. The most frequently occurring translocation in

leukaemia is a reciprocal translocation, which involves a direct exchange of DNA between

chromosomes. The resulting abnormal chromosomes produced by the translocation are called

derivative (der) chromosomes. Derivative chromosomes are stably inherited during mitosis as

their centromeres are intact. It is customary to name a derivative chromosome by the origin of

the centromere that it retains, eg a der(ll) chromosome is a translocation chromosome that

retains the centromere of chromosome 11.

1.2.1Chromosome translocations alter normal patterns of gene expression

Translocations and inversions involve chromosome breakage and rejoining at two or more

sites, thereby creating new combinations of genetic material. More rarely, deletions also act to

create new gene combinations. Examples of new gene combinations resulting from

chromosomal deletion include the AML associated MLL-LARG fusion, which arises from an

interstitial deletion attlq23 (Kourlas et a1.,2000), and the T-cell ALL associated SIL-TAL

fusion, which arises from an interstitial deletion at lp32 (Aplan et al., 1990). Inversions,

deletions and translocations are commonly grouped under the general heading of chromosome

rearrangements. Chromosome rearrangements can cause abnormal cell behaviour and result in

leukaemia by two general mechanisms; deregulation of gene expression or production of a
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chimaeric fusion gene. The first two translocations to be extensively studied at the molecular

level illustrate both of these mechanisms.

l.2.l.l Deregulating the expression of a proto-oncogene

Deregulated expression of a gene involves removal of a gene from its normal regulatory

elements and juxtaposition with regulatory elements from another gene. IJsually this occurs in

lymphocytic leukaemias when either a T-cell receptor gene or an immirnoglobulin gene is

translocated near a proto-oncogene, and leads to activation of a proto-oncogene. An example

is juxtaposition of the c-myc proto-oncogene to an immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH)

enhancer element, in t(8;1a)(q24;q32) associated Burkitt cell leukaemia (Taub et al., 1982).

This translocation and its variants, t(2;8Xp12q24) andt(8;22)@2a;q11), result in 2-5 fold

overexpression of c-myc due to increased transcription mediated by the IgH enhancer

(Maguire et a1.,1983).

C-myc dimerizes with a protein called max, which can bind to DNA and to proteins (reviewed

in Rabbitts, 1994). Overexpression of c-myc disrupts the normal equilibrium of the c-myc-

max transcription network by favouring the creation of c-myc-max dimers which activate

transcription. It is believed that this shift in equilibrium results in the transcriptional activation

of the oncogene targets of c-myc.

Overexpression of c-myc results in a transformed phenotype not only by increasing the

expression of growth promoting proteins, but also by repressing the expression of growth

suppressing proteins (reviewed in Amati et a1.,1998). To give an example of both of these

interactions, c-myc activates transcription of the cell cycle gene, CDC25,'4 (Galaktionov et al.,

1996), whereas it represses transcription of the tumour suppressor gene, GASI (Lee et al',

re97).
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1.2.1.2 Production of an in-frame fusion gene

The other event which can arise due to a chromosome translocation is the in frame fusion of

gene segments from two chromosomes to produce a novel hybrid gene. In the vast majority of

translocations that give rise to fusion genes, the breakpoints occur within the introns of each

gene. The classic example of gene fusion arising from chromosome translocation is

t(9;22)@3a;q11), which fuses the majority of the ABL gene from chromosome 9 to the 5'

exonsofthe BCRgeneonchromosome22 (deKlein etal.,l982;Groffen eta1.,1984).

The bcr-abl fusion protein is encoded on the der(22) chromosome, called the Philadelphia

chromosome, and can be expressed as two distinct isoforms, p2l0btt"bl or p190b"ubl'

depending on the position of the breakpoint in the BCR gene. Typically the p21Ob"'-"blisoform

is associated with CML, while the p190b"-"bl isoform is associated with ALL (reviewed in

Dobrovic et a1.,1991). The reciprocal hybrid protein from der(9), abl-bcr, is not expressed in

all patients with the translocation (Melo et al.,l993b), indicating that it is not the principal

leukemogenic protein arising from t(9;22). In support of this, experiments involving the

reconstifution of mouse bone marrow expressing p2l0bcr-abl (Pear et al., 1998), and the

creation of transgenic mice expressing p210b""bl (Honda et al., l99S) or p190b"-ubl

(Heisterkamp et a1.,1990), have shown that both of these isoforms are sufficient to cause the

similar leukaemias to those that they are associated with in humans.

t(9;22)(ga;q11) occurs in up to 95o/o of patients with CML, in about I to 2Yo of AML

patients, as well as in up to 5o/o of children and l5Yo to 30o/o of adults with ALL (reviewed in

Faderl et al., 1998). This translocation is associated with a very poor prognosis in both

childhood and adult ALL, with low remission duration and survival time. It requires drastic

treatment, ie transplantation of patient bone marrow with allogeneic stem cells, and the

treatment has a high risk of failure (reviewed in Look, 1997). Recent evidence suggests that
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plggt"-oot targets a primitive haematopoietic progenitor cell (Cobaleda et a1.,2000), with a

high capacity for self renewal, and this undoubtedly contributes to the poor prognosis in

t(9;22) ALL.

Despite the fact that it is now close to 20 years since t(9;22) was first characterised at the

molecular level, there is still much to be learnt about the biological role of bcr-abl. The

normal physiological role of bcr is not well understood, but it has been shown that the first

exon of BCR encodes a protein segment with serine/threonine kinase activity (Maru and

Witte, 1991). Bcr also contains domains involved in the regulation of rho family GTPases

(reviewed in Narumiy a, 1996), these are small G proteins with diverse functions ranging from

cytoskeletal maintenance to transcriptional regulation (reviewed in Kjoller and Hall, 1999)'

Abl is a nuclear/cytoplasmic shuttling protein that functions as a non-receptor tyrosine kinase

in the cytoplasm and is involved in regulating gene expression in the nucleus (Van Etten e/

al.,l9g9;Taagepera et a1.,1998). In addition to its tyrosine kinase domain, abl has protein-

protein and protein-DNA interaction motifs which are involved in cell cycle regulation and

can induce cell growth arrest and apoptosis (reviewed in Shaul, 2000).

In contrast to normal abl, p2l0bcr-abl i, exclusively cloplasmic (Amson et al., 1989) and

exhibits increased tyrosine kinase activity (Konopka et a1.,1984). Both p2lObcr-abl *¿ pl90b'"

'bl inhibit apoptosis through combined activation of the growth promoting c-myc protein and

the anti-apoptotic bcl-2 protein (reviewed in Sanchez-Garcia, 1997). The ras signal

transduction pathway is activated by bcr-abl through its ability to recruit adaptor proteins, eg

crkl and grb2, that connect it to positive regulators of ras activity (reviewed in Sawyers,

lgg1). p2lgbcr-atl also promotes growth by inhibiting rasGAP, a negative regulator of ras

activity, and causing increased signalling through the ras signalling pathway (Kashige et al',

2ooo).
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1.2.2 Common targets of chromosome translocations

Through the study of novel chromosome translocations, many novel genes of importance in

cancer have been discovered, and most of these genes show a very high level of conservation

throughout evolution (Look, 1991). Two distinct types of pathways are targeted by

chromosome translocations; transcription and cellular signalling. Trarìslocations exert their

oncogenic effect by directly altering gene transcription to promote disordered or blocked

cellular differentiation, and/or by promoting aberrant transduction of growth signals through

constitutive kinase activation (reviewed in Rabbitts, 199 4)'

1.2.2.1 Disruption of transcription factors

The most cofltmon gene tlpe to be disrupted by chromosome translocations are those that

encode DNA binding transcription factors (reviewed in Look, 1997)' The AMLI and MLL

genes, on chromosomes 2l and 1l respectively, are both key transcriptional regulators of

haematopoiesis and were both initially identified because of their involvement in

chromosome translocations (reviewed in Rowley, 1999)'

AML1 was first identified by cloning the translocation genes of the AML associated

t(g;Zl)(q¿2;q22) translocation (Erickson et aL, L992). AMLI is related to the Drosophila gene,

runt,whichencodes a sequence specific DNA binding protein (Erickson et al.,1992). Amll is

a key regulator of a number of genes involved in haematopoietic development, and knockout

of AMLI results in embryonic lethality associated with severe defects in fetal liver

haematopoiesis (Okuda et at., 1996). Haploinsufficiency of AMLI, caused by inactivating

point mutations, is associated with familial thrombocytopenia and a predisposition to develop

AML (Song et al., lggg). Four translocations involving AML| have been cloned and it is

thought that they all share a coÍtmon dominant negative mode of action which involves

repressing the transcription of amll target genes (reviewed in Rowley, 1999)' It was recently
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shown that the (8;21) translocation modifies the intranuclear targeting of amll, and this is also

thought to contribute to its oncogenic properties (McNeil et a1.,1999).

Another transcription factor gene, MLL (also called HRX, Htrx and ALL-I) was discovered by

cloning the translocation genes of the AML and ALL associated translocation

{al!@21;q23). MLL is related to the Drosophila gene, trithorax, which is involved in

maintenance of transcriptional regulation (reviewed in Gebuhr et a1.,2000). Like AMLL, MLL

has been shown through knockout experiments to be essential for normal haematopoiesis.

MLL is involved in nearly 40 distinct leukaemia associated translocations, and 19 of these

have been cloned and found to cause in-frame gene fusions (reviewed in Rowley, 1999). The

normal role of MLL andits target genes is poorly understood at present and this has hampered

the understanding of the way in which the fusion proteins operate. Recently, the mll-enl

fusion protein, created by the t(11;19) translocation associated with B-cell or B-myeloid

leukaemia, was shown to act through a gain of function involving the DNA binding ability of

mll and the transcriptional transactivation capacity of enl (Slany et a1.,1998)'

1.2.2.2 Disruption of protein kinases

Genes encoding protein kinases are also targeted by chromosome translocations (reviewed in

Rabbitts, l9g4). The t(9;22) translocation involves disruption and constitutive activation of

the abl tyrosine kinase, as discussed in Section 1.2.1.2. In T-cell ALL, inappropriate

expression of the lck and tan-l tyrosine kinases in T-cells is caused by translocations which

juxtapose these genes with T-cell receptor enhancer elements (see Table 1.2). Lck is a src

family tyrosine kinase and its overexpression has been shown to cause thymomas and

peripheral blood malignancies in mice (Abraham et al.,l99l; Wildin et a|.,1991).
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Other examples of translocations involving protein kinases are the t(5;12)(q33;p13) which

occurs in a subset of chronic myelomonocytic leukaemia patients (Golub et a1.,1994), and the

t(9;12)@3a;p13) which occurs in some patients with acute undifferentiated leukaemia and

AML (Papadopoulos ef al., 1995). Both of these translocations involve fusion of the TEL

gene from chromosome 12 to tyrosine kinase proteins. The translocation (5;12)(q33;p13)

fuses the amino-terminal half of tel, which contains a DNA binding domain, to the

transmembrane and tyrosine kinase domains of the PDGFRB protein (Golub et al., 1994).

Similarly, the (5;12) translocation fuses the amino-terminal half of tel to the abl tyrosine

kinase (Papadopoulos e/ at.,1995). These translocations all result in constitutive activation of

tyrosine kinase activity, which is mediated through the fusion partner, and it is thought that

this common feature reveals a common oncogenic mechanism, ie constitutive positive

signalling through the ras pathway via interactions with adaptor proteins such as crkl and grb2

(reviewed in Sawyers, 1997).

1.2.3 Rearrangements associated with T-cell ALL

No specific karyotypic abnormality can be associated with a distinct clinical subtype of T-cell

ALL, but there are a number of distinct chromosomal translocations that occur in association

with T-cell ALL (Table 1.2). One of the most common genetic defects in T-cell ALL is not

actually a translocation but an interstitial deletion on chromosomal region 1p32. This leads to

the production of a fusion transcript called SIL-TALI (Aplan et al., 1990), and this is

estimated to occur with a frequency of 16 to 260/o in T-cell ALL (reviewed in Uckun et al',

19e8).

Translocations that deregulat proto-oncogene expression are frequent in T-cell ALL. The

deregulated expression is a molecular consequence of the juxtaposition of genes that are
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often silent in T-cells, with the enhancer elements of T cell receptor genes (reviewed in

Rabbitts, 1994).

Table 1.2 Chromosomal rearrangements specifically associated with T-cell ALL

Translocations that are associated with T-cell ALL but also occur in other forms of

haematological malignancy have been omitted from the table.

Rearrangement Genes involved Reference

(8;1a)(q2a;q11) I-MYC 8q24

TCR-ø 14qll

(Shima et a1.,1986)

t(7;19)(q3s;p13) LYLI 19p13

TCR-B7q3s

(Mellentin et al., 1989)

t(1;1a)(p32;ql1)

t(1;7)þ32;q3s)

TALIISCL Ip32

TCR-a l4qll

(Begley et a1.,1989)

t(7;e\(q3s;q32) TAL2 9q32

TCR-B7q3s

@aer, 1993)

review

t(l1;1a)þ1s;ql1) RBTNLlTtgllLMOl 11p15

TCR-614q11

(Boehm et a1.,1991)

t(l1;1a)$13;ql1)

t(7;1lXq3s;p13)

kBTN2lTtg2lLMO2 1lp13

rCR-6ldlp

@oehm et al.,l99l)

t(10;1a)(q24;q11)

t(7;10)(q3s;q2a)

HOXI l(r0q24)

rcR-dl B

(Dube et al., 1991;

Hatano et al., 1991;

Kennedy et al., 1991;

Lu et al.,l99t)

t(7;e)(úa;úa) rANl (eq3a)

rcR-p(7$a)

(Ellisen et a|.,1991)

t(r;7)Gßa.'úa) LCK Qfia)
rcR-p(7$a)

(Burnett et aL.,1991)

(Tycko et a1.,1991)

t(la;21)(ql t;q22) BHLHBI (21q22)

TCRa (1aql1)

(Wang et a1.,2000)

del(1p32) SIL (1p32)

TALI (rp32)

(Aplan et a1.,1990)
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1.3 ldentifying genes at chromosome translocation breakpoints

If one of the genes involved in a translocation is known then the identification of the partner

gene is relatively straightforward. However, if both genes are unknown, there are two

methods used for identifying them; the candidate gene approach and the positional cloning

approach. Usually a combination of both methods is employed'

1.3.1 Positional ctoning approach

The first step in positional cloning of a translocation breakpoint gene is the identification of

known genetic markers that flank the breakpoint region on one of the chromosomes involved

in the translocation. prior to the use of fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH), the simplest

way to do this was to segregate the derivative chromosomes of the trarìslocation into somatic

cell hybrids. The relative position of the breakpoint with respect to the markers could then be

determined by mapping the markers to one or the other derivative chromosome. With the

invention of FISH it then became possible to map markers directly onto the derivative

chromosomes of patient metaphase spreads.

Once the closest markers flanking the breakpoint region have been identified, they can be

used as probes in Southern analysis of normal DNA and patient DNA, to test whether they

detect novel restriction fragments in the patient DNA. The presence of novel restriction

fragments indicates a chromosome rearrangement in or near the probe. This method was used

in preliminary characterisation of the chromosome 2I breakpoint in the (8;21Xq22;q22)

translocation (Gao et a1.,1991), which is associated with I5o/o of all AML cases (reviewed in

Rowley, 1999).

The flanking markers c¿ul be used as probes to identify large genomic clones, eg yeast

artificial chromosomes (YACs), bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) and Pl artificial
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chromosomes (pACs). If a genomic clone contains both flanking markers then it should span

the breakpoint site. Once a genomic clone containing the breakpoint region has been

identified it is subcloned into smaller, more manageable fragments, using cosmid or ?'" vectors.

The subclones are then rescreened to identiff the clone spanning the breakpoint. 'When the

clone of interest has been identified there are a number of methods that can be used to identiff

genes present within it, including oDNA selection and exon trapping (reviewed in Monaco,

l9g4). Two common leukaemia associated translocations, tØ;lI)(q2l;q23) and

t(B;Zl)(apZ;q22), were characterised using YACs containing the breakpoint regions on

chromosomes 4 and 2l respectively (Gao et al.,l99l; Rowley et a1.,1990)'

The final step in the positional cloning approach is testing the genes, identified from the

genomic clones, for their disruption in the leukaemic cells. This step is essentially the

candidate gene approach, which is described below.

1.3.2 Candidate gene approach

The candidate gene approach tests all genes assigned to the breakpoint region, especially

those genes which are already known or implicated for their involvement in cancer. A classic

example of this approach is the identificationof ABL as the chromosome 9 breaþoint gene in

the (9;22)(q34;ql1) translocation (reviewed in Dobrovic et al., 7991). This translocation was

first mistakenly identified as a recurring deletion of ch¡omosome 22 in CML (Nowell and

Hungerford, 1960). Over 10 years later, improvements in cytogenetic banding techniques

revealed that the shorter chromosom e 22 arose from a translocation, not a deletion, between

chromosomal regions 9q34 and 22qll (Rowley, 1973). Approximately ten years later' the

ABL oncogene was mapped to 9q34, making it an obvious candidate breakpoint gene in

t(9;22) (de Klein et al., lg82). Soon after the mapping of ABL, Southern analysis was used to

demonstrate that ABL was disrupted by t(9;22) (Groffen et al., 1984).
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Since this approach requires pinpointing of a candidate region, it usually requires some degree

of positional cloning before candidate breakpoint genes can be assigned' However, now that a

large number of translocation breakpoint genes have been cloned and are known to be

involved in multiple translocations, the positional information obtained from karyotyping is

now often sufficient to identiff one of the breaþoint genes in novel translocations (reviewed

in Rowley, 1999).

Recently, a powerful method involving mouse gene disruption through proviral integration,

has been used to identi$ genes involved in leukemogenesis (Li et al., 1999). This method

identified more than 90 candidate leukaemia genes, some of which were already known to be

involved in leukaemia, and some that were novel. Many of the genes identified through

proviral disruption of the mouse genome have human orthologues. The chromosomal location

of many of the human orthologues has been established and this will facilitate the candidate

gene approach to identiffing novel translocation breakpoint genes. Furthermore, the Human

Genome project has led to the availability of huge amounts of sequence and mapping data,

which will also facilitate the candidate gene approach.

1.4 Aims

The study described in this thesis involved an investigation of a novel T-cell ALL

translocation, t(4;11)(q21;p15). At the onset of this project the translocation was thought to be

comparatively rare. The aim of the study was to identiff the genes disrupted by the

translocation and potentially reveal novel genes with importance in cancer, or already

cha¡acterised genes whose involvement in cancer had not been previously observed. The

following discussion begins with the initial identification and molecular study of the

translocation and finishes with the state of knowledge at the beginning of this study'
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1.4.Lldentification of a novel T-cetl ALL translocation, t(a;l1Xq2l;pl4-15)

The translocation, t(a;11)(q21;p14-15), was observed in a 2l year old male with a large

mediastinal mass and a white cell count of 420 x10e/ ml. This translocation was the primary

cytogenetic alteration at presentation apart from two marker chromosomes (Fig. 1.1a)' Cell

surface marker and DNA analysis was consistent with a diagnosis of T cell ALL (Hardingham

et a1.,1991). Most of the peripheral blood blasts were positive for the T-cell markers CD7,

CD2, and CD5 but did not express the mature T-cell markers CD4 and CD8. Most blasts were

also positive for CDlg, which is a B-cell lineage marker occasionally expressed in T-cell

leukaemia, but not for CD19 which is a marker of more mature B-cells. Most of the blasts

also expressed the stem cell marker CD34. A significant subpopulation of peripheral blood

blasts expressed the T-cell marker CD3, the myeloid marker CD33 and the myelomonocytic

marker CDllb. The mixed lineage phenotlpe was not considered to be the result of a biclonal

expansion of leukaemic cells because most of the leukaemic blasts at presentation were

positive for all of the following markers-cD2, cD7, CD10, CD34 and HLA-DR.

Furthermore, all metaphases examined at presentation had the same karyotype.

At the time it could not be excluded that the t(a;11)(q2l;pla-15) was a cryptic variant of

either the t(4;11)(q}l;q23) which is principally associated with B-cell leukaemia (Childs et

a1.,1988),or the T-cell leukaemia associated t(l1;la)þ15;q11) (Le Beau et a1.,1986). Such

variants have been reported in CML where the BCR-ABI fusion has occurred despite a lack of

cytogenetic evidence for {9;22) (reviewed in Dobrovic et a1.,1991). The clinical picture of

the t(4;l l)(q¿l;pla-15) patient does not well match that described by Pui et al' (1991) for the

t(a;11)(q21 ;q23),suggesting that the t@;ll)(qzl;pl4-15) translocation is not merely a cryptic

variant, but a distinct translocation. Furthermore, after the initial report on t(4;11)(q2l;pl4-

I 5), the molecular basis of the t(a; I I )(q21 ;q23) was described. The t(4; 1 l)(q2l;q23) tuses the

MLL genefrom 11q23 to the AF-4 gene from 4q2l (Domer et a1.,1993; Gu et al.,1992).This
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Figure 1.1 t(a;l1) (q2l;pl4-15) in a 2l year old adult male with T-cell ALL

(a) The karyotype from a specimen of peripheral blood collected at presentation. The

karyotype is 46,XY,t(4;ll)(q21;pl4-15)r+2mar and was observed in all 15 metaphases scored

(Hardingham et a1.,1991). The der(4) and der(l1) chromosomes are indicated with arrows.

Two marker chromosomes, of uncertain derivation, are denoted as Ml andM2.

(b) Position of the chromosome 11 breakpoint with respect to the 11p15.5 markers used for

FISH and PCR mapping. The candidate breakpoint region is indicated by the arrowed line

The beta chain of hemoglobin (HBBC) and the H-ras oncogene (HRAÐ are at the extremities

of 11p15.5. C and T denote centromeric and telomeric respectively.
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made it possible to test for involvement of MLL in t(a;l1)(q21;p14-15). Southern blotting

with an MLL probe excluded its involvement (Janet Rowley, unpublished data), thereby

proving that the t@;ll)(q2l;p15) was not a cryptic variant of the common (;ll)(q2l;q23)

translocation. For simplicity, the (4;11)(q2l;p1a-15) translocation will from now on be

referred to as the (a;11) translocation. The more well known translocation will be named in

tullas the (4;I I)(q2l;q23) translocation'

Similar translocations to t(a;11) were observed in 3 other patients with T-cell ALL

(Bloomfield, et al., 1986; Inoue et al., 1985; Pui et al., l99l). In two of these cases the

translocation was the primary cytogenetic change at presentation. It r¡/as apparent that the

translocation wÍìs recurrent and therefore that identification of the genes disrupted in t(4;11)

would potentially reveal new oncogenes involved in leukemogenesis'

l.4.zPreliminary molecular analysis of t(4;11)(q21 ;p1a-15)

A positional cloning approach was initially adopted in order to narrow the breakpoint region,

as it was not clear from cytogenetics if the 1lp region disrupted was 1lpl4 or 1Ip15. The two

derivative chromosomes were separated into different somatic cell hybrids and a range of

pCR markers were mapped on the der(l1) chromosome (Kalatzis et a1.,1993). Initial PCR

analysis showed der(4) to be positive for HRAS but negative for HBBC, thereby narrowing the

breakpoint to the 11p15.5 region between HBBC and HÀ,4S (Fig. 1.1b). Subsequent PCR

results revealed that der(4) was positive for IGF2 but negative lor RkMI, thus further refining

the breakpoint region to between HRMI and IGF2. At that time there were no known markers

that definitely mapped between RRMI and IGF2, therefore further localisation of the

breakpoint was not possible. However, it was known that the ruBTNI gene, disrupted in

t(l1;1a)(p15;q1l) T-cell leukaemias (Boehm et al., 1991), mapped outside the candidate

region and this excluded the involvement of .R-BZI//'
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1.4.3 Narrowing the chromosome 11 breakpoint region

Chromosome region 11p15.5 is an intensely studied tumour-suppressor gene region, as it

shows loss of heterozygosity in Wilms' tumour, rhabdomyosarcoma, adrenocortical

carcinoma, breast, lung, hepatocellular, bladder, ovarian, and testicular cancer (reviewed in

Hu et at.,1997). These studies have resulted in an abundance of mapped genetic markers in

1lp15.5. To further naffow the 11p15.5 breakpoint region in t(4;11), cosmid probes, mapped

in other laboratories, were used in FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridisation) analysis on

patient metaphase spreads. The two most proximal cosmids tested, D115470 and 2104,

mapped to the der(4) chromosome and were therefore distal to the breakpoint (Dobrovic ef

at., 1994); Finch, Peters and Dobrovic, unpublished). As the relative order of the DL15470

and ZlO4 markers was unknown, it was unclear which cosmid was closest to the breakpoint.

The breakpoint was therefore located to the interval between kRMl and Dl154702'104.

After the FISH analysis of thercosmids was performed, a new chromosome llp map was

published (James et al., lgg4). This map showed that the Dl1S860 marker was located

between Dt 15470 and RRML PCR of t(4;11) somatic cell hybrid DNA showed that DI 15860

was absent from the der(4) chromosome (Finch and Dobrovic, unpublished). This result

suggested that the t(a;11) breakpoint was located somewhere between D1IS860 and

Dt 154701210a @ig. 1.1b).

The study described in this thesis coÍtmenced with further investigation of the t(a;11)

1lpl5.5 breakpoint region. At the beginning of the study there were no mapped genes or

markers between Dl15860 and DllS470lZI04. Therefore, the first goal was to identify

candidate genes within the breakpoint region and test these genes for disruption in t(4;11)-
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1Materials

General reagents: General chemicals, media requirements and supplements were of analytical

grade and were purchased from various suppliers'

Enzymes: Enzymes for general DNA manipulations were purchased from Roche (formerly

Boehringer-Mannheim GmbH), Progen Industries, Fermentas or New England

Biolabs. Taq polymerase was purchased from Perkin-Elmer. Proteinase K was

purchased from Merck and T4 DNA ligase from Promega'

2.1.1 Buffers and Solutions:

General solutions and buffers were made up with MilliQ water to the specified final

concentration and sterilised by either autoclaving (103 kPa, lzl"C for 20 min) or by filtering

through a1.22micron membrane according to the methods given in Sambrooket al. (1989)'

Solutions and additives for pCR were made up with Ultra Pure Water (Biotech) which is

certified DNase and RNase free.

dNTP stock: a 40 mM stock solution of dATP, dGTP, dcTP and dTTP (10 mM each) was

prepared in ultra pure water and the pH adjusted to be¡ween pH 7'0-pH 8'0 with 1 M

Tris.

Deionised Formamide: Formamide was deionised by adding 5 g of Molecular Biology Grade

AG@ 501-xg (D) Resin (Bio-Rad) to 100 ml of formamide, magnetically stirred for

t hr, filtered and stored at -20"C'
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6 x Loadine Buffer for DNA:50 Yo glycerol, 0.2 M EDTA (pH S.3) and 0'05 o/o bromophenol

blue.

2 x Loading Buffer for RNA: Aliquots consisting of 500 pl of de-ionised formamide, 100 ¡rl

of l0 x MOpS, 167 ¡il 37o/o formaldehyde, 133 pl DEPC-treated water, 100 pl

glycerol, 3 pl of 10 mg/ ml ethidium bromide, 0.025 7o bromophenol blue and

0.025 %oxylenetwere prepared and stored af 20oC'

Salmon Sperm DNA: 100 mg of Salmon spefm DNA (Sigma type III, sodium salt) was

dissolved in 10 ml of dHrO and incubated at 37'C ovemight. The salmon sperm DNA

was sheared by sonication until it reached low viscosity.

20 % sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS):20 gof sodium dodecyl sulfate (Sigma) per 100 ml of

ffiro

sM buffer: 5.8 g NaCl, 2 g MgSO q.7HzO,50 ml lM Tris.cl oH 7.5), and 5 ml of 2vo gelatin

solution was brought to a final volume of 1 liter with HzO. The solution was stored at

room temperature and used for the storage and dilution of bacteriophage lambda

stocks

20 x SSC: 3 M NaCl and 0.3 M sodium citrate pH7 '2

20 x ssPE: 3.6 M NaCl, 0.2 M Sodium phosphate, 20 mM EDTA pll7.7

1 x TAE: 40 mM Tris base, 20 mM NaAc, 2 Ín\}y'-EDTA, pH 7.8 with glacial acetic acid

5 x TBE: 1 M Tris base, 0.9 M of boric acid and o.zlÑ{EDTA pH 8.3.

I x TE: 10 mM Tris.HCl PH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA

1 x TES: 10 mM Tris'HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0't M NaCl
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2.1.2 Media

Luria Broth (LB) medium: 10 g Bacto-tryptone (Difco), 5 g Bacto-yeast extract (Difco) and

l0 g NaCl was added per litre of water and the pH adjusted to 7'0 using NaOH' LB

was sterilised bY autoclaving.

: Bacto-agar

(Difco, 15 g) was added to 1 lihe of LB medium and autoclaved. After cooling to

50oC, the relevant antibiotic(s) were added. Final concentrations recommended by the

manufacturer were Ampicillin (100 pgl ml), Kanamycin (30 pgl ml) and Tetracycline

(50 pgl ml). If appropriate, colour selection using the IPTG/ X-gal system was used'

IPTG was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mM and X-gal to 80 pgl ml (from a

stock of 50 mg/ ml of dimetþl formamide). Approximately 35 ml of LB agar medium

was poured into 85 mm Petri dishes and allowed to set. The plates were used

immediately or stored at 4"C for up to I month'

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEMI: DMEM (Gibco-BRL, Life Technologies) was

made according to the manufacturer's instructions with the addition of 60 pd ml

benzylpenicillin (Sigma) and 50 ¡tglmt dihydrostreptomycin (Glaxo Wellcome)'

2.2Methods

z.z.lBasic nucleic acid isolation and manipulation procedures

2.2.l.llsolation of Lymphocytes/ mononuclear cells from peripheral blood

Blood samples were centrifuged at 570 x g for 10 min in a bench top Beckman TJ6' After

removal of the platelet rich plasma, the red cells and bufff coat were diluted to twice the

original volume with PBS in a 50 ml centrifuge tube. Approximately 12 ml of Ficoll-Hypaque

(Ficoll-Paque from Pharmacia) or Lymphoprep (Nyegaard) was carefully layered under the
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diluted cells. The tube was then centrifuged at 570 x g for 25 min. Peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMNC) were skimmed from the interphase with a pasteur pipette in no

more than 4 - 5 ml and placed in a 10 ml centrifuge tube made up to 10 ml with PBS. The

number of cells present was determined and then they were pelleted at 570 x g for 10 min.

The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in the residual PBS. The suspension

was transferred to an Eppendorf tube using 1-1.5 ml of PBS and pelleted for I min. The

supematant rwas removed prior to nucleic acid extraction.

2.2.1.2 Thawing of frozen samPles

Bone marrow or PBMNC samples frozenin nitrogen were thawed by warming the ampoule in

a beaker of warm water (37'C) with shaking, once thawed the sample was transferred to an

Eppendorf tube and pelleted briefly before discarding the supernatant. After this samples \¡/ere

treated the same as fresh samPles.

2.2.1.3 DNA isolation from cell suspensions

Approximately 20 x 106 cells were resuspended in 500 pl of TES buffer supplemented with

30 ¡rl of Proteinase K. The tube was mixed by inversion before the addition of 30 ¡ú of 20 %o

SDS and incubation at37oC overnight. 500 pl of buffered phenol (Sigma) was added and the

mixture agitated by spinning on a rotating platform for 15 min. Samples were centrifuged at

12,000 x g for 5 min and the aqueous layer removed to a clean Eppendorf tube. 500 pl

phenoVchloroform was added and the mixture retumed to the rotating platform for 15 min.

After centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 5 min, the aqueous phase was removed and the DNA

precipitated by the addition of 2 xthe volume of absolute ethanol. The pellet was washed

once with 70vo ethanol and then dried under vacuum. DNA was redissolved in either TE

buffer or ultra pure water. The initial phenol step was sometimes omitted'
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2.2.1.4 RNA isolation procedure

RNA was isolated by the addition.of 1 ml of Trizol (Life Technologies) or Tri-Reagent

(Sigma) per 107 cells. RNA was extracted using the manufacturer's protocol except that prior

to the addition of chloroform, the cell homogenate was incubated at 37"C for 15 mins and

then vortexed for 10 s. Furthennore, the RNA pellet was dissolved in ultra pure water instead

of DEPC treated water.

2.2.1.5 Plasmid DNA isolation

Large scale plasmid DNA of high quality sufficient for sequencing and transfection analysis

was prepared using either the Qiagen spin mini-prep kit (sequencing grade) or the Qiafilter

plasmid midi kit (transfection grade). In both cases the manufacturers protocol was followed

exactly.

Small scale plasmid DNA preparation in sufficient quality for assessing insert status and

orientation by restriction enzyme digestion was carried out on 1.5 ml of bacterial culture. The

culture was centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1 min and the supernatant aspirated. The pellet was

resuspended by vortexing in 100 ¡rl of ice cold lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8'0, l0 mM

EDTA, 50 mM glucose). After incubation for 5 min at room temperature,200 pl of 0'2 N

NaOIVI% SDS was added and mixed with the cells by inversion. After incubation on ice for

5 min, 150 pl of ice cold potassium acetate solution was added, mixed by inversion, and again

incubated on ice for 5 min. Bacterial cell debris and bacterial DNA was sedimented by

centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 5 min and the supernatant containing the plasmid DNA was

aspirated and placed in a new tube. RNA was then degraded by the addition of DNase-free

RNase A (Roche), at a final concentration of 20 Vglml and incubated at 37"C for 30 min. The

plasmid DNA was purified by phenoVchloroform extraction as described previously in

Section 2.2.1.3. After chloroform extraction the plasmid DNA was precipitated, washed, dried
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under vacuum and redissolved in 30 ¡rl of ultra pure water. 5 pl of plasmid DNA was used for

each restriction digest.

2.2.1.6 DNA ligation

Restriction fragments or PCR products were ligated into the appropriate vector DNA using T4

DNA ligase (Promega). The reaction mix was prepared according to the manufacturers

instructions and ligation was performed at 15"C for 8 hours then 4"C overnight using a

PTC100 thermal cycler (MJ Research). The plasmids used as cloning vectors in this thesis

were pUC19, pGEM-T, pTarget (all from Promega) andpEGFP-C2 (Clontech).

2,2.1.7 Preparation of competent,E coli and transformation with plasmid DNA

For experiments requiring a high efficiency of transformation (such as those for transforming

bacteria with ligated PCR product), competent E. coli JM109 were purchased (Promega) and

transformed according to the manufacturers instructions.

For subcloning experiments, competent cells were prepared using the following protocol. A

freshly gro\iln single colony of E. coli TG-l cells was used to inoculate 10 ml culture of LB

broth and grown overnight at 37oC, with shaking (250 rpm). 250¡il of this ovemight culture

was used to inoculate 50 ml of pre-warmed LB broth and grown to a density of OD6ee 0.3-0.6'

This took approximately 3 hours. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 3,000 x g at

4oC. After decanting the supernatant the cells were resuspended by vortexing in 2.5 ml of ice

cold 50mM CaClz/ 20ml\d MgCl2 and incubated on ice for I hour. 200 pl aliquots of cells

,were prepared using pre-chilled pipette tips and 1.5 ml snap lock tubes. 2'5 ¡tl (1/4) of the

ligation mix or 1 ng of control plasmid was added to an aliquot of cells, gently mixed by

flicking the tube and incubated on ice for 40 mins. The cell/DNA mixture was heated to 42"C

for precisely 2 mins and 15 s then placed on wet ice for 2 mins. 900 pl of LB containing
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20mM glucose was added to the celVDNA mixture and then incubated at37"C for 30-40 min.

The supernatant was discarded after centrifugation at 12,000 x g for I min and the cells

resuspended by pipetting and spread onto pre-warmed LB agar plates. containing the

appropriate antibiotics and IPTG and X-gal if colour selection was possible. Plates were

incubated at37"C in a humid environment for 12-16 hours'

2.2.1.8 Sequencing

The ABI Prism cycle sequencing kit was used according to the manufacturer's instructions

except that a PTC-100 with hot bonnet thermal cycler was used. Cycling conditions were

96oC for 30 s, 50oC for 30 s, 60oC for 4 min for 25 cycles. Sequencing products were

precipitated with sodium acetate and delivered to the Dept. of Molecular Pathology, IMVS,

Adelaide for electrophoresis. DNA sequence analysis was caried out using the Sequencher

(Genecodes) analysis package.

2.2.2 Cell culture

2.2.2.1Thawing of cells for cell culture

The ampoule of frozen cells was thawed rapidly by shaking in a beaker of warm water' Once

the cells were thawed they were transferred to a 10 ml tube. l0 ml of DMElvf/ l0 % FCS

(CSL) was added dropwise, first two drops at a time, then four drops at a time and so on in a

logarithmic manner. An aliquot of the cell suspension was used to quantitate the cell density

and the rest was pelleted at 400 x g. The supematant was discarded and the cells resuspended

in the residual solution. An appropriate amount of cells were seeded into 25 ml culture flasks

and 5 ml of DMEI\{/ 10 % FCS was added. Cells were cultured at 37"C in air with 5 o/o COz

and the media was aspirated and replaced every 3 days or as required.
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2.2,2.2 Subculturing of NIH-3T3 mouse fibroblast cells

NIH3T3 cells (a gift from Dr Leonie Ashman, Hanson Centre, Adelaide) were cultured in

DMENI/ 10 % FCS in a 5 %o COz atmosphere at 37"C. Culture flasks were viewed using an

inverted microscope to determine the density of the cells. Cells \¡/ere passaged at intervals of

approximately 3 days and were not allowed to exceed 80 % confluence. Cell cultures were

split by washing in I x PBS and detached using trypsin (1.25 gtrypsin (Difco), 4 g NaCl, 0.2

g KCl, 30 mg KHzPO¿,0.1 g Na2EDTA, 0.5 g glucose were dissolved in 4 ml dHzO' A few

grains of phenol red indicatorwere added and the volume was made to 5 ml. The solution was

filter sterilised through a0.22 pm filter and stored at -20"C).l0 ml of DMEM/ l0 % FCS was

added to the flask and pipetted up and down to disaggregate the cells. An aliquot was

removed to determine the cell density and the rest transferred to a 10 ml tube and pelleted.

The supernatant was discarded and the cell resuspended in the residue. An appropriate amount

of cells were transferred to clean flasks and recultured.

2.2.2.3 Transfection of NIH3T3 cells with plasmid DNA

The day before transfection, cells were seeded in 6 well plates at a density of 2.5 x l0s/ well.

The cells were transfected using either 2 ¡i oî SuperfectrM (Qiagen) or 3 pl of Fugene6rM

(Roche) and2 pg plasmid DNA according to the manufacturer's protocol.

To select for stably transfected cells, Geneticin (Life Technologies) was added to the medium

at a concentration of 400 ug/ml, 48 h after the initial transfection procedure. This was

followed by a 2 week selection period in medium containing 400 ug/ml of Geneticin' After

selection was complete the cells were maintained in medium containing 200 ug/ml of

Geneticin.
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Twenty four hours prior to confocal microscopy, the cells were transferred into Permanox

chamber slides (Labtek@). Cells were viewed on the chamber slides using a Biorad

MRC1000 confocal microscope. Technical assistance with confocal microscopy was kindly

provided by Dr Peter Kolesik (Plant Research Institute, University of Adelaide, Waite

Campus).

2.2.3 Screening the l,gtll bacteriophage library

The titre of the amplified Àgtl l bacteriophage library (a gift from Dr Francis Shannon,

Hanson Centre for Cancer Research, Adelaide) was determined by serial dilution. This

involved growing E. coli Y1090 cells to saturation in LB broth containing 0.2%o maltose and

10 mM MgSOr and 50 pglml tetracycline. At saturation the cells were divided into 100 ¡rl

aliquots in 10ml tubes. Top agar was melted and allowed to equilibrate at 45-50"C in a water

bath. lWhile the agar was equilibrating, serial 10 fold dilutions (starting from 1/100 through to

1/100,000) of the Àgtl1 bacteriophage library were prepared using SM buffer. 100 pl dilution

aliquots were added to the E. coli aliquots. The bacteria and phage mixture was incubated for

20 min at room temperature, to allow the phage to adsorb to the E. coli and then in a water

bath at 37"C for 10 min. The mixture was added to 2.5 ml of top agar, mixed lightly by

vortexing, and poured onto pre-warmed 85 mm LB agar plates. The agar was spread by tilting

and once the top agar had solidified they were incubated at 37"C. Phage plaques were easily

visible after 4-5 hr of incubation and were counted at this time. The tihe of the library was

calculated from the plate that contained as many plaques as possible but not so many as to

prevent accurate counting.

To screen for phage containing cDNA inserts of interest, no greater than 50,000 phage

particles from the amplified library were mixed with 300 pl of E. coli Y1090 in a 10 ml tube

and incubat ed at 37"C for 20 min. 7 ml of 0.7Yo top agarose was equilibrated to 45-50'C then
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added to each tube, one at a time, mixed by gentle vortexing, and plated onto 150 mm LB

agar plates (LB agar plates had been prepared at least 2 days prior to plating to allow them to

dry and prevent condensation during incubation). After incubation at 37"C for 4-5 hr the

plates were incubated at 4"C for at least I hr to allow the top agarose to harden. Hybond N+

(Amersham) membrane \¡/as cut to the size of each plate and labelled then applied to the cold

LB plates bearing the bacteriophage plaques. This was left on the plates for l0 min to allow

the transfer of phage particles to the membrane. During this time the orientation of the filter to

the plates was recorded by stabbing a needle through the filter into the agar at several

asymmetric points around the edge of the plate. Membranes were then slowly removed from

the plates using blunt forceps and placed on Whatman 3MM filter paper phage side up, To

bind the plaques to the membranes, the membranes were dried at room temperature for at

least l0 min. A large sheet of \ühatman 3MM paper was saturated with 0.2 M NaOlVl.5 M

NaCl and the membranes were placed on the filter paper, phage side up, and left for 1-2 min.

The membranes were then placed phage side up on 3MM paper saturated with 0.4 M

Tris.HCl, plF'7.612 x SSC for L2 min and then onto 3MM paper saturated with 2 x SSC for

l-2 min. DNA was fixed to the moist membranes using a UV crosslinker

(Stratalinker 1800, Stratagene) with 120,000 microjoules/ cm2 of UV irradiation according to

the manufacturer's instructions. The membranes were stored at room temperature until

hybridisation. Hybridisation with radiolabelled DNA probe and autoradiography \ryas

performed as described for Southern analysis.

2.2.4 Southern Analysis

Genomic DNA was digested with l0 units of restriction en4rme per pg of DNA in a total

volume of 200 pl. PCR products were digested by removing a 5-10p1 aliquot and digesting in

a total volume of 20 pl. One x BSA (New England Biolabs) was always added unless already

present in the restriction enzyme buffer'
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The restriction enzyme digested DNA products were ethanol precipitated and heated to 56oC

for 5 min to disrupt base pairing between cohesive termini before loading on an agarose gel

(0.7% - 3% with 0.5 x TBE buffer supplemented with 0.25 ¡tglml ethidium bromide). Agarose

gels containing genomic DNA or cosmid DNA samples were depurinated with 0.25 M HCI

for 15 min and rinsed in dHz0. Gels containing PCR product DNA were not depurinated.

DNA was transferred to a Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (Amersham) using 0.4 M sodium

hydroxide and a capillary transfer protocol as per the manufacturer's instructions. The transfer

was left to proceed overnight and the membrane was washed with 2 x SSC for 5 min. The

membrane was either used immediately or sealed in plastic wrap and stored at -20oC.

Membranes were prehybridised for at least two hours at 42oC in 20 ml of a solution

containing 50% deionised formamide, I M NaCl, 10% dextran sulphate, lYo SDS, and

0.2mglmlof sonicated and denatured salmon spetm DNA. Radiolabelling of PCR products or

restriction enzyme digested DNA fragments was carried out using the GIGAprime DNA

labelling kit (Geneworks), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Template DNA

(25 ng) was labelled with 50 ¡rCi of radioactive c-32P dCTP (Geneworks) in a total volume of

25 ¡tI. The labelled probe was heated to 100oC for 5 min and added to the prehybridisation

mixture. Hybridisation was carried out at 42oC overnight.

Membranes were washed to a final stringency of 0.1 x SSC, 0.1% SDS at 65"C' The

membrane was wrapped in plastic and exposed to X-ray film (Hyperfilm, Amersham) using

Amersham H¡per cassettes with one intensiffing screen and placed at -80oC for exposure.

'When necessary membranes were stripped of radiolabelled probe by pouring a boiling

solution of 0.5 % SDS directly onto the membrane and rocking until the solution reaches
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room temperature. The blot was then wrapped in glad wrap and placed at-2OoC until the next

hybridisation.

End-labelling of oligonucleotides was carried out using a Terminal Kinasing Kit (Geneworks)

according to the manufacturer's instructions and y-"P ATP (Geneworks). Hybridisation of

Southem blots of PCR products or cosmid DNA fragments to end-labelled oligonucleotide

probes was as described except that the hybridisation solution was 4 x SPE, 1% SDS, 5 %

blotto (5% nonfat dried milk powder, 0.02% sodium azide) and 0.1 mg/ ml denatured salmon

sperm DNA. After washing at 42"C in 2 x SSC, 0.1% SDS, the membranes were

autoradiographed at -80oC.

2.2.5 Northern Analysis

Five to 10 pg of RNA was electrophoresed on a denaturing lo/o agarose/ l.2M formaldeþde

gel, blotted onto Brightstar plus membrane (Ambion, Austin, TX) according to the

manufacturer's protocol and fixed to the membrane by IJV crosslinking as described in

Section 2.2.3. Radiolabelled probes were prepared as described in Section 2.2.4 and

hybridisedtomembranesat42oCina20 mlsolutionof l MNaCl, 10%dextransulphate, I

% SDS, 50 % deionised formamide and 0.2 mgl ml denatured salmon sperm DNA.

Membranes were washed to a final stringency of 0.2 x SSPE, 0.1% SDS at 65oC and

autoradiogtaphed at -80oC.

Multiple tissue Northerns were purchased from Clontech (Palo Alto, CA) and hybridisation

was as described above except that Express-Hyb (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) solution was used.

2.2.6 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols

2.2.6.1 Standard PCR conditions

Standard pCR reactions were carried out in 0.5 ml tubes as follows. Each reaction contained a

final of 100 ng of each oligonucleotide primer, 200 pM each dNTP, 0.5 units of Ampli Taq@
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Gold polymerase (Perkin Elmer), 1 x PCR buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCI), 2.0 mM

MgCl2 and 100 ng of genomic DNA or other template. In earlier experiments, Ampli Taq@

polymerase was used with the same reaction mix except that the final concentration of MgCl2

was 1.5 mM. The reaction was made up to a final volume of 50 ¡rl using ultra pure water and

placed into a PTC-100rM Programmable Thermal Cycler (MJ Research Inc). After an initial

denaturation step of 94oC for 9 min reactions were cycled for 35-45 cycles of 94-96"C for 30

sec, annealing at 60-65oC for 1 min and extension at 72oC for I min. The annealing

temperature for PCR was determined empirically by calculating the melting temperature of

each primer, assigning 4"C to each G or C and 2"C to each A or T, then subtracting 5oC from

this temperature. If two primers were used whose annealing temperature were very different a

touchdown PCR protocol was used. Touchdown PCR was performed after the initial

denaturation and consisted of l0 cycles of 95"C for 30 sec, 70"C minus 1"C per cycle for 1

min and 72"C for 1 min, followed by 25 cycles of 95oC for 30 sec, 60"C for 1 min and 72"C

for 1 min plus 5 sec per cYcle.

2.2.6.2 PCR conditions using ExpandrM Long template and ExpandrM Hi-Fi PCR System

The manufacturer's protocol (Roche) was followed using a concentration of 2'5 mM MgCl2 in

a final volume of 50 pl. Cycling conditions were chosen in accordance with the

manufacturer's directions.

2.2.6.3 Sequence of oligonucleotides for hybridisation, PCR and sequencing applications

Primers were designed for PCR amplification using the Ampliff Primer Design program

(Shareware Program) and their sequence is shown in Table 2.1. Custom Primers were

purchased from Geneworks. Random Hexamers (Pharmacia) and nonomers (Geneworks)

were resuspended to give a final concentration of 250 ngl¡rl. The 500 pl aliquots were stored

at-20.
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Table 2.1 Oligonucleotides used in this stud

The oligonucleotides shown in this Table were designed by this author for this study except

where due reference is made. Names beginning with "Zf' denote sequence from ZNFI95

(Genbank AF003540). Shown in the comments column for the ZNF195 oligonucleotides is

the position of the 5' base of the oligonucleotide relative to Genbank entry AF003540, except

for Z13,1JTRR where the position is given relative to an 11p15.5 Pl artificial chromosome

(Genbank AC00037g). Names beginning with an "N" denote a primer corresponding to

sequences within NUP\S (Genbank u41815) and those beginning with an "R" denote

sequence from MP\GDS| (Genbank x63465). For the NUP98 and RAPLGDS sequences the

number in the primer name is equal to the nucleotide position of the oDNA sequence from

Genbank that the 5'base of the oligonucleotide corresponds to.

Comments/ ReferencesSequence 5t-3tName

(Miwa et a1.,1993)
AT TCCCACAGAGCCTGGCAAAGGDr ls470F

(Miwa et al.,1993)
GTTAAGGAAGCCCAGACAGAÀAGCDI15470R

(McNoe et al.,1992)
GCAACACGTACACACTGAGACAD¿15860F

(McNoe et al.,1992)TAGTAT T GCCATAGAAGAAGCD] IS86OR

Universal Sequencing Primer
GTAÄAACGACGGCCAGTGpUC/\413F

Universal Sequencing Primer
GTCGATACTGGTACTAATGCpUC/lv113R

TATCGACGGTTTCCATATGGGGgtllF

G AAATACGGGCAGACAT GGCCTgtllR
Gibco BRL Life Technologies

GGCCACGCGT CGACTAGTACT ( 1.7 )AP

Gibco BRL Life Technologies
GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACAUAP

GACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGAGpTargetF

Promega Cat. No. Q4461TTACGCCAAGT TATTTAGGTGACApTargetR

2172-2196ACCCAACAAAT CT CATAAAT G TGGAZf3'UTRF*
89190-89165 of Genbank 4C000378

GAGAATAGAAT GACAT CAATAT TCGCZf3'UTRR
t-21CGGGAGATCCAGAAGTGAAACZf5'UTRF
1384-1412TATACACAGT CC T CACACCTCAGT GAACAZfEcoF
1541-1570

GGT C T GATAAC T GCT TAAAGAT GT T GCCACZfEcoR
t84-207GTCTGTAAGCCAGGCCTGATCACCZÍKRABBF
1 634-165 IACTTTACCCAGlCCTCCAZfseq ouß'
1402-1385GGTGTGAGGACTGTGTATZfseq out5'
527-505TGCTCTGGCAGAAGGTCT TGGGTZfspacerR

GGACTCC TGACACîTCCCCT TCN8lF

AT GT T TAAC AAAT CAT T T GGAACACC CN145F

GT GCCACCCCC AJU\GG GT GT T CN185R

GGAAAT TCACAGAC TAAACCAGGAGN3O1F
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Name Sequence 5'-3t Comments/ References

N388R CAAACCCAAAGCCAGTGCTTGTGG

N585F CTTTGGGCCAAGTAGT TTTACAGC

N716R GCAG TAATACAC T GG T GCT TGGTACT

N988F ACCAGCCT CT TCAGCAAACCAT T T G

N1252R GCTTGTTATTGCCAÀACAGGGTCG

Nl265F GAAGCAGCACAACCAGTGCACCT

N1384R TTCCAAGAGTCCCAGGTGCTGGT

N1428F GGCATCTTTGTTTGGGAACAACC

N1459F AT TGGAGGGCCT C T TGG TACAGGAG

N149lF GGCCCCT GGAT T TAATACTACG

Nl503F TAATACTACGACAGCCACT TT GGG

Nl51lF C GACAGCCACT T T GGGC T T lGGAGC

Nl53lR CAAAGC CCAAAGT GGCT GTCG

N1585F CAGGCTGTTCTCCAGCAGCACA

N1681R CCT TCT TCT TAGGGTCTGACATC

Nl742F ATAAACTGACACCCCGCCCTGCC

Nl848R GGATGGT TCATCGTCATCCAGCC

N2334F GGAT GAC C T T GC TAAAAT TACCAAT G

N248lR CCTCCGGATAT GCACAATATCAT CC

N272lF GGTCTCCCATTTTTCTAAGTATGGC

N2907R TCACTGTCCT TTTTTCTCTACCTG

Nqfr 9IR AAGT T CCCCGGGT CATAAAACAGC T T T GTAT TAGC

NtrnR CTATACTGGGGCCTGGGGGGCT

N,{l¡o IF C TCAT C T CGAGTAT GT T TAACAAAT CAT T T G GAAC

R5'UTRF GGT TCCTCACCCTCGGGGAGC

RlF AT GGATAAT C TCAGTGATACCT T GAA

RlIF TCAGTGATACCTTGAAGAAGCTG

RlO8R TTGAGCCAGGGCTTGAAGCAGAC

RI83R CT G T GGAG T CAACAGACT T GCAAAC

R34OF GGAAACATATGTTACGATAGCC

R655F GAGTGTCTACTAGAGATTGTTCAG

R688R CCACTTTT TGCTGAACAATCTC

Rl175F GAAAGAATGTTAAGTTAGTGGAGC

Rl195R CT CCACTAACT TAACAT T C1 T T CC C

Rl677R T CAGCT T T CCACAGTAAGlC T CT G C

Rint2R GTTATGTGCT TAACTACATACCAG

' z.syoDMSO (dimethylsulfoxide, Sigma) was added to the PCR reaction used amplifications of these primers'
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2.2.6.4 Restriction endonuclease digestion of PCR products

pCR products were digested with 5 - 10 units of enzyme in a total volume of 20 pl with

1 x buffer, 1 x BSA (New England Biolabs) and ultra pure water. PCR products were

digested at the appropriate temperature for 3 hours or ovemight.

2.2.6.5 PCR Product Purification

A) Direct purification: PCR product was purified directly from the reaction mix using the

WizardrM pCR preps DNA purification System (Promega). The manufacturers instructions for

direct purification were followed except that the step utilising direct purification buffer was

omitted. For purification of fragments larger than 3 kilobases, fragments were eluted from the

column at 65-g0.C as specifïed by the manufacturer (Promega Protocols and Applications

Guide, 3'd Edition¡.

B) purification from a low melting point agarose gel: A sufnicient quantity (at least 3.5

times the desired final yield) of PCR product or digested plasmid was electrophoresed

through a low melting point agarose gel. The gel was made using the desired amount of low

melting point agarose (Promega) in I x TAE and electrophoresis was performed in I x TAE

buffer at 70 y. Ethidium bromide was added to the gel and buffer at a final concentration of

O.Z5 p{ ml. DNA was loaded into as few lanes as possible to minimise the amount of agarose

carried into the purification mixture. The band of interest was visualised using 300 nm UV

light and excised with a sterile scalpel blade. The agarose slice containing the desired DNA

was transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and placed at 65oC for 5-10 min to melt the

agarose. Once the agarose slice had melted, Wizard purification was performed immediately,

according to the manufacturers instructions for the purification of PCR products from agarose

gels.
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2.2.6.6 Reverse transcription (RT)- PCR conditions using MMLV

For standard RT-PCR a primer mix consisting of 1 pg of RNA, 2 pl of random hexamers

(250 ngl¡l) and enough ultra pure water to make a final volume of 20 pl was added to a 0.5

ml tube. This was denatured at 70"C for 10 min and then placed on ice. After 3 min, an RT

mix containing 8 ¡rl of 5 x first strand oDNA synthesis buffer (Gibco, Life Technologies), 4

pl of 0.1 M DTT, 2 ¡ilo140 mM dNTPs,5 prl of ultrapure water and 1 ¡rl of 200U/ ¡i

MMLV-Reverse transcriptase (Gibco, Life Technologies) was added (on ice). A negative RT

mix without the MMLV enzyme was always included as a negative control. The mixtures

were gently flicked and briefly spun before incubation at 25oC for l0 min. Reverse

transcription \¡/as allowed to proceed by incubation at 37oC for l-2 h and the enzyme

inactivated by incubation at 70oC for 10 min. From each newly synthesised oDNA mixture,

2 pl was seeded into each subsequent PCR reaction. cDNA samples were covered with

parafilm and kept at 4"C.

2.2.6.7 Reverse transcription @T)- PCR conditions using Superscript II

RT using Superscript II (Gibco, Life Technologies), used for generating oDNA for 3'RACE

and ampliffing open reading frames, was performed according to the manufacturer's "First

Strand cDNA Synthesis of Transcripts \ryith High GC Content" protocol contained within the

3'RACE System for Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends manual (Gibco, Life Technologies)'

All reagents, with the exception of ultra pure water, were supplied by the manufacturer. All

incubation steps were performed using a PTC100 thermal cycler. Briefly, 1 ¡rg of total RNA

was brought to a final volume of 24 ¡rl in a 0.5 ml tube using ultra pure water. After the

addition of 1 ¡rl of adapter primer (AP), the solution was mixed gently and collected by brief

centrifugation. Each sample was then heated to 70oC for ten minutes then transferred

immediately to 50"C. A reaction mix consisting of the following was then prepared for each

sample; 7 .5 ¡tl of ultra pure water, 5 pl of 10 x PCR buffer, 5 pl of 25 mM MgCl2, 2'5 pl of
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10 mM dNTP mix and 5 ¡rl of 0.1 M DTT. This was prepared as a master mix and prewarmed

to 42"C. To each RNA sample, 25 ¡i of the above mix was added and this was immediately

followed by the addition of 1 pl (200 units) of Superscript II. Incubation at 50oC was

continued for 50 min. The reaction was terminated by incubating the tubes at 70"C for 15

min. Finally, 1 pl of RNase H was added and the tubes were incubated for 20 min at 37"C.

One twentieth of the reverse transcription was used for PCR.

2.2.6.8l)Nase I treatment of RNA

Where DNA contamination could lead to misleading results the RNA was treated with RNase

free DNase I (Gibco, Life Technologies) prior to reverse transcription. For every 1 ¡rg of

RNA, 1 x DNase I reaction buffer (Gibco, Life Technologies), lU DNase I Amplification

Grade (Gibco, Life Technologies) enzyme and ultra pure water to a final volume of 10 pl was

added. The mixture was incubated at 37oC for 12 min before the addition of 1 pl of 25 mM

EDTA and incubation at 65oC for l0 min. The l0 pl mix was added directly to the primer mix

for RT

2.2.7 Procedure for 3' RACE

One ¡rg aliquots of PBMNC total RNA were reverse transcribed using Superscript II and the

Adapter primer (AP) from the 3' RACE kit (Gibco, Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD).

The Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) was used in all

subsequent PCR amplifications. The reverse transcription product was amplified with a

NUpgB exon B primer, Nl459F and the Abridged Universal Amplification Primer (AUAP)

(Gibco, Life Technologies). Touchdown PCR was performed with an initial step at 94"C lot 2

min, followed by 10 cycles of 95'C for 30 sec, 70oC minus loC per cycle for 30 sec and 68"C

for 8 min, followed by 25 cycles of 95oC for 30 sec, 60oC for 30 sec and 68'C for 8 min plus
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20 sec per cycle. A biotinylated NUP98 exon B oligonucleotide, N1491F, internal to the

oligonucleotide used in the first round, was used to enrich for NUP98 containing sequences

using streptavidin coated magnetic beads (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the protocol

of Lankiewícz et al. (1997). Second round PCR of the enriched product was performed using

a NUP98 exon B primer, N151lF (internal to the previous two sense oligonucleotides), and

the AUAP with cycling conditions identical to the first round PCR. Second round PCR

products were electrophoresed through low melting point agarose gels, purified using Wizard

PCR Purification kits (Promega), cloned into pGEM-T (Promega) and sequenced.
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Chapter 3

Investigation of the candidate gene, ZNF195

As described in chapter 1, the chromosome 1l breakpoint in the t(4;11) patient had been

mapped proximal to D115470 by FISH (Dobrovic et al., 1994). Preliminary PCR results

suggested that the breakpoint was distal to DI15860 (Finch and Dobrovic, unpublished data).

At that time, there \¡/ere no sequenced genes between these two markers, which made it

diffrcult to test candidate genes for their involvement in the translocation.

Zl04 was one of a number of cosmids containing Krüppel related zinc finger coding

sequences identified by screening a human chromosome 11 library, with a degenerate

oligonucleotide probe based on the 7 amino acid Krüppel IVC linker region (Hoovers et al.,

lg92); PFR Little, unpublished data). Zl04 was mapped to 11p15.5 on a 140 kilobase (kb)

BssHII fragment between RRMI and IGF2 (Redeker et al., 1994). The DILS470 and

DI1S45/ markers also mapped to this fragment, but the relative order of the three markers

was undetermined @edeker et al., 1994). Since the chromosome 1l breakpoint in the t(a;11)

patient was known to lie between DIi,5860 and Dl15470, and the relative order of D 115470

andZl04 was unknown, any zinc finger gene in ZI04was a candidate breakpoint gene.

Zínc finger proteins arc an important class of eukaryotic DNA binding proteins. The zinc

finger motif contains spatially conserved cysteines and histidines, which bind a zinc ion. The

most common zinc finger motif is the CZHZ t¡pe, which was initially found in the TFIIIA

transcription factor oî Xenopus (Miller et al., 1985), and subsequently in the Drosophila

segmentation gene, Krüppet (Rosenberg et al., 1996). The human genome has several

hundred Krüppel related zinc finger genes in which the consensus zinc finger sequences

CXZCX:FXSLXZHX3H are connected by the IVC linker, a characteristic 7 amino acid
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domain, TGEKPYK (Bellefroid et a1.,1989). About one-third of these human Krüppel type

genes also code for a highly conserved region, the Krtippel-associated box (KRAB domain),

comprising approximately 75 amino acids found at the N-terminal end (Belleftoid et al',

1991). The KRAB domain is divided into A and B boxes, usually coded for by separate

exons, (Betlefroid et al., 1993; Bellefroid et a1.,1991) and constitutes a potent DNA binding

dependent repression domain (Margolin et al.,1994 V/itzgall et al.,1994).

The expression of some Krüppel lamlly zinc finger genes is disrupted, either through gene

fusion or deregulated expression, in chromosome translocations associated with

haematological malignancy. For example, the t(l1;17) associated with acute promyelocytic

leukaemia, fuses the retinoic acid receptor gene (RARA) on chromosome 17 with the Krüppel

family PLZF (Promyelocytic LeukaemiaZinc Finger) gene on chromosome 11 and results in

a hybrid protein containing zinc frnger repeats (Chen et a\.,1993). Expression of the Krüppel

family BCL6 gene is deregulated in t(3;14)(q27;q32) associated non-Hodgkins lymphoma,

because this translocation removes BCL6 from its normal regulatory sequences and

juxtaposes it to the IgH regulatory elements on chromosome 14 (Ye et al', 1993)' The

established role of Krüppet like zinc finger genes in haematological malignancy determined

the need to investigate the gene(s) within Zl04 as a candidate for disruption in the (4;11)

translocation.

In addition, ZlO4 was in the candidate region for the putative WT2 (Wilms' tumour 2) gene

involved in the development of Wilms' tumour (Besnard-Guenn et al.,1996).The WTI gene,

which is mutated in hereditary Wilms' tumour, is a Krüppel type zinc finger gene (Call et al.,

1990). These two points taken together gave reason for studying the gene(s) within ZI04 as a

candidate for tItT2. Such studies were conducted during the course of this PhD but they are

outside the scope of this thesis and will only be discussed briefly.
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The Zl04 cosmid had been shown to hybridise only to the der(4) chromosome of the t(a;11)

patient and not to the der(l1) chromosome, suggesting it was distal to the breakpoint (Finch,

Peters and Dobrovic, unpublished). However, this FISH result was not sufficient evidence to

exclude the possibility of disruption of any zinc finger gene(s) within Zl04 by the (4;11)

translocation. It was possible that a portion of the zinc finger gene was absent from Zl04 and

that this part was retained on der(ll). Furthermore, even if Zl04 contained the entire gene, it

was possible that the breakpoint was near the end of the cosmid insert. If this were the case,

FISH using Zl04 would not detect the small amount of cosmid sequence remaining on

der(l 1).

This chapter describes the exploration of the zinc finger gene(s) within ZL04 as a candidate

breakpoint gene in the (4;11) translocation. Exploration of Zl04 involved characterising the

gene(s) within the cosmid and determining the relative position of this gene(s) in the cosmid

rnsert.

3.1 Confirmation of the 11p15.5 breakpoint region

Before beginning the study onZl04, it was decided that the previous FISH and PCR results

on the 1lp15 breakpoint region should be confirmed by PCR of der(a) and der(I1) DNA from

t(a;l1). Previous FISH results mapped the DL1S4Z0 cosmid distal to the 11p15 breakpoint

(Dobrovic et al.,1994). PCR of somatic cell hybrid DNA showed that the der(4) hybrid DNA

was negative for DI15860 (Finch and Dobrovic, unpublished), but it was necessary to show

that D115860 was present on the der(Il) chromosome in order to confirm that it was

proximal to the breakpoint.

DNA from somatic cell hybrids segregating the translocation chromosomes r¡/as available in

the laboratory (Kalatzis et al., 1993). Primers were made to ampliff the DllS860 and
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Dls417loci (see Table 2.1 lor the sequences of all oligonucleotides mentioned in this

thesis) in order to test der(4) and der(ll) DNA for the retention of these markers' PCR

amplification (Section 2.2.6.L) of hybrid DNA revealed that only the der(4) chromosome was

positive for Dl I5470 (Fig. 3.1a). In contrast, only the der(l1) DNA was positive fot DIi,5860

(Fig.3.1b). These results confirmed that the 11p15 breakpoint in t(4;11) was between

D|15860 and DI 15470 andvalidated Zl04 as a candidate gene marker'

3.2 Subcloning of zinc finger containing sequences from cosmid

zr04

The first step in isolating the sequence of the zinc finger gene(s) from zl04 was to subclone

and sequence restriction fragments that contained DNA sequences coding for zinc fingers' In

order to identiff zinc frnger coding sequence within 2104, cosmid DNA was digested with a

range of restriction enzymes (Fig. 3.2a). A Southem blot of the restricted cosmid DNA

samples was hybridised to an end-labelled oligonucleotide probe (Section 2.2.4) identical to

the IVC linker degenerate oligonucleotide probe used to identify Zl04 (Fig' 3'2b)' Restriction

fragments were chosen for sequencing on the basis of the following criteria; they had to be

fairly small (preferably less than 2 kb) for ease of subcloning into pucl9 and sequencing, and

they had to hybridise relatively strongly to the IVC linker probe' On the basis of these criteria

three restriction fragments (a 336 base pair (bp) Eco RI fragment, a 556 bp Eco RI-Xba I

fragment and a 1,503 bp Eco RI-Xba I fragment) were cloned into appropriately digested

puclg and sequenced using the puc/lvfl3F and puc/lv1l3R universal primers (sections

2.2.1.s -2.2.t.8).

The sequence of these restriction fragments was analysed using BLAST N and BLAST X

sea¡ches and all three fragments had highly significant homology to zinc finger regions from
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Figure 3.1 PCR analysis of 11p15.5 markers on the der(4) and der(l1) containing

somatic cell hybrid DNA

pcR amplification of (a) D I I S4 7 0, (b) D I I S8 60 and (c) Z I 0a markers.

Lane I pUClglHp¿ II DNA size marker

Lane 2HzO control

Lane 3 Human genomic DNA control

Lane 4 Mouse genomic DNA control

Lane 5 der(4) hybrid DNA

Lane 6 der(l1) hybrid DNA
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Figure 3.2 Selection of Zl04 fragments for cloning and sequencing

(a) Agarose gel showíngZl}4 restriction fragments prior to Southern blotting

(b) Autoradiograph resulting from hybridisation of the IVC linker oligonucleotide probe to

the Southern blot of ZlO4 restriction fragments. Fragments that were subcloned and

sequenced are boxed. A partially digested EcoF.I fragment, that consists of the two fragments

below it, is indicated with an affow.

Ml, M2 and M3 areXlHind III, pUCl9/HpaLIand SPPVEco RI DNA size markers

Lanes 1-14 containZT}  DNA digested with -

Lane I XbaI

Lane 2 EcoRI

Lane 3 HindIII

Lane 4 PstI

Lane 5 Xba I-^E'co Rl

Lane 6 XbaI-HindlII

Lane 7 XbaI-lPstI

Lane 8 EcoRI-HindIII

Lane 9 Eco RI-Psf I

Lane l0 Hind III-Ps/ I

Lane ll SqlI

Lane 12 SmaI

Lane 13 Nsi I

Lane 14 NarI
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many zinc finger genos. The restriction fragments were thus part of the zinc finger gene(s)

present within 2104

It was not known how the sequence obtained from the three restriction fragments was

positioned in relation to the open reading frame of the gene in 2104. A BLAST X analysis

showed that the sequence at one end of the 1503 bp XbaI-Eco RI fragment did not encode

zinc fingers or any protein with significant similarity to other known proteins. This suggested

that the 1503 XbaI-Eco RI fragment contained some intronic sequence'

3.3 Are the zinc finger coding sequences present within zl04

transcribed?

It was unknown whether ttle zinc finger gene(s) within zl04 was transcribed' It was

important to determine the transcriptional status because if Zl04 contained a pseudo-gene

with no coding potential this would reduce the likelihood of it being the breaþoint gene in

the (4;1 1) translocation.

Many zinc finger genes are expressed at high levels in T-cell lines (Bellefroid ¿r al', 1993)'

Therefore, expression was examined in several human T-cell lines, using the 336

bp Eco RI fragment as a probe on Northern blots. Total RNA from HUT-78, JM, Jurkat and

Molt4 T-cell lines was prepared (section 2,2.1.4) and Northern blotted according to the

protocor described in section 2.2.5. The 336 bp EcoRI fragment was radiolabelled (Section

2.4) andhybridised to the Northern blot. Strong expression of a 4.3 kb transcript was seen in

all four cell lines examined (Figs. 3.3a-b). Smaller transcripts were also visible and HUT-78

strongly expressed a transcript of approximately 2'5-2'7 kb, visible as a broad band on the

autoradiograph (Fig. 3.3b). This result was taken as a preliminary confirmation that the gene

present inzl} was actively transcribed in the T-cell lines examined'
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Figure 3.3 Northern analysis of T-cell lines and t(a;11) patient samples using theZl04

336 bp EcoRJI fragment as a Probe

(a) Expression of Zl04 related transcripts in T-cell lines. Each lane contains 10 ¡rg of total

RNA as follows-

Lane 1 Mo1t4

Lane 2 JM

Lane 3 Jurkat

(b) Elevated expression of a Zl04 related transcript in t(4;11) leukaemic samples. Each lane

contains 10 pg of total RNA as follows-

Lane I HUT-78

Lane 2 t(4;11) presentation PBMNC

Lane 3 t(4;11) remission bone marrow

Lane 4 t(4;11) relapse PBMNC

The same membranes probed with an 18S rRNA probe are shown as an RNA loading control.
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3.3.1 Northern analysis of adult and foetal tissues using the 336 bp ,Eco RI

fragment as a Probe

In conjunction with the Northem analysis of T-cell lines, Northern analysis of adult and foetal

tissues was also performed using the 336 bp Eco RI fragment from Zl04 (Fig' 3'4a-c). The

probe detected moderate to strong expression in adult heart, brain, placenta, skeletal muscle

and pancreas with a predominant transcript size of 4.3 kb. There was little detectable

expression in adult lung, liver or kidney (Fig. 3.ab). In the remainder of the adult tissues

tested the predominant transcript size was 2.5 kb, except in PBMNC the most prominent

transcript was 4.3 kb (Fig. 3.4c).In foetal lung, liver, kidney and brain, the predominant

transcript was 2.5 kb (Fig. 3.4a). Foetal brain also expressed a2.7 kb transcript (The sizes of

the transcripts in foetal tissues have been revised since Hussey et al' (1997)'

3.3.2 Assessing the specifÌcity of the 336 bp Eco NI fragment for zl04

In order to assess the specificity of the 336 bp Eco RI fragment as a probe for detecting only

the gene within 2104, Southem analysis was performed using this probe. A probe that is

specific for a single gene is expected to hybridise to one or a limited number of restriction

fragments. Genomic DNA was prepared from presentation, remission and relapse specimens

of the t(a;l1) patient according to the method described in Section 2.2.1.3. This DNA was

digested wíth Eco Rl, Xba I and Hind III and Southern blotted. These samples were chosen in

case the probe was in the breakpoint region and was potentially able to detect a rea:rangement

caused by the (a;11) translocation. The remission sample was known to have a normal

karyotype and therefore it was assumed that it would result in a normal pattern of

hybridisation. The radiolabelled (Section 2.2.4) 336 bp Eco RI fragment was hybridised to the

Southern blot and then washed at the same high stringency used for the Northern analysis

described above.
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Figure 3.4 Expression of Zl04 related and ZNFL95 transcripts in adult and foetal tissues

(aXd) Foetal tissue Northern blot (Clontech, #7756-1) hybridised to (a) the Zl04 336 bp

EcoRI fragment or (d) a 367 bp PCR product from the ZNF195 3'UTR. Each lane contains

2¡rg of polyA RNA as follows: Lane L brain, Lane 2 lung, Lane 3 liver, Lane 4 kidney.

(b)/(e) Adult tissue Northem blot (Clontech, #7760-1) hybridised to (b) the ZI04 336 bp

Eco¡¡I fragment or (e) a 367 bp PCR product from the ZNF195 3'UTR. Each lane contains

2¡tg ofpolyA RNA as follows: Lane t heart, Lane 2brain, Lane 3 placenta, Lane 4 lung,

Lane 5 liver, Lane 6 skeletal muscle, Lane 7 kidney, Lane 8 pancreas.

(c)/(0 Adult tissue Northem blot (Clontech, #7759-1) hybridised to (c) the Zl04 336 bp

EcoRI fragment or (Ð a 367 bp PCR product from the ZNFI?5 3'UTR. Each lane contains

2¡.rg of polyA RNA as follows: Lane 1 spleen, Lane 2 thymus, Lane 3 prostate, Lane 4 testis,

Lane 5 ovary, Lane 6 small intestine, Lane 7 colon (mucosal lining), Lane 8 PBMNC.

The same membranes probed with ftactira (Clontech) are shown as an RNA loading control.
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The 336 bp Eco RI fragment hybridised most strongly to a single band for all three enzymes

used (Xba I and Hind III digests are shown in Fig. 3.5). A few minor bands were also

detected, but they hybridised poorly in comparison to the predominant band. The results of

Southern analysis suggested that the strong band seen on Northems corresponded to the

expression of ZNFI95 rather than a related gene. The presence of weaker transcripts was

thought to represent either cross hybridisation to other zinc finger transcripts or rare

alternatively or partially spliced products.

No novel Eco F{l, Xba I or Hind III restriction fragments were detected in the presentation or

relapse DNA compared to the remission DNA. The largest restriction fragment that

hybridised to the 336 bp Eco Rr fragment was a 3 kb Hind III band. The 3 kb Hind III band

rvas seen in presentation, remission and relapse DNA from the t(4;11) patient. This indicated

that the t(a;l l) breakpoint was not within 3 kb of the 336 bp Eco RI fragment fromZl04.

To further test the specificity of the 336 bp EcoF{I fragment for the gene present within 2104,

oligonucleotide primers were designed (Section 2.2.6.3) to PCR amplify a sequence within

this fragment. Oligonucleotide primers, called ZlEcoF and ZfEcoR, were designed so that

they spanned the least conserved regions of the sequence (with respect to the corresponding

protein sequence). This was done to minimise cross amplification of other zinc finger genes'

pCR using these primers resulted in amplification of a 187 bp product from der(4) DNA from

the t(4;ll) patient and not from der(l1) DNA (Fig. 3.1c). The sequence of this product was

identical to the corresponding sequence\nZl04 (data not shown)' This was in agreement with

the FISH result which mapped ZI04 to the der(4) chromosome (Finch, Peters and Dobrovic'

unpublished), and indicated that the sequence of the 336 bp EcoP{I fragment was specific to

2104.
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Figure 3.5 Southern analysis using theZl04 336 bp EcoRJI fragment as a probe

Each lane contains genomic DNA that was isolated from PBMNC, except lanes 2 and 5 which

contain genomic DNA isolated from bone marow. Approximately l0 pg of restricted

genomic DNA is loaded in each lane except lane 4 which is overloaded.

Lane 1 t(4;I1) presentationl Hind III
Lane 2 t(4;11) remissionlHindlll

Lane 3 t(4;11) relaPse/ËllndIII

Lane 4 normal donor DNA/)(ó¿ I

Lane 5 t(4;11) presentatíon/XbaI

Lane 6 t(4;11) remission{Xbal

Lane 7 t(4;ll) relaPsel Xba I
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3.3.3 Elevated expression of a 4.3 kb transcript in the t(a;11) patient

Northem analysis of presentation, remission and relapse RNA from the t(4;11) patient was

performed using the 336 bp Eco RI restriction fragment from2104. In all three specimens a

transcript of 4.3 kb was observed. However the expression of the 4.3 kb transcript was

dramatically elevated in the presentation and relapse samples compared to the remission

sample (Fig. 3.3b). This result gave preliminary evidence that expression of the gene in Zl04

corresponding to this fragment was up-regulated by the (a;11) translocation' up-regulation of

this gene in the leukaemic specimens from the t(a;l1) patient suggested that this gene might

be affected by the tra¡rslocation, either because the translocation deregulated expression of the

gene by removing it from its normal 5'regulatory elements or because the translocation placed

the gene in a more transcriptionally active chromatin environment. Therefore further

investigation of the gene within Zl04was undertaken'

3.4 Isolation of tambda phage clones from a HUT78 cDNA library

The 336 bp Eco R[ restriction fragment from zl04was used to screen a oDNA library in

order to identify homologous cDNA clones. Since Norlhern analysis using the 336 bp Eco RI

probe detected expression in HUT-78 cells, a l,gt11 HUT-78 oDNA library was chosen for

screening (a gift from F. Shannon, Hanson centre for cancer Research, Adelaide)' A total of

150,000 phage plaques were screened using the protocol described in Section 2'2'3 '

Five phage plaques which hybridised strongly to the 336 bp Eco RI fragment were picked

from plates, using a sterile Pasteur pipette, and eluted into SM buffer' The insert sequence of

these clones was obtained without clone purification or DNA preparation' This was achieved

using a PCR strategy with outward primers near the ends of the 336 bp Eco R[ fragment

(zfseqout5, and zfseqout3') and inward primers near the ends of the vector arms (gtl1f and

gtl1r). This strategy also eliminated the unnecessary event of continuously sequencing over
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the region containing the 336 bp Eco RI fragment. Since the orientation of the inserts was

unknown, various PCRs were performed on the phage eluates of each clone using four

different combinations of Zfseqwith gtll primers (Fig. 3.6a). By restriction mapping the

pCR products from each clone, it was possible to determine that two sets of two clones were

identical. Furthermore, analysis of the restriction fragment sizes of the PCR products showed

that one set of duplicate phage clones contained only a portion of the sequence present in the

other set (data not shown). Therefore only 2 non-redundant clones had been isolated and the

pCR products from these clones were sequenced in both directions using the appropriate PCR

primers. Using the Sequencher program (Genecodes), the clones were placed relative to the

336 bp Eco RI fragment by aligning the sequence at the ends of the PCR products with

sequence of the 336 bp EcoF.I fragment (Fig. 3.6b).

3.5 Assembly of restriction fragment and phage sequence into a

contiguous sequence

Using Sequencher, the çDNA sequence from the HUT78 clones and the genomic sequence

from the Zl04 restiction fragments was assembled into a continuous stretch of 1800

nucleotides (nÐ. Figure 3.6b shows the position of these fragments relative to the oDNA

sequence. Analysis of the open reading frame encoding the zinc fingers revealed a stop codon

near the end of the lg00 bp contig. BLAST N analysis clearly showed that the contiguous

sequence encoded a Krüppel type zinc finger gene with a Krüppel associated box' However

the sequence conesponding to the 5'end of the gene did not encode a complete KRAB A box

so it was concluded that the 5'end of the open reading frame was not contained in the 1800 bp

contig.

A search of the expressed sequence tag (EST) database, at the time prior to submission of the

manuscript (Hussey et al.,1gg7), found 10 ESTs (Genbank AA092626,H14414' AA214696'
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Z2tt07,44076589, T61543, H14367, AA256440, 241948, AA256315) with identity to

portions of the 1800 bp contig (Fig. 3.6b). Two of these overlapped with the then furthermost

5' sequence of the gene and extended the sequence 5' past the putative start codon. This

sequence was confirmed by RT-PCR of HUT-78 RNA using one primer from the ESTs and

another primer from the spacer domain. The partial cDNA sequence, including the complete

open reading frame of the gene, is presented in Figure 3.7.

The sequence of the 1,503 bp EcoRI-Xba I genomic fragment allowed the determination of

three intron/exon boundaries (Fig. 3.6b). The remaining boundaries were subsequently

determined by comparison with the sequence of a P1 artificial chromosome (PAC) containing

the gene fromZI04 (see Section 3.6.1).

3.6 Description of the ZNF195 gene present within Zl04

The sequence of the open reading frame and partial 5' and 3' untranslated regions (UTR) of

the Krüppel zínc finger gene within the Z!04 was deposited into Genbank (Accession no.

4F003540). After correspondence with the Human Genome Nomenclature Committee, the

gene was named ZNFlgs because it was the l95th sequenced human Krüppel zinc finger

gene. The 1890 nt open reading frame of ZNF195 comprises 6 exons (1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, and 5)

and is theoretically translated to give a protein of 629 amino acids. Exons 4a and 4b, located

between the KRAB B box and the spacer region, are alternatively spliced (see Section 3.7).

The putative protein contains all of the motifs common to KRAB containing zinc finger genes

(Bellefroid et aL,1991) including a KRAB A domain (exon 2) located immediately after a

methionine at the end of exon l, a KRAB B domain (exon 3), a spacer region and a zinc

finger domain (exon 5). A BLAST X analysis of the spacer region shows that ZNF195 is most

closely related to the ZNF7I family of zinc finger genes (72% amino acid similarity)
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Figure 3.6a Method used PCR amplify insert DNA from 1"gt11 HUT-78 cDNA clones

Shown is a schematic representation of the method used to PCR amplifo cDNA sequence

flanking the 336 bp Eco RI fragment from eluates of l"gtl1 HUT-78 cDNA plaques. Primers

are represented by half arrows, with their names listed above the arrowhead. The l"gtl1 vector

is represented by a blue line and the insert is represented by a thick red line.

Figure 3.6b ZNF195 Sequencing strategy

The positions of the genomic restriction fragments (Eco RI andXba I restriction endonuclease

sites are denoted by E and X respectively) and the two HUT-78 cDNA clones (marked #1 and

#2) are shown above the oDNA. The coding region is represented by rectangles with the

positions of introns marked by inverted triangles and numerals indicating the intron size in

base pairs above the triangles. The RT-PCR product sequenced is also shown. The dashes

indicate sequence absent from the RT-PCR product. The 5' and 3' UTR sequence is not

complete. The positions of the ten ESTs and their Genbank accession numbers are shown.

The distance between ZNF195 and proximal markers is shown but the distance between

ZNFILS and, CARS is not known at present. C and T represent the centromeric and telomeric

ends of the fragment resPectivelY.
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described elsewhere (Bellefroid et a1.,1993). Although the methionine before the KRAB A

domain is not within a consensus Kozak sequence GCCA/GCCATGG (reviewed in Kozak,

1991), it must be the start codon as it is preceded by an in frame nonsense codon (Fig. 3.7).

Znfl95 contains 14 Krüppel related zinc finger motiß. The first consensus zinc finger in

2nfl95 is separated from the other eight by five degenerate fingers in which at least one of

the cysteine or histidine residues is absent (Fig. 3.7). A similar arrangement was reported for

ZNF43, a ZNF9| family zinc finger gene, where three degenerate fingers separate the first

consensus motif from the others (Lovering and Trowsdale, 1991). The second and fourth

degenerate fingers of Znf195 are twenty rather than twenty one amino acids long'

The ZNFIg.f termination codon occurs within the IVC linker immediately following the ninth

consensus zinc finger. Another 4 highly degenerate motifs with numerous deletions follow the

termination codon. This indicates that zNFlg5 evolved from a gene with a greater number of

zinc frnger repeats.

A nearly perfect (6/7) immediate response box (IRB) is present within the 3' UTR' The IRB

is a putative crs-acting control element which mediates induction of the immediate-early gene

set and has also been found in other zinc finger genes (Freter et al',1992)'

3.6.1 Determination of the intron/exon boundaries of ZNF195

Some time after the characterisation of the ZNFI7| open reading frame' the sequence for a

pAC containing 11p15.5 genomic sequence was deposited into Genbank (Accession no'

4C000378). BLAST N analysis of the zNFl95 oDNA sequence with this PAC showed that

the pAC contained all of the ZNFISJ oDNA sequence. Alignment of the sequence from the
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Figure 3.7 The mRNA and putative amino acid sequence of ZNF|95 (Genbank

Accession 4F003540)

Nucleotide numbers are given above the sequence. Amino acid numbers are given on the

right. This sequence includes the variably spliced exons 4a (nucleotides 272-418) and 4b

(nucleotides 419-4g6). The KRAB A domain is underlined with a single dashed line, and the

KRAB B domain is underlined a double line. Arrowheads denote the positions of introns. The

first cysteine of each of the 9 consensus zinc finger motifs is circled and numbered. The 9

consensus fingers generally fit the Krüppel consensus CXZCX:FXSLXZHX3H with well

conserved FVC linker regions. Finger 3 substitutes a tyrosine for the phenylalanine normally

at the eighth amino acid and finger 7 substitutes an isoleucine for the leucine normally at the

fourteenth amino acid of the Krtippel zinc finger consensus. The 52 bp sequence not present

in the pAC sequence is underlined in bold. The positions of the Eco RI restriction sites that

give rise to the 336 bp probe are shown. Jhe sequence similar to an immediate response box

(IRB) is underlined with a cross (t).
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pAC with the ZNFI9S oDNA sequence enabled the determination of the positions of the

remaining introns within the oDNA sequence of ZNF I 9 5 (Fig' 3.6b)

3.6,2 Positioning of ZNF195 within theZl04 cosmid

previous FISH of Zl04 suggested that ZNFI95 was distal to the chromosome ll breakpoint

in t(4;11) (Finch, Peters and Dobrovic, unpublished). However, it was possible that the 5' end

of ZNFI95 was either very close to the end of the Zl04 insert, or absent from the 2104 insert.

If this were the case then FISH of Zl04 may not have detected a potential 5'disruption of

ZNFI75 caused by t(4;ll). The cloning and sequencing of 3 Zl04 restriction fragments

(Section 3.2) demonstrated thatZl04 contains the ZNFL9J 3'UTR and the zinc finger coding

sequence, but did not demonstrate the presence of any exons 5' of exon 4b. It was still

possible that the majority of ZNFI95, including the zinc finger coding region, was removed

from the 5' part of the gene by the (4;ll) translocation. It was therefore important to

determine the relative position of zNF195 within thez|j+ insert.

During the subcloning of zinc finger containing restriction fragments from 2104, a 2.5 kb

EcoRI fragment which hybridised weakly to the H/C oligonucleotide probe was also

subcloned into pUCl9 and sequenced. This fragment was found to contain a small amount of

the cosmid vector ftom Zl04 at one end, and therefore contained the junction between the

vector and insert sequence of Zl04.No ZNFI95 coding sequence was found in the non vector

part of the fragment. presumably the weak hybridisation of the tVC linker oligonucleotide to

this fragment was due to the relatively high GC content of both this fragment and the IVC

linker.

Despite the lack of ZNF195 coding sequences in this fragment, its sequence proved useful as

the relative position of ZNF195 within ZlO4 was able to be deduced. By aligning the non-
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vector sequence of the 2.5 kb Eco RI fragment ftom ZI04 with the sequence of the 132 kb

11p15.5 pAC containing ZNF|75,it was possible to determine that one end of theZl04

cosmid insert corresponded to nt 51,000 of the PAC. This end of the cosmid insert was 17,624

nt 5' of the beginning of the ZNFI95 cDNA sequence, ie the ZNF195 5'UTR sequence begins

nearly 1g kb from the 5' end of the 2104 insert. Therefore 2104 deftrlrtely contains all of the

ZNFI95 coding sequence, from the 5'UTR (and perhaps the more 5' regulatory sequences) to

the 3'UTR. This result, in combination with the FISH results which mapped 2104 distal to the

t(4;11) breakpoint (Finch, Peters and Dobrovic, unpublished), indicates that the 5'end of

zNFlg5 is not disrupted by t(4;11), and that the entire gene is translocated intact onto the

der(4) chromosome.

3.7 Alternative splicing of exons 4a a;nd 4b

The ZNFIgi çDNA sequence was derived from the HUT-78 cell line, which like the other T-

cell lines tested, gave a transcript of 4.3 kb on Northems. RT-PCR was performed on HUT-78

and Jurkat RNA, using primers from the 5' UTR (Zf5'UTRF) and exon 5 (ZfspacerR). The

pCR resulted in amplifrcation of multiple products which indicated that the exons between the

primers were alternatively spliced (Fig. 3.Sa). Sequencing of the most abundant RT-PCR

product, representing the major transcript, showed that it corresponded to an mRNA that

retained the KRAB A and B boxes but lacked exon 4a and 4b. Minor RT-PCR products were

also seen, these corresponded in size to alternatively spliced isoforms of ZNFI95, one of

which contained exoî 4a, one that contained exon 4b, and one that contained both exons' The

exons contained in these minor products were verified by digestion with restriction enzymes

that had unique sites within the exons (data not shown). Similar RT-PCR results were

obtained from pBMNC from four normal individuals, indicating that the alternative splicing

is real and not simply a cell line artefact (Fig' 3'8b)'
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Figure 3.8 Alternative splicing of exons 4a and 4b in T-cell lines and normal donors

RT-PCR products from (a) T-cell lines and (b) PBMNC of normal donors using a forward

primer from the ZNFL95 5'UTR and a reverse primer from the spacer region of ZNFI95 (see

text for details). The products containing exons 4a and/or 4b are indicated with a line. The

major product, indicated by an arrowhead, does not contain exons 4a and 4b. Lane details are

as follows-

(a) Lane 1 SPPVEco RI and pUCt9lHp¿ II DNA size markers

Lane 2 HzO control

Lane 3 Jurkat

Lane 4 HUT-78

(b) Lane I pUCIglHp¿ II DNA size marker

Lane 2 donor 1

Lane 3 donor 2

Lane 4 donor 3

Lane 5 donor 4
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Exon 4a consists of the last 115 bp of an inverted Alu repeat sequence and32 bp of adjacent

genomic sequence. Exon 4a was present in a HUT-78 oDNA clone (Fig' 3'6b) and also in an

EST from infant brain (Genbank H14414). Several other genes have been reported to have

alternatively spliced exons that contain part of an inverted Alu element. These include the

proto-oncogenes c-rel and c-myb, and like exon 4a of ZNF195 the Alu exons do not disrupt

the open reading frame (Brownell et aL,19S9); Genbank u22376)

3.8 Revised Northern analysis with a probe from the 3'UTR of

zNF195

After completing the characterisation of the ZNFI7S open reading frame, it was possible to

design a new probe for Northern analysis based on sequence from the ZNF195 3'UTR' A

probe from the 3'UTR should be more specific for ZNF195 than a probe from the ztnc frnget

coding sequence (ie the 336 bp Eco RI fragment) because the sequence of the 3'uTR is less

likely to resemble other zinc frnger genes. The rationale for this assumption was the fact that

the zinc finger coding soquence of all zinc finger genes is under a high degree of evolutionary

selection pressure for DNA sequence conservation. In contrast, the 3'uTR, which consists of

non-coding soquence, is not under the same degree of selection pressure and is free to diverge

so that it does not resemble other sequences. In support of this, a BLAST N analysis of the

ZNFI¡S 3'UTR sequence resulted in signifrcant matches only to ZNFI?S (see below)'

The Unigene database, maintained by the National Centre of Biotechnology Information

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/), assembles all homologous sequences in Genbank

into clusters and then identifies which gene in Genbank is represented by a particular cluster'

To obtain 3,urR sequence, the unigene cruster ror zNFIgi was assembled into a virtual

consensus sequence using Sequencher. This extended the sequence from the Genbank entry

ror zNFI95 by 45 bp at the 5'end and 330 bp at the 3'end. Based on this sequence'
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oligonucleotide primers (2fl3'UTRF and 2fl3'UTRR) were designed to PCR ampliff a367 bp

product whose 5'end occurred 239bp from the zNFIg5 stop codon. BLAST N analysis of the

3,UTR sequence amplified by the primers detected no significant homology to any genomic

sequences other than that of the PAC containing ZNF195. Furthermore, there was no

significant homology to ESTs other than those that were an exact match, suggesting that the

probe would detect only the ZNFI95 transcript'

Northern analysis using the zNF195 3'UTR probe on the same adult and foetal blots

described previously did not detect a 4.3 kb transcript in any of the tissues examined

(Fig.3.ad-f). The analysis was performed under the same high stringency wash conditions

used for Northern analysis with the Zl04 336bp Eco RI fragment. This indicated that the 4.3

kb transcript detected by the 336 bp EcoRI fragment did not represent ZNFIqí' The 4'3 kb

transcript must therefore represent expression of a gene related to ZNFI95. Since ZNF195 is

most closely related to the ZNFTI family of zínc finger genes, the 4'3 kb transcript may

represent one or more members of this family. In support of this, some members of the

ZNF¡I family are known to be expressed with a transcript size of 4.3 kb (Bellefroid et al',

1993; Bellefroid et a|.,1991).

The zNFlg5 3'UTR probe detected a2.5kbtranscript in all adult and foetal tissues examined

(Fig. 3.a). The virtual ZNFlgS mRNA, predicted using the Unigene cluster fot ZNFL95,is

23 kb,which is around 200 bp larger than the transcript seen on Northem blots. However,

the virt'al zNFIgs 6RNA is not representative of the major zNF195 transcript because it

contains exons 4a and 4b which are absent from the major zNFIgs transcript (see section

3.7). Removing the sequence corresponding to exons 4a and 4b from the virtual consensus

sequence predicts a major transcript of 2.5 kb, which is in excellent agreement Ìvith the 2'5 kb

mRNA seen with Northern analysis using the 3'UTR probe'
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In addition to the 2.5 kb transcript, foetal brain expresses a 2.7 kb transcript (Fig. 3'4d). This

larger mRNA is the same the size as the virtual consensus sequence containing exons 4a and

4b, suggesting that exons 4a and 4b arc present in the 2.7 kb transcript. Additional evidence

that the 23 kb transcript contains at least exon 4a is that a foetal brain EST (Genbank

Hl44l4) from the ZNFIIS Unigene cluster contains exon 4a (Fig. 3.6b). The broad band seen

detected in HUT-78 RNA using the 336 bp Eco RI fragment is in the 2.5-2'7 kb range

(Fig. 3.3b) and presumably reflects the presence of transcripts with and without exon 4a (and

perhaps exon 4b). The isolation of a HUT-78 oDNA clone containing exons 4a and 4b

supports this hlPothesis.

The expression of zNFIgS appears to be significantly lower in PBMNC compared to the

other tissues (Fig. 3.4f). As described in Section 3.3.3, the 336 bp Eco RI fragment detected

significantly elevated expression of a 4.3 kb transcript in total RNA from presentation and

relapse samples compared to the remission sample. In light of the fact that this 4'3 kb

transcript does not represent ZNF|75, and that no other transcripts were seen in the t(4;11)

patient, there is no evidence to suggest that ZNFI75 expression is affected by the (a;11)

translocation. Furthermore, Northem analysis of the t(a;11) PBMNC total RNA samples with

the ZNFlg.t 3'UTR probe did not detect any transcripts (data not shown). This result is

consistent with the relatively low ZNFI95 expression observed in mRNA from PBMNC' It is

likely that the 4.3 kb transcript with elevated expression in the t(4;11) patient represents a

gene from the ZNFSI family which has stronger expression in leukaemic blast cells than in

normal PBMNC. Such members of this family are known to exist (Bellefroid et a1.,1993)'
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3.9 Discovery of a deletion/insertion polymorphism in the ZNF195

3'UTR

The 11p15.5 pAC described above contained all of theZNFlgJ oDNA sequence exceptthat

52 nt were missing from the pAC over a sequence corresponding to the ZNFL9S 3'UTR' The

number of missing nt was mistakenly reported as 47 bp in Hussey et al- (1997) due to a

misinterpretation of the BLAST alignment of the PAC sequence with the ZNFL95 oDNA

sequence. When BLAST encounters a significant gap in homology, it terminates the predicted

homology and recommences after the gap. The DNA sequence just before the point of

deletion is similar to that just after the deletion and this led to an incorrect interpretation of the

BLAST result. A subsequent alignment of the sequence from the PAC and tl¡le zNF195 oDNA

sequence, using the Sequencher large gap function, clearly showed that the gap is 52 nt long

(Fig. 3.7). Another difference between the PAC and the ZNF195 cDNA was the presence of

an additional G in the PAC sequence, inserted in the region corresponding to the ZNFI95

3'UTR sequence

'When the 3,UTR region of ZNF195 was amplified by PCR in order to generate a probe for

Northern analysis, a number of DNA specimens from normal donors were tested to ensure

that only a single specific band was amplified consistently. Agarose gel electrophoresis

detected only a single PCR product in most of the samples, however some of the samples had

an additional PCR product approximately 50 bp lower than expected (Fig. 3'9)' DNA

sequence anaþsis of the two PCR products revealed that the upper band was identical to the

3'UTR sequence predicted from the 556 bp EcoRI-Xba I fragment of the 2104 cosmid' The

lower product also corresponded to the expected sequence except that it lacked 52 nt between

nt22g6 and2339 of ZNFI95 and contained a single G insertion between nt2572 and2573 of

zNF\g5. A Sequencher alignment of the zNF195 0DNA sequence with the smaller PCR
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Figure 3.9 ZNF195 imprinting analysis

(a) A region of the ZNFlg5 3'UTR was amplified by RT-PCR from the PBMNC of 1

homozygous (donor l) and 5 heterozygous (donors 2-6) normal donors, as described in

section 3.g. The products from two independent RT-PCR reactions from each normal donor

are loaded next to each other on the agarose gel shown in this figure. Control reactions

containing no reverse transcriptase enzyme (minus RT) were also performed independently

for each individual and are loaded next to each other. PCR products from PBMNC genomic

DNA from 3 of the 5 heterozygous donors are shown for comparison to the RT-PCR

products. Five pl of product was loaded into each lane as follows-

Lane t pIJCIglHpø II DNA size marker

Lane 2IF^zO control reaction

Lanes 3 and 4 donor 1 RT-PCR

Lanes 5 and 6 donor 1 minus RT

Lanes 7 and 8 donor 2 RT-PCR

Lanes 9 and 10 donor 2 minus RT

Lanes 11 and 12 donor 3 RT-PCR

Lanes 13 and L4 donor 3 minus RT

Lane I pUClglHpø II DNA size marker

Lane 2HzO control reaction

Lanes 3-5liver RT-PCR

Lanes 6-8 liver minus RT

Lanes 9-11 kidneY RT-PCR

Lanes 15 and 16 donor 4 RT-PCR

Lanes 17 and 18 donor 4 minus RT

Lanes 19 and 20 donor 5 RT-PCR

Lanes 21 and 22 donor 5 minus RT

Lanes 23 and 24 donor 6 RT-PCR

Lanes 25 and 26 donor 6 minus RT

Lane 27 donor 3 genomic DNA PCR

Lane 28 donor 4 genomic DNA PCR

Lane 29 donor 5 genomic DNA PCR

Lanes 12-14 kidney minus RT

Lanes l5-lT lung RT-PCR

Lanes 18-20lung minus RT

Lanes 2l-23 spleen RT-PCR

Lanes 24-26 spleen minus RT

(b) A region of the ZNFI75 3'UTR was amplified by RT-PCR from the tissues from a normal

heterozygous individual, as described in section 3.8. The products from three independent

pCR reactions for each tissue sample are loaded next to each other on the gel shown here'

control reactions containing no reverse transcriptase erlzyme (minus RT) were also

performed in triplicate for each individual and are loaded next to each other. 10 pl of product

was loaded into each lane as follows-
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product and the 11p15.5 PAC confirmed that the smaller PCR product and the PAC were

identical in sequence.

A total of 50 individual DNA specimens were analysed to determine the frequency of each

ZNFI7; allele with respect to the insertior/deletion polymorphism. Of the 50 individuals, 34

were homozygous for the upper allele, 16 were heterozygous and none \ryere homozygous for

the lower allele. This corresponds to frequencies of 84 o/o and 76 o/o for the upper and lower

alleles respectively.

3.10 Assessing the imprinting status of ZNF195

The discovery of a number of individuals who were heterozygous for the deletion allele in the

3'UTR of ZNFtgS indicated that the deletion represented a naturally occurring transcribed

sequence variation. In the context of the t(a;11) study this result was of no obvious

significance. However, the location of a second Wilms' tumour suppressor gene (l(72) in the

llpl5.5 region containing ZNFIZS has been indicated by loss of heterozygosity studies

(reviewed in Besnard-Guerin et a1.,1996). The recurrent loss of matemal alleles inthe lltT2

region in Wilms' tumours indicates that the l/T2 gene is paternally imprinted, ie that the

maternally derived WT2 allele is transcribed and the paternally derived allele is not

transcribed or transcribed at very low levels (Schroeder et al., 1987). The 11p15.5 region

contains a cluster of both patemally and maternally imprinted genes including Hl9,IGF2 and

CDKNIC (4SZKIPZ¡ (Chung et al., 1996). It is possible that this cluster might extend to

ZNF195

The discovery of the transcribed sequence variation inZNFl95 made it possible to determine

whether ZNFlgs was imprinted. The imprinting analysis was performed using PBMNC since
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access to human tissues was restricted and PBMNC were easily obtained from willing normal

donors.

In order to determine if there was any imprinting present, it was necessary to determine the

standard ratio of amplification of both alleles in the case where the alleles were present in

equal number. This was done by PCR amplification of the polymorphic region using genomic

DNA from 5 normal individuals. The ratio of the intensity of ethidium bromide staining of the

upper allele versus the lower allele was estimated to be approximately 1:3 and was consistent

within and across all individuals tested (shown for 3 individuals in Fig' 3.9). The abundance

of the lower allele over the upper allele can be explained by the fact that its smaller size gave

it an amplification advantage over the upper allele. If zNF195 was imprinted in PBMNC one

would expect to see a deviation of the l:3 ratio in the RT-PCR product. This deviation would

either be seen as a skew in amplification toward the upper allele or the lower allele, depending

on which allele was inherited through the maternal or the paternal germline.

Total RNA was prepared from PBMNC from the 5 normal individuals who were

heterorygous for the insertioddeletion polymorphism. Prior to reverse transcription,

contaminating DNA v/as removed from the RNA by digestion with DNase I (Section 2.2.6.8)'

This was necessary because the ZfJ'UTRR and ZfI'UTRR primers were in the same exon

(because of the size of this exon, it was difficult to design the primers otherwise) and

therefore the DNA and oDNA pCR products could not be differentiated because they were the

same size. RT-PCR was performed in duplicate for each sample with MMLV reverse

transcriptase (Section 2.2.6.6). After agarose gel electrophoresis, the ratio of ethidium

bromide staining of the upper and lower allele was estimated (Fig. 3.9). The ratio of RT-PCR

amplification of the upper and lower allele was very similar to that obtained in PCR of

genomic DNA. This was the case for all 5 individuals tested, and duplicate PCR results were
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consistent. Since both alleles were present in equal number in heterozygous genomic DNA,

the RT-PCR results indicated that there \¡/as no significant imprinting oî ZNF195 in PBMNC'

An attempt was made to determine the imprinting status of ZNF195 in other tissues' DNA

samples (gift from Dr B. Tycko, college of Physicians and surgeons, columbia university)

from 10 individual autopsies were assessed to determine if they were informative for the

zNFlg|polymorphism. Nine of the 10 individuals were homozygous for the upper allele and

only one individual was heterozygous and therefore informative. oDNA (also from Dr B'

Tycko, college of Physicians and surgeons, columbia university) from liver, kidney, lung

andspleentissueofthisadultwasavailablefortesting'

The RNA samples that these oDNA samples were made from had not been treated with

DNase I prior to oDNA synthesis, and therefore the samples contained contaminating

genomic DNA. This meant that the usual PcR, with primers zf3'UTRF and ZflJ'UTRR'

could not be used because both of these primers are in exon 5 and result in a product of the

same size from genomic DNA and oDNA. A new primer was designed (ZÍKRABBF), based

on the least conserved sequence from the KRAB B box of ZNFI95' which is in exon 3'

approximat ely 12 kb 3' of the zß'uTRR primer. PcR using ZÍKRABBF and Zfl3'UTRR

would not result in significant amplification of contaminating genomic DNA'

The cDNA samples from the heterozygous individual were PCR amplified using ZÍKRABBF

and z:3,IJTRR. Unfortunately this PCR resulted in several unexpected bands under the main

product (data not shown), which made it difficult to determine the exact ratios of upper and

lower alleles. However, it was obvious that both alleles were expressed'
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RNA samples (gift from Dr B. Tycko, college of Physicians and Surgeons, columbia

university) from tissues of the same heterozygous individual were sent to our laboratory so

that they could be DNase I treated to remove contaminating genomic DNA prior to oDNA

synthesis. The concentration of RNA was measured by spectrophotometry and cDNA was

made using MMLV reverse transcriptase. PCR was performed using primers Zf3'UTRF and

zf3,uTRR because contaminating genomic DNA was not expected to be a problem, and

these primers had been shown to ampliff the upper and lower alleles at a consistent ratio

(Fig.3.9). Unfortunately, PcRs performed in triplicate did not yield consistent results with

respect to the amplification of both alleles (Fig. 3'9b). For example, triplicate RT-PCR of lung

RNA, resulted in amplification of the lower allele only in one reaction, amplification of both

alleles in the second reaction, and amplification of the upper allele only in the third reaction'

Some of the samples which had reverse transcriptase omitted for the oDNA synthesis step

resulted in a PcR product, indicating that contaminating genomic DNA had not been

completely removed prior to cDNA synthesis. It was also noted that a visible PcR product

from the oDNA samples was only obtained aftet 45 cycles of PCR' This was in contrast to

RT_pcR of pBMNc RNA which required only 35 pcR cycles for visibre product. Taken

together, these results suggested that the amount of RNA used for reverse transcription had

been overestimated because the RNA samples contained a high concentration of

contaminating genomic DNA. Due to time constraints these experiments could not be pursued

further

Despite problems in obtaining reproducible results, it was possible to conclude that

expression orzNFl95 was biallelic in all of the tissues examined' Therefore' ffZNFI95 is

imprinted in any of these tissues, the imprinting would only be partial and would not involve
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mono-allelic expression. Partial imprinting has been reported fot the p57KIP2 locus on 1lpl5'5

(Chung et a1.,1996)

3.11 Discussion

The aims of this study were to characterise the zinc finger gene(s) within Zl04 and to assess it

as a candidate breakpoint gene in the (a;11) translocation. Analysis of the results led to the

conclusions that zl04 contained only one zinc finger gene, ZNF195, and that this gene \¡/as

not disrupted by the (4;11) translocation (see below). The following discussion concems the

organisation and expression or zNFI9S and also the position of ZNF|95 'with respect to the

(a; 1 I ) translocation breakPoint.

3.11.1 Northern analysis of ZNF195 expression

It is clear from the results described in this chapter that the 336 bp Eco Rl fragment cross-

hybridised to a gene related to zNF195 and probably belonging to the zNFgI family' The

related gene was detected in Northern analysis as a 4'3 kb transcript that was present at far

greater abundance than the actual 2.5 kb zNFIgs transcript. Southern analysis using the 336

bp EcoRI fragment indicated that this sequenco was quite specific to ZNF195' This fragment

hybridised most strongly to a 336 bp Eco RI fragment , a 2'8 kb Eco RI fragment and a 3 kb

Hind III fragment. The sizes of the restriction fragments are in agreement with the zNF195

restriction fragments predicted, from the PAC containing the zNFt95 gene, to contain the 336

bp EcoRI fragment. It therefore seemed reasonable to assume that the predominant 4'3 kb

transcript seen on Northern analysis using the 336 bp Eco RI fragment represented expression

of ZNFI95. Subsequent Northern analysis with a 3'UTR probe specific fot zNFI95 indicated

that this assumption was incorrect. This apparent discrepancy between the southem and

Northern anarysis can onry be explained if the 4.3 kb transcript is expressed at a much higher
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level than ZNFIgS. As mentioned in the results Section, some members of ttre ZNF9l family

with 4.3 kb transcripts are up-regulated in T-cell leukaemias (Bellefroid et a1.,1993)'

3.11.2 Alternative splicing of ZNF195

ZNFI¡S contains two alternatively spliced exons, 4aand4b, that are absent fromthe major

transcript. Northern analysis suggested that isoforms containing at least exon 4a and possibly

4b were expressed abundantly in the HUT-78 leukaemic T-cell line and in foetal brain' It is a

matter of speculation whether the altemative splicing of the Alu related exon 4a has

functional significance. Exon 4ahas 74Yo amino acid identity to exon 13A of c-myb' It has

been shown for c-myb that the Alu sequence present is translated (supporting detail in

Genbank UZZ376). The presence of inverted Alu sequences within proteins is intriguing and

may allow the evolution of nerw properties (Miller and Zeller, 1997). Exon 4b is unrelated to

anything else in the database and its functional significance also remains to be determined'

3.11.3 What are the functions of ZNF195?

The results presented in this chapter show that 
"*pr"r.ion 

of ZNFI95 is biallelic in all of the

tissues examined, including adult kidney. In the tumour suppressor model rot wT2, only one

allele of WT2 is expressed in normal kidney and tumorigenesis arises when this allele is

deleted and results in absence of v/T2 expression. The biallelic expression or zNF195 in

normal adult kidney is not in accordance with the proposed tumour suppressor model for

wT2.In addition, it was recently shown by Northern analysis that zNF195 is expressed at

normal levels in wilms' tumours (Dao et a\.,1999). Therefore, it seems unlikely rbat zNFI95

is the l4/T2 gene.

An exploration of the other functions of ZNF195 was outside the scope of this study'

Recently, differential display was used to study genes that are regulated in the placenta in
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response to physiologically or pathologically induced low levels of oxygen (Pak et al', 1998)'

A sequence colresponding to the 3' end of the ZNF195 oDNA was found to be down-

regulated in response to exposure to a decrease in oxygen levels' It was suggested by the

authors that znf195 may play a role in placental maintenance during pfegnancy'

3.11.4 Genomic Position of ZNF195

Most Krüppel type zinc finger genes in the ZNF7I family (of which ZNFIq5 is a member)

occuf in a large cluster, at the interface of chromosomal bands 19p12-p13.1, consisting of at

least 40 zínc frnger genes (Bellefroid et al., 1993). Parts of this cluster contain up to 4 zinc

finger gones in a 300 kb region. It was therefore of interest to determine if ZNF195 was

clustered on 11p15.5 with other members of the zNFgl family' In order to assess this, a

BLAST analysis of the entire 132 kb PAC sequence, containing ZNFI95, was performed'

This pAC contained no zinc finger coding sequence other than that of ZNF195, indicating that

zNFlgs was not within close proximity to other zinc finger genes.

some parts of the 11p15.5 region are quite well covered by contiguous genomic clones (see

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/). However BLAST N searches, using the

sequences at the ends of the PAC containing ZNFIlí detected no homologous sequences'

indicating that there rwere gaps of unknown length on both sides of PAC' The closest PAC

centromeric of the pAC containing zNF195 is 162 kb long (Genbank accession 4C018803)

and a BLAST search of the sequence of this PAC revealed that it contains no zinc finger

genes. similarly, the closest PAC telomeric of zNFIg5 is244 kb long (Genbank accession

AC001228) and does not contain any zinc finger genes. These results, in addition to the fact

that no other zinc finger genes have been mapped to 1lpl5.5, make it likely that 11pl5'5 does

not contain a clustered region of zinc finger genes. Therefore ZNFIl5 appears to be the sole

member of the ZNFgl family on 11p15'5'



The absence of known zinc finger genes on 11p15.5 raises the question of how ZNFL95 came

to be located on 1 lp15.5. The 3' end of ZNF 195 is immediately followed by a retroviral DNA

sequence called Herv-Fb, for human endogenous retrovirus-Fb (Kjellman et al'' 1999a;

Kjellman et al., 1999b). Homologous recombination between retroviral sequences is an

important mechanism in primate genomic organisation and evolution (reviewed in Sverdlov,

2000). It is possible that ZNFlgs was incorporated into 11p15.5 from the ZNF?I cluster on

lgpl¡-p13.1 by homologous recombination between Herv-Fb like retroviral DNA sequences

common to 1 lp 1 5 .5 and 19p12-p 1 3 . 1 . In favour of this hypothesis is the presence of retroviral

sequences on l9pI2-p13.1 which are highly related to Herv-Fb and are in close proximity to

ZNF¡l related zinc fnger genes (supporting evidence Genbank Accession nos' 4C007204

and 4C004510).

3.11.5 ls ZNF195 the 11p15.5 breakpoint gene in t(4;11)?

Redeker et at. (1994) established an ordered restriction map of 11p15.5 in order to facilitate

study of this region. They identified a Bss HII restriction fragment containing the cosmids

Dl1S45g, D11S470 andZl04 and determined that this fragment was telomeric or RRMI.

However, they were not able to determine the relative order of these three markers'

Subsequent to their study, D|1S45g was found to be telomeric of Dl15470, but the position

of the Zl04 cosmid with respect to the two markers remained unknown (Shows et al',1996)'

The 11p15.5 pAC described in Section 3.6.1 contains the entire ZNF195 gene between nt

68,624 and 89,434. A BLAST N search using the sequence of the PAC revealed that it also

contains the markers D|I5470 between nt 119,901 and 120,094 and Dl15459 between nt

90,006 and 90,183. Combining this data with the known order of D115470 and Dll5459' it

follows that the order of these markers is centromere-D|l]47}-DllS459-3' ZNF195 5'-

telomere
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The size of the Dl15470 cosmid is stated as somewhere between 36-153 kb (Redeket et al.,

lgg4). Given that cosmid Dl15470 maps distal to the t(a;l1) breakpoint (Dobrovic et al.,

lgg4),the estimated minimum distance between the 3'end of ZNF195 and the breakpoint is

between 66 and lg3 kb (66 to 183 kb equals 30 kb (the distance between the 3'end of ZNFI95

and Dl I S4Z0) plus 36 to 153 kb (the size of the Dl15470 cosmid). The placement of ZNF195

60-lg3 kb distal to the breakpoint definitively excluded ZNF195 as the chromosome 11

breakpoint gene in the (4;11) translocation. It was thus necessary to identify other candidate

genes on 11p15.5.
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Chapter 4

Identification of the t(4;11)(q21;p15) breakpoint genes

The nupgg protein (for nucleoporin of 98kDa) was initially identified in Rattus norvegicus as

a 98kDa protein component of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) (Radu et al., 1995b). The

partial amino acid sequence of this protein was used to create a probe for screening a cDNA

library, and the complete oDNA sequence for rat Nup98 was obtained (Radu et al., 1995b)'

Nupgg is a vertebrate member of a family of nucleoporins that were first identified in yeast

(wente et al., 1992; Wimmer et al., lgg2), Members of this nucleoporin family contain

numerous phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats, many of which are flanked by glycine(G) and

leucine(L), and are referred to as GLFG nucleoporins. The FG repeats function as docking

sites for karyopherin B and other molecules in transport across the NPC (Moroianu et al',

1995; Radu et a1.,1995b).

Subsequent to its discovery in Rattus norvegicus, NtlPg| was identified ín Homo sapiens as

the chromosome 11 translocation partner or HoxAg in a recurrent (7;11)þ15;p15)

translocation associated with acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) (Nakamuta et al', 1996a;

Borrow et a1.,1996). Borrow et al. (7996) reported a 3630 bp cDNA sequence for human

Nupgg (Genbank U4l8l5). The NUP98 breakpoint in t(7;11)(p15;pl5) occurred in the intron

between nt 1552 and 1553 of the oDNA sequence (Borrow et al., 1996; Nakamura et al',

1996a).

The (7;l l)þ15;p15) translocation results in a fusion protein containing the amino-terminus of

nup98, with 37 of the 38 FG repeats, fused to the carboxy-terminus of the homeobox protein

hoxag which retains the DNA binding homeobox sequence (Borrow et al',1996; Nakamura ef
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al., 1996a). The nup98-hoxa9 fusion does not retain the transcriptional repression domain

present in the amino-terminal portion of hoxag (Kasper et a1.,1999)'

The nucleoporin 9g gene is located within 11p15.5 proximal to the region recognised by the

cosmid 2104 (Nakamura et aI., I996a). NUP98 is present on two .Bss HII fragments of 340

and 170 kb, the latter fragment also contains 2104 (Nakamura et al., 1996a). FISH of Zl04

mapped it to the der(4) chromosome of the t(a;1 1) patient, indicating that Zl04 is distal to the

breakpoint (Finch, peters and Dobrovic, unpublished results). In the discussion of Chapter 3 it

was deduced, using the sequence of the PAC pDJl173a5 (Genbank 4C000378), that Zl04 ís

distal to DIIS470. This PAC contains the sequence for Zl04 and DI1S470,but not the

sequence for NUp9g. thereby placing NUP7S proximal to DI15470 and within the breakpoint

region (Fig. 4.1a). The positioning of NUPSS in the candidate breakpoint region in the t(4;11)

patient, and its involvement in a recurrent translocation associated with AML, made it a

strong candidate for the chromosome 11 breaþoint gene in the (;11)(q21;p15) translocation.

This chapter describes the investigation of NUP98 as a candidate breakpoint gene'

4.1 Investigating NUP98 as a candidate breakpoint gene in

t(4;tl)(q21 ;pls)

The potential disruption of NUp98 in the t(a;11) patient was investigated simultaneously by 3

methods (Northern analysis, Southern analysis and PCR analysis of hybrids) in case one or

more methods did not yield informative results.

4.1.1 Northern analysis

The (7;11)(q2l;pl5) translocation creates a novel mRNA consisting of the 5' end of NUP98

fused to HoxAg (Borrow et al., 1996;Nakamura et a1.,1996a)' Therefore, it was reasoned

that if NUpgg was disrupted in the (a;11) translocation this would most likely also result in a
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Figure 4.1 Testing NUP98 as a candidate breakpoint gene in t(4;f 1)

(a) Position of NUP98 and ZNF195 with respect to the 11p15.5 breakpoint region. NUP98 lies

within the candidate breakpoint region indicated by the arrowed line. The beta chain of hemoglobin

(HBB7 and the ll-ras oncogene (11R4Ð are at the extremities of 11p15.5. C and T denote

centromeric and telomeric respectively.

(b) Southem analysis of t(4;11) presentation and normal donor DNA with the NUP98 oDNA probe

described in section 4.1J. Each lane contains 10 pg of genomic DNA extracted from PBMNC.

Novel restriction fragments in the t(a;11) presentation digests are indicated with an arrow head-

Lane details are as follows-

Lane I donorlBamF{l

Lane 2 t( ;ll)lBamHI
Lane 3 donor/,E'co Rl

Lane 4t(4;lI)/EcoRI

Lane 5 donor/Psr I

Lane 6 t(4;11)/Pst I

Lane 7 donorlTaql

Lane 8 t(4;1L)/TaqI

Lane 9 donorlXbal

Lane 10 t(4;1I)/XbaI

(c) Southem analysis of t(4;11) presentation, remission and relapse DNA with the NUP98 oDNA

probe described in section 4.1J. Lanes 1 and 3 contain 10 pg of genomic DNA extracted from

pBMNC, and lane 2 contains 10 pg of genomic DNA extracted from bone malro\ry. The novel

restriction fragment in the t(a;11) presentation and relapse sample is indicated with an arrow head.

Lane details are as follows-

Lane I t(4;11) presentation/XbaI

Lane 2 t(4;I1) remissionlXbal

Lane 3 t(4;11) relapse/XbaI
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novel hybrid message consisting of NUP98 sequence and sequence from chromosome reglon

4q2l.If this transcript differed in size from normal NUP98, and was expressed at sufficiently

high levels, it would be possible to detect it by Northern analysis with a NUP98 probe'

ln order to test for the presence of a novel transcript in the t(a;l1) patient, Northem analysis

was performed using a NUP98 cDNA probe. The probe was made by RT-PCR using total

RNA isolated from pBMNC of a normal donor. Oligonucleotide primers were designed based

on the NUPÌS oDNA sequence reported by Borrow et al, (1996)' An explanation of primer

nomenclature is given in Table 2.1. Primers were positioned approximately equidistant to nt

1552 (N98 !265F,and N98 184SR) so that the PcR product contained approximately 300 bp

o1 NUP98 cDNA sequence 5' and 3' of the reported breakpoint. Since this probe contains

sequence flanking the reported breakpoint, it should theoretically detect any novel NUP98

transcripts in Northern analysis and any novel restriction fragments in Southem anaþsis'

Initial Northern analysis using total RNA from the PBMNC of t(4;11) patient presentation,

remission and relapse samples as well as three normal controls revealed two predominant

transcripts of 4.05 kb and 7.25 kb in all samples (data not shown)' The size of these

transcripts corresponded well to those reported by Borrow et al, (1996)' The NUP98 bands in

the presentation sample were weak but this was exprained by the relative underloading of this

sample and that fact that the RNA was quite degraded. There \ilas no convincing evidence of

novel transcripts of distinctly different sizes to those of NUP9S'

4.1.2 Southern analysis

To resr for disruption of Nupgg in t(4;1r)(q21;pr5), southem analysis of t(4;11) patient

genomic DNA, digested with either one of Bam HI, Eco P{I, Pst I, Taq I or Xbu I' was
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performed using the 586 bp NUP98 oDNA probe described in section 4.1.1' A normal control

DNA was included so that any novel restriction fragments in the patient could be detected'

The probe clearly detected novel restriction fragments in the BamHl, EcoP.I, Psf I and XbaI

digested leukaemic DNA specimens (Fig. a.lb). The presence of these novel bands indicated

areamangement ofNUPgS in the (a;11) translocation'

There was a remote possibility that these novel restriction fragments were due to the presence

of NUP98 restriction fragment length polymorphisms in the patient, rather than due to a

reaffangement of ttle NUP98 gene. To exclude this possibility, t( ;ll) leùkaemic and

remission DNA specimens were digested with Eco RI and xba I and subjected to Southern

analysis using the 586 bp probe (xbalresult shown in Fig. 4.1c). The novel l'7 kb EcoRI

and 4.4 kb Xba I restriction fragments in the presentation and relapse DNA samples were

absent from the remission DNA sample. This confirmed that the novel Eco Rl and Xba I

fragments in the t(a;11) leukaemic DNA specimens were due to a rearrangement of the

NUP98 gene.

4.1.3 Testing der(4) and der(ll) for retention or NUP98 sequences flanking

the t(7;1 1)(P15;Pl5) breakPoint.

The southern analysis described above had clearly demonstrated a disruption of the NUP98

gene in the t(4;11) patient. However, Northern analysis had failed to detect a novel NUP98

fusion transcript. It was possible that disruption of NUP98 may not create a hybrid message

but may simply inactivate the NUP98 gene' Alternatively, a hybrid transcript may be very

similar in size to one of the normal NUP\S transcripts and therefore co-migrate with normal

NUP\|. This would make it difficult to distinguish a hybrid transcript from the normal

NUPÌS transcripts. Therefore, as a complement to Northern and Southern analysis' genomic
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DNA from the somatic cell hybrids segregating the der(4) and der(Il) chromosomes was

tested for the retention of NUP98 sequences on either side of the reported NUP98 breakpoint'

4.l.3,lPrimer pairs 5' of the published NUP98 breakpoint

The NUpgg exon immediately 5' of the published breakpoint was known to be 141 bp long

(Nakamura et al., I996a). This exon corresponds to that later defined as exon B in a

subsequent study of the NUP\S breakpoint region (Arai et al., 1997). The primer pair N98

1428F + N98 1531R was used to PCR amplify genomic DNA sequence within exon B'

Four primer pairs were used to PCR amplify small regions of NUP98 that occurred 5' of the

reported t(7;11)þ15;p15) breakpoint, ie 5' of nucleotide 1552. The sequence of the primers

was derived from the NUP98 oDNA sequence pubtished by Borrow et al, (1996) (Genbank

u41815). Primer pairs N98 81F + N98 185R, N98 30lF + N98 388R and N98 1265F + N98

1384R were positioned away from the reported t(7;11) breakpoint in case the potential

Nupggbreakpoint in the t(4;11) patient occurred at a different position. Prior to testing these

primers on genomic DNA, it was impossible to know if they would amplify a product of the

size predicted from the cDNA sequence. This was due to the fact that the corresponding

NUP\S exon-exon boundaries had not been determined, so it was not known if one or more

introns occurred between the primers.

Before testing genomic DNA from the somatic cell hybrids, each primer pair was tested using

PCR on oDNA and genomic DNA to determine if the primers would amplify genomic DNA'

In surnmary all primer pairs amplified a product of the expected size from cDNA' All primer

pairs, except 1428F + 1531R, failed to amplify a product from genomic DNA even when the

time of the pCR extension step was increased, indicating that there was at least one intron

present between these Primers.
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primer pair Ngg l42gï + Ngg 1531R amplified the expected product of 104 bp from genomic

DNA. 'When these primers were used to ampliff der(4) and der(ll) DNA from the somatic

cell hybrids, a 104 bp product was amplified from der(4) DNA, der(ll) DNA as well as

mouse genomic DNA and human genomic DNA. No sequence data for mouse Nup98 was

available, however the human NUP\S and rat Nup98 exon B sequences were known to be

g5% homologous (Nakamura et al., I996a). Therefore the human and mouse exon B

sequences were also likely to be highly homologous' The exon B primers were able to bind to

and ampliff the corresponding sequence in mouse Nup98'

A comparison of the human and rat sequences of exon B showed that there was a Taq I

restriction endonuclease site that was present in the rat sequence but absent from the human

sequence. Ttns TaqI site was shown to be present in the mouse PCR product (Fig' 4'2a)' Thus

to distinguish between the human and mouse PCR products, the PCR products were

restriction digested wíth Taq I (Fig. 4.2a). The product from der(4) DNA was fully digested

but the product from der(ll) DNA was only partially digested. This indicated that human

Nupgg and mouse Nupgg exon B had been amplified from the der(ll) somatic cell hybrid

DNA, but only mouse Nup98 exon B had been amplified from the der(4) DNA' Therefore

NUP7S exon B was present on the der(l1) chromosome'

4.l,3.2Primer pairs 3' of the published NUP98 breakpoint

Two primer pairs were designed 3' of the published NUP7S breakpoint, namely N98 1585F +

N98 1681R and N98 1742F + N98 1848R'

pCR of genomic DNA and cDNA with N98 1742F + N98 1848R resulted in a product of the

size predicted from the oDNA sequence, indicating that these two primers were within one

exon of NUP\S (data not shown). The exon in which these primers are situated was later
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Figure 4.2 PCR analysis of the der(4) and der(ll) containing somatic cell hybrids

(a) NUPSS exon B PCR product digested with Taq I.

Mouse and human NUP\S cDNA sequences are highly conserved and the exon B PCR also

amplified mouse NUP\\. The mouse and human exon B PCR products were distinguished by a

Taq I restiction site, which is present in the mouse product but absent in the human product.

(b) NUP?S exon C PCR Product.

Lane I pUClglHpø II DNA size marker

Lane 2 normal human donor

Lane 3 mouse

Lane 4 der(4) hybrid

Lane 5 der(l1) hybrid
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defined ÍÌs exon D (Arai et al.,I9g7). Similarly, PcR of genomic DNA and cDNA with N98

l5g5F + N98 1681R indicated that these two primers were within one exon oî NUP98

Gig. a.2b). The exon containing primer pair N98 1585F + N98 168lR was later defined by

Araí et al. (1997) as exon C.

pcR of der(4) and der(l1) DNA with primer pair N98 1742F + N98 1848R showed that exon

D or NUP98 was present on the der(4) chromosome (data not shown)' Therefore the NUP98

breakpoint in the t(4;11) patient occurred somewhere between exons B and D' PcR of der(4)

and der(l1) DNA using primer pair N98 1585F + N98 1681R showed that NUP98 exon c

was present on der(4) (Fig. a.2b). Therefore, since exons B and C are on the complementary

derivative chromosom es, NUP98 is disrupted between exons B and c in the t(a;11) patient

and is the chromosome 1l breakpoint gene. This breakpoint is identical, with respect to the

NUPÌS cDNA sequence, to that first identified in the (7;1lXp15;pl5) translocation (Borrow

et al., 1996;Nakamura et a1., 1996a)'

4.2 ldentifTcation of the chromosome 4 breakpoint gene

After identifying NUPIS as the chromosome 11 breakpoint gene, there were two choices for

the method of identifying the chromosome 4 translocation sequence' One choice involved a

genomic approach and the other involved a cDNA based approach. Both of these approaches'

and the reasons for selecting the oDNA approach, are discussed below'

The genomic aPproach

Southern analysis with a NUPÌS cDNA probe spanning the breakpoint revealed a novel

leukaemia specific 1.7 kb Eco RI fragment. It would have been possible to create an Eco Rl

digest of DNA from the t(a;11) patient and attach linkers to the Eco RI fragments' PCR using

the Nl428F primer and a reverse primer from the linker sequence could then be used to
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generate a leukaemia specific PcR product. The sequence of the PcR product could be

analysed using BLAST to see if it corresponded to a known gene' Alternatively the PCR

product could be used as a probe for screening a chromosome 4 genomic library' Positive

clones could be exon trapped and subject to BLAST analysis to see if their sequence

corresponds to a known gene. If the chromosom e 4 gene is novel then Northern analysis could

be used to determine which tissues it is expressed in. Primers could be designed based on

exon trapped sequences and used in 5' and 3' RACE of RNA from the appropriate tissue to

characterise the entire 
'DNA. 

The problem with this approach is that the library screening

mayidentiffcloneswithsequencethatisentirelyintronic.

The oDNA apProach

Initial Northern analysis of the t(a;11) presentation sample did not reveal any convincing

novel NUP\S transcripts (section 4.1.1). However, it was still possible that any such

transcripts were present but not detected because they were of similar size to NUP98 and co-

migrated with the NUP\S transcript. Failure to detect a novel transcript may have also been

caused by the degradation of the presentation sample, or the fact that the novel transcript was

expressed at levels below the detection limit of Northern anaþsis'

For fusion transcripts, the 3' RACE procedure (3' Rapid Amplification of 
'DNA 

Ends) can

be used to determine the partner gene. 3' RACE ailows amplification of nucreic acid

sequences from an mRNA template between a defined intemal site and the 3'end of the

mRNA (Frohman et a1,,1988). Briefly, this method involves reverse transcription of RNA

using an oligo-dT adapter primer which binds to the polyA tract in mRNA' This primer has a

2lbpadapter sequence at its 5' end, usually containing one or more restriction endonuclease

recognition sites for subsequent cloning. Specific oDNA is amplified from the reverse

transcription reaction using a gene specific forward primer that anneals to known exonic
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sequence and a reverse primer with a sequence complementary to that of the adapter

sequence.

At the time that these experiments were being planned, details of two recurrent AML

associated chromosomal rearrangements involving Nupgs were available. one of these was

the (7;11)þ15;p15) translocation described above, and the other was the invll{plsq22)

which fuses the Nupgg and DDXIT genes. Both of these chromosomal rearrangements result

in fusion mRNAs containing the 5' end of NUP\S (Arai et al., 1997; Borrow et al'' 1996;

Nakamura et al., 1996a). Given that the t(a;11)(q21;p15) breakpoint is identical to that

reported in t(7;ll) and i""(lil, it was probable that a chimaeric fusion mRNA containing

N(Jpggand chromosome 4 sequences would be expressed in the leukaemic cells of the t(a;I1)

patient. For this reason, and the fact that this approach could potentially yield results much

faster than the genomic approach, the oDNA approach was the method of choice for

identiffing the chromosome 4 sequence fused to NUP98'

4.2.13'RACE to determine the sequence fused to NUP98

3' RACE (Section 2.2.7) was used to determine the chromosome 4 gene fused to NUP98'

Experiments were done in paralrel on pBMNc from the presentation sample of the t(4;11)

patient and a normal individual'

The Expand Long Template PCR System (Section 2.2.6.2) was used in all subsequent PCR

amplifications, because a hybrid transcript might have had a length above the amplification

range of standard Taq polymerase. The reverse transcription product was amplified with a

N(lPg8 exon B primer, Nl459F, in combination with the Abridged Universal Amplification

Primer (AUAP).
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The first round 3' RACE products were barely visible as distinct bands and appeared more

like a smear on the agarose gel. This is a common problem of 3' RACE and is caused by a

lack of specificity in the first round of PCR. This problem was overcome using a published

protocol which involves enrichment of the specific sequences from the first PCR and a

subsequent second round of PCR (Lankiewicz et al., 1997). Second round PCR of the

enriched product was performed using a NUP98 exon B primer, N151lF (internal to the

previous 2 oligonucteotides) and the AUAP'

The second round PCR products were compared to the first round products by running them

next to each other on an agarose gel (Fig. 4.3a).It was clear that the enrichment procedwe

had greatly improved the specificity of the 3' RACE products. The first round PCR products

barely contained products visible above the smear. In comparison, the second round products

had distinctly visible bands. A second round PCR without intermediate magnetic purification

was also performed on an amount of product judged to be equivalent to that used in second

round with magnetically purified products. This PCR resulted in a smear very similar to the

first round and demonstrated that the magnetic enrichment procedure had increased the

specificity o f ampli fication.

There appeared to be a cluster of bands in the t(a;11) patient at around the 2 kb position on

the gel shown in Fig. 4.3a. In order to resolve this cluster into distinct bands the products were

mn on a wide lane agarose gel (Fig. a.3b). The increased resolution separated the bands

around the 2 kb position and it was apparent that one product was common to the normal

individual and the t(4;11) patient (band 2).In addition to this product, another 5 bands were

visible in the leukaemic presentation sample (bands 1,3,4,5 and 6)' The bands were excised

from the gel and purified using Wizard PCR Preps. The bands were then re-amplified with the

same primers and then gel purified again. The final products were either sequenced with the
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Figure 4.3 3'RACE to identify the NUP98 fusion partner

(a) Comparison of 3' RACE products from a normal donor and t(4;11) presentation before and after

enrichment

Lane I SPPVEco RI DNA size marker

Lane 2 t(4;11) l't round 3' RACE

Lane 3 t(4;11)2"u round 3'RACE withoutprior enrichment

Lane 4 t(4;11) 2"9 round 3' RACE with prior enrichment

Lane 5 donor l't round 3' RACE

Lane 6 donor 2nd round 3' RACE without prior enrichment

Lane 7 donor 2"d round 3' RACE with prior enrichment

(b) Second round 3'RACE products from (Lane 1) t(4;11) presentation and (Lane 2) a

normal donor electrophoresed on a wide lane agarose gel. 6 distinct bands are visible in the

t(a;11) sample and are denoted bands 1-6.

(c) Hybridisation of a MPIGDSI oligonucleotide probe (Rl08R) to a Southem blot of

normal donor (Lane 1) and t(a;l1) (Lane 2) 2"0 round 3' RACE products. The band indicated

with an arrowhead, which was not visible on the agarose gel, corresponds in size to the upper

isoform of NRG (see Fig. 4.5).
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primers used to generate them or cloned into pGEM-T (Promega) and sequenced with

Universal Sequencing Primers

The sequence of each product was analysed using the BLAST N algorithm to search the

Genbank seq'ence database. The common product in the leukaemic and normal RT-PCR

(band 2) corresponded to the normal 4.05 kb N(IP\ï transcript (Genbank u41815)' The other

products in the leukaemic sample all proved to be chimaeric sequences consisting of the 5'

end of NUP98 up to and including exon B (see below)'

A product (band 1) that was slightly larger than the normal NUP98 band had the 5' end of

Nupgg fused with the coding region of the guanine nucleotide disassociation stimulator gene,

RAP\GDSI (Genbank x63465). Although this product was not initially sequenced over its

fulI length, it contained the first coding exon of .i?-,4 PIGDS| and was shown, by hybridisation

of an oligonucleotide probe (R1677R) to a Southem blot of the 3' RACE products, to contain

sequence including trle RAP\GDSI stop codon (data not shown). By virtue of its size, it was

presumed to contain all the published sequence in-between' RT-PCR with a forward primer

from the start codon of NUP98 (N145F) and a revefse primer from the stop codon of

RAPIGDSI (R1677R) was performed. This resulted in a product corresponding in size to

band 1, which when sequenced was found to contain the 5' end of NUP98 fused to the coding

region of MpIGD^s1 (see section 5.1.1 for this result and a detailed description of the

RAP\GDSI coding sequence). The fusion maintained the reading frame of MPlGDSI' This

hybrid transcript is hereafter denoted as NRG (fot NUP98-RAP|GDSI)' The RAPLGDSI

sequence in NRG starts at nucleotide 5 of the coding sequence. The methionine and the first G

of the codon for aspartic acid are rost. However, the aspartic acid is retained in the fusion

proteinbecausethelastbaseofNUPgSexonBisaG(Fig.4.4a).
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Figure 4.4 RT-PCR analysis and sequence of NÀG

(a) Nucleotide and amino acid sequences around the junctions of the NRG and NRG2 fusion

transcripts (Genbank Accession AF 1 3 3 3 3 1 and AF I 3 3 3 3 3 respectively)'

(b) RT-pCR analysis of NRG and RGN fusion transcripts in three t(a;l1) patients.

RT-pCR was performed on PBMNC from the presentation samples of three t(a;l1) patients with

ALL, and on pBMNC from two normal donors. The primers used are described in section 4.3'

Control reactions containing no reverse transcriptase enzylne (minus RT) were also performed' The

primers used are described in section 4.3. H20 controls are negative control RT-PCRs without target'

The lane marked M contains both SPPllEco RI and prJCIglHpa II DNA size markers' The most

prominent bands in the RGN pCR of patient 3 are alternative splicings of RGN with and without

exon B.

LanelpatientlRT-PCR

Lane 2patient 2 RT-PCR

Lane3patient3RT-PCR

Lane4donorlRT-PCR

Lane5donor2RT-PCR

Lane 6 patient 1 minus RT

Lane 7 patient 2 minus RT

Lane I patient 3 minus RT

Lane 9 HzO control

(c) Hybridisation of a NUpgg exon B (Nl51lF) oligonucleotide probe to a Southern blot of the gel

in (b) above. Hybridisation to the RGN products in patient 3 (Lane 3) indicates that NRG2 is not

simply an altematively spliced form of NrRG'
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4.2.1.1 Ch aracterisation of smaller RACE products

The other RACE products (bands 3, 4, 5 and 6) that were cloned and sequenced had an

identical NUpgg-RAplGDSl junction to Ni?G but continued into presumed RAPIGDSL

intron/exon splice sites and terminated in either introns of RAPIGD,SI or as yet unsequenced

exons or MPIGD,S/ (Table 4.1, bands 3-6). One of the RACE products, (band 4), was

characterised in more detail. The sequence identity of this clone to RAPIGDSI terminated at

nt ll2 (RAPlGDsl sequence is numbered according to Genbank x63465) and was

immediately followed by GTAAG which i, the consensus intronic sequence present

immediately after a 5' splice site in higher eukaryotes (Moore et al., 1993)' A stop codon

occurred 83 bp after the point of divergence from the MPIGD,SI sequence but there was no

polyadenylation signal. A reverse primer (Rint2r) was made in the region containing the stop

codon and used in PCR with a forward primer (R11F) from the preceding RAPIGDSI

sequence. The DNA product was the same length as that obtained from cDNA (data not

shown), confirming that the non- MPIGDSI coding sequence is an intron that is contiguous

with the RAPIGDSI coding sequence in the genome'

In summary bands 3,4,5 and 6 were all smaller than band 1, which contained the full length

RAP\GDSI sequence, and diverged from the RAPlGDSI sequence at positions

corresponding in sequence to introns. It is possible that they are not representative of

abundantly expressed transcripts, but are artefacts of 3' RACE caused by the T rich adapter

primer used for reverse transcription binding to A rich sequences in introns or RAPLGDSL

remaining in a partially spliced intermediates of NRG. In support of this hypothesis is the fact

that subsequent Northern analysis with cDNA probes fot NUP98 and RAPIGDS] (Section

4.4) did not detect transcripts corresponding in size to the 3' RACE products of bands 3' 4' 5

and 6.
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Table 4.1: Sequence characterisation of 3' RACE products'

3' RACE products were all from patient 1. All had the NUP98 sequence up to and including

exon B and thus the size of the RACE product is derived hom RAPIGDSI cDNA and introns'

RAPIGDS,/ sequence is numbered from the beginning of the coding region (Genbank

accession number x63465). The NAG sequence (band 1) and band 4 are described in more

detail in the text'

Despite the fact that these products did not represent abundantly expressed full length

transcripts, their characterisation was useful. By determining the point of their sequence

DetailsClone Size

NRG; NUP\S sequence up to and including nt 1

immediately followed by RAPIGDSI sequence beginning at nt 5

552 of U41815
Band 1 2.4kb

N(\P98;corresponding to 4.05 kb transcript'2.t kbB.and2

truncated NRG; homology to MPIGD'S1 terminates at

immediately followed by GTAAG. This clone has a cAG inserted

between NUP98 añ RAPIGDSL.

nt ll2 and is2kbBand 3

1.1kb truncated NRG; homology to RAPIGDSI sequence

and is immediately followed by GTAAG. Contains a portion of the

intronic sequence present in band 3'

terminates at nt ll2
Band 4

truncated NRG; homology to RAPIGDSI terminates at nt

3 and 4, but this is not followed by GTAAG. The sequence 3'of nt 112

was different to bands 3 and 4, it contained a MER2 repetitive element'

112 as forbands
0.9 kbBand 5

truncated NRG identical to above band 5

NUP98 andRAPIGDSI

but CAG inserted between
0.9 kbBand 5

truncated NRG; homology to MPIGDSI ceases at

immediately followed by GTAAG. Part of the sequence 3' of nt 361 is

homologous to the AluSb2 subfamily'

nt 361 and is not
0.9 kbBand 5

truncated NRG; homology to RAPIGDSI ceases at nt

immediately followed bY GTAAG

490 and this is
0.8 kbBand 6
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divergence from the published RAPIGDSI sequence, some of the exon/intron boundaries in

RAP I GDS./ were deduced. These boundaries are described in Section 5 ' 1 . 1 '

4.3 RT-PCR.

RT-pCR of t(4;11) presentation RNA using primers flanking the NUP99-RAPIGDSI junction

(N1265F + R108R) gave a product of the expected size (395 bp) confirming that a NRG

fusion mRNA was formed (Fig. 4.4b). No bands were seen in the PBMNC from normal

controls.

During the identification of the t(a;l1) breakpoint genes, another two T-cell ALL patients,

whose karyotype also included the (a;11) translocation, became available for testing. For the

remainder of this thesis, the initial t(a;11) patient will be referred to as patient l, and the other

two patients will be referred to as patients 2 and 3 (Table 4.2). Presentation samples of

pBMNC from patients 2 and 3 were kindly provided by Dr Bik To (Institute of Medical and

Veterinary Sciences, Adelaide, SA) and Dr Alec Morley (Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide'

SA) respectively. RNA from these two samples was tested for expression of NRG mRNA by

RT-pCR (Fig. a.ab). patient 2 was clearly positive with a RT-PCR product of identical size to

patient L patient 3 had a smaller RT-PCR product or162bp. Sequencing revealed that patient

3 had a novel in-frame fusion of NUP98 to RAP|GDSI with the NUP98 breakpoint

immediately preceding exon A and an identical RAP|GD,S1 junction (nt 5 of the coding

sequence) to patients I and 2 (Fíg. 4.4a). This transcript, denoted as NRG2, also maintains the

first aspartic acid in the RAP|GDS.I sequence as once again the 3' NUP98 nt is a G'

The complexity of minor bands seen with all 3 patients in the NRG RT-PCR is a repeatable

observation. 
'whereas some of the faint upper bands in patient 3 appear to be the same size as

the NRG RT-PCR products in patients 1 and 2, they do not contain NUPqS exon B as shown

by hybridisation with the Nl51lF oligonucleotide (Fig. a.4c), confirming that NRG2 is not

just an alternatively spliced version of N¡RG'
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Expression of the complementary fusion cDNA, RAPIGDS-NUPqy (RG1Ð' was analysed by

RT-PCR. Primers (Rs'UTRF + N1848R) that could amplify ,RGN from all three patients

showedthatRGNisonlyexpressedinpatient3(Fig.4.4b-c).

Some of the RACE products of patient I showed an insertion of the trinucleotide CAG at the

NUP\S-RAP\GDS\ junction. The variable insertion of cAG was also seen in RT-PCR

products from all three patients (data not shown)' This insertion is most likely due to

alternative splicing of intronic soquence immediately adjacent to an exon' As there are two

distinct Nupggbreakpoint regions in our t(a;11) patients, the cAG insertion probably comes

from the RAplGDsl intron in which the breakpoint occurs. This hypothesis was confirmed

by aligning the RAP\GDSI sequence from NRG with the sequence of a RAPLGDSI genomic

clone deposited into Genbank during the writing of this thesis (Genbank accession

ACO]9O77). The cAG conforms to the consensus sequence YAG (Y is a pyrimidine) of the

3' end of an intron (Moore et a1.,1993), Alternative splicing involving a single trinucleotide

has previously been reported for the c-kit gene (crosier et aI',1993).

4.4 Northern analysis

The 3, RACE experiments discussed above showed that the NUP98 and NRG transcripts were

almost identical in size. This made it highly rikely that one of the reasons that a hybrid

transcript was not detected in previous Northem analysis was due to comigration of these

transcripts. In order to overcome this problem, the Northern analysis was repeated but the

RNA was electrophoresed further through the gel to achieve a higher degree of resolution'

The quality of RNA isolated from the patient I presentation sample was improved by

curturing the cells for 2 hours after thawing prior to RNA isolation. Remission and relapse

specimens from patient 1 and presentation specimens from patients 2 and 3 were also

included in this Northem analysis'
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Rather than using the 586 bp NUP98 probe described previously, a 1084 bp

probe was used for Northem analysis (Fig. 4.5a)' The probe was made by RT-

Superscript II (Section2.2.6.7) the ExpandrM Long template PCR system. Primers N30lF +

Nl384R were used so that the probe only hybridised to the portion of NUP98 present in ì/rRG

of patients 1 and 2, andnot to any NUP98 sequence absent from NRG. Therefore, the relative

intensities of the NRG and NUP\S transcripts are a true representation of their relative levels

of expression. Only the last 66 bases at the 3'end of this probe are homologous to the

sequence 3' of the NUP\S breakpoint in patient 3. Given that only 5ug of total RNA per lane

was used for this Northern analysis, 66 bp of probe is not likely to result in any significant

signal compared to the 1018 bp of probe sequence present in NRG2. Therefore the relative

intensities of the NRG2 and NUP98 transcripts in patient 3 are also are a true representation of

their relative levels of expression. The normal controls show 4.05 kb and 7 .25 kb bands' The

4.4 kb N.IRG transcript can be seen above the 4.05 kb NUP98 transcript for the presentation

samples of patients 1 and 2. In patient 3, the NRG2 transcript cannot readily be seen as it

migrates just above the normal NUP\S band. NIRG is not seen in the remission sample from

patient l. The relapse specimen from the same patient shows markedly increased NRG

expression compared to the endogenous NUP98. The increased NRG expression in the relapse

specimen may be related to the addition to the short arm of the previously normal

chromosome 1l (Table 4.2), or it may reflect selection pressure for increased NRG

expresslon.

A second new transcript of approximately 5.8 kb was seen in the presentation and relapse

samples of patient l. This band is also present in patient 2 but not discemible on Figure 4.5a'

patient 3 showed a 5.5 kb transcript. The shorter size corresponds approximately to the size

difference (233 bp) between NRG and NRG 2'
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Figure 4.5 Northern analysis of NrRG expression

(a) Hybridisation using aNUP98 cDNA probe (see text for details).

(b) Hybridisation of the same membrane with a RAPlGDSI cDNA probe (see text for details).

(c) 18S rRNA from the ethidium bromide stained gel prior to transfer.

RNA was isolated from two normal donors and from the three t (a;11) patients (P1-P3)' Each lane

contains 5 ¡rg of total RNA from peripheral blood mononuclear cells, except that lane 4 contains 5

pg of total RNA from bone marrow. The lane marked M is a RNA ladder (Promega). The band in

Lane M in panel C is marker and not 18S RNA. N indicates the NUP98 4.05 and 7.25 kb bands.

The 7.25 kb band is a precursor that also contains the NUP96 coding sequence (Fontoura et al.,

1999). RG indicates the 2.8 and4.1 kb RAPIGDSI bands NRG indicates the 4.4kb NRG transcript.

NRG2 in patient 3 is not indicated as it is not distinguishable from the 4.05 NUP98 and 4.1 kb

RA7IGDSI bands. The arrowheads indicate higher molecular weight transcripts which hybridise

with both the NUP98 and RAPIGDSI probes.

Lane I donor 1

Lane 2 donor 2

Lane 3 t(4;11) patient 1 presentation

Lane 4 t( ;ll) patient 1 remission

Lane 5 t(4;11) patient 1 relaPse

Lane 6 t( ;ll) patient 2 presentation

Lane 7 t(4;11) patient 3 presentation
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A cDNA probe was created by RT-PCR, using Superscript II and primers RGIF + RG1677R'

to assess RAPIGDSI expression by Northern analysis. RAP|GDSI shows 2'8 kb and 4'1 kb

transcripts in all tissues tested (Fig. a.Q. When, the patient Northern was probed with the

RA\IGDSI probe, the 4.1 kb transcript was visible as a distinct band slightly lower than the

NRG transcript, although the two bands are not readily distinguishable after photo-

reproduction (Fig. 4.5b). The 5.8 and 5.5 kb bands are present in the patient samples

confirming that they are NÀG transcripts' They are probably generated by the same

mechanism that generates the upper 4.r kb RA7IGD|I transcript. If the 5.5 kb transcript in

patients 1 and 2 andthe 5.8 kb transcript in patient 3 are NRG transcripts then they should

have been visible as 3', RACE products. A RACE product corresponding in size to the 5'5 kb

transcript is not visible on the agarose gels shown in Figure 4'3a and Figure 4'3b' However'

hybridisation of an origonucleotide probe for the first coding exon of -R4 PIGDSI (Rl08R) to

a southern blot of pati ent I NUp-9g 3' RACE products detected a product significantly higher

than NRG (Fig. a.3c) which corresponds in size to the 5.5 kb transcript in patient 1'

4.5 Discussion

Patient I was originally reported as a t(4;11Xq2l;p1a-15) translocation in a patient with T-

cell ALL (Hardingham et a1.,1991). Molecular analysis then localised the chromosome 11

breakpoint to 1lpl5.5 (Kalatzis et a1.,1993). Subsequently, two further T-cell ALL patients'

referred to patients 2 and 3 and karyotyped as t(4;11)(q21;p14-15) and t(4;11)(q2l;p15)

respectively, became available for analysis. Three other patients have been reported with

either a t(4;1 l)(q21;pl4-15) or at(4;11)(q21;p15) as the primary translocation (Bloomfield et

al., 1986; Inoue et al., 1985; Pui et al., 1991) The clinical data' cytogenetics and

immunophenotypeofallsixpatientsissummarisedinTab|e4'2'
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Figure 4.6 Multiple tissue Northern analysis of RAPIGDSI

(a) Hybridisation with a RA?IGDSI oDNA probe shows two predominant bands of 4.1 kb and 2.8

kb.

(b) Hybridisation with a ftactin oDNA probe (Clontech)'

Each lane contains 2 pg of polyA RNA.

Lanes l-4 contain RNA from the following foetal tissues: Lane I brain, Lane 2lung, Lane 3 liver,

Lane 4 kidney.

Lanes 5-20 contain RNA from the following adult tissues: Lane 5 heart, Lane 6 brain, Lane 7

placenta, Lane 8 lung, Lane 9 liver, Lane 10 skeletal muscle, Lane 11 kidney, Lane 12 pancreas,

Lane 13 spleen, Lane 14 thymus, Lane 15 prostate, Lane 16 testis, Lane 17 ovary, Lane 18 small

intestine, Lane 19 colon (mucosal lining), Lane 20 PBMNC'
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4.5.1 Common features of t(4;11) ALL patients

Whereas different surface markers have been tested in each individual, the following

generalisations can be drawn; (i) the cytochemistry and surface markers of all six patients are

consistent with T-cell ALL, (ii) the leukaemic cells are positive for CD7 and CD5, usually

positive for CD2, but negative for CD4 and CD8, (iiÐ CD10 is often positive in a proportion

of the cells and (iv) most express one or more of the myeloid markers CDllb, CDl3 and

CD33 in a proportion of the cells. None of the six patients with the primary translocation were

infants. They ranged in age from 6 - 53 with a preponderance of younger individuals as is

typical for T-cell ALL (Catovsky, 1gg0). All had a fairly short survival after diagnosis.

Patient 1, who showed the longest survival, underwent two matched allogeneic bone m¿Ilrow

transplants but relapsed with aggressive disease on both occasions.

Four of the six patients presented with additional karyotypic rearrangements (Table 4'2)' This

may account for some of the differences between their clinical pictures. Interestingly, the two

patients who presented with a very low white cell count both had a l2p deletion'

4.5.2t(a;11)(q21;p15) fuses the N(1P98 and RAPIGDSI genes

Nupggwas identified as the chromosome 1l breakpoint gene by Southern analysis of patient

I DNA and pCR analysis of somatic cell hybrids containing the derivative chromosomes of

patient l. Southern analysis using a NUP98 oDNA probe flanking the reported

t(7;11)(p15;pl5) breakpoint detected a NUP98 rearrangement in leukaemic DNA specimens

from patient 1. Subsequently it was shown that exons B and c of NUP98 were found on the

der(l1) and der(4) chromosomes respectively, thereby mapping the breakpoint to the intron

between exons B and c. This confirms the previously reported orientation of NUP98 with

regard to the centromere (Borrow et al',1996)'
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As the principal transcript in the other report ed N(1P98 translocations fuses the 5' end of the

NUP\S gene in frame to the 3' end of a second gene, 3' RACE was used and identified the

RAPIGDSI gene as the 3'partner. RAPIGDSI has previously been mappedto 4q2l-25 (Riess

et a1.,1993). Its involvement in the (4;11) translocation has confirmed this mapping, and

further submapped RAPIGDSI to the 4q21 region'

RT-pcR showed tbat NUpgg-RApIGDSl (NRG) fusion mRNAs were present in patients 1, 2

and 3. Sequencing showed that the same RAP\GDS| sequence, starting at nt 5 of the coding

region, was present in all three patients (Fig. 4.4a). Patients I and 2had an identical fusion

mRNA containing the 5' sequence of NUP98 up to and including exon B whereas patient 3

lacked NUP98 exons A and B.

The absence of the reciprocal RGN transcript in patients 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.4b-c) indicates that

NrRG is the leukaemia associated transcript. It is unclear why the reciprocal transcript is

absent as RAPIGDST is universally expressed and RGN is under the control of the

RA7IGDSI promoter. A similar situation has been observed for the BCR-ABL translocation

in which the recipro cal ABL-BC,IR transcript is not expressed in all cML patients although

ABL ís also universally expressed (Melo et al',1993a)'

4.5.3 NUP98 breakPoints

prior to publication of the manuscript (Hussey et a1.,1999), breaþoints in NUP98 had been

reported to occur between exons A and B (Kwong and Pang, lggg), or between exons B and

c (Arai et al., 1997;Borrow et al., 1996; Kwong and Pang, 1999; Nakamura et al', 1996a;

Nakamura et al., 1999; Raza-Egilm ez et a1.,1998; Wong et al', 1999), or between exons D

and E (Arai et a1.,1997),with the predominant breakpoint occurring between exons B and c'
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After publication of the manuscript (Hussey et al., 1 999), another NUP98 breakpoint between

exons C and D was reported (Ahuja et a\.,1999)'

The breaþoint in patient 3 (in the intron preceding exon A) is the most proximal NUP98

breaþoint reported. The more proximal breakpoint position is consistent with the Northern

results where the NRG2 fusion band is almost identically sized to the 4.05 kb NUP98

transcript. NRG2 is 233 bp shorter than NRG on account of the missing exons A and B' After

publication of the manuscript (Hussey et al.,lggg), aNUP98 breakpoint in the same intron as

that disrupted in patient 3, was reported in a case of the (7;11)(p15;pl5) translocation (Hatano

et a1.,1999).

4.5.4 Fusion Partners of NUP98

To date, a total of 6 fusion parürers have been described in various translocations involving

Nupgg (Table 4.3). Another 3 or 4 as yet unidentified fusion partners are implicated by the

involvement of NUpgB in other translocations. All of these NUP98 fusions are associated

with myeloid malignancies except for the NRG fusion which is associated with ALL'

Nup98 is a component of the NPC, involved in the export of RNA and protein from the

nucleus @achi et a1.,2000; Powers et a1.,1997;Pritchard et al',1999; Zolotukhin and Felber,

1999). The 6 known fusion partners of NUP98 are functionally diverse' HOXA9, HOXDI3

and pMXI code for transcription factors required for normal development (Lawrence et al',

1997;Martin et al., |995;Muragaki et al., 1996). DDXI0 codes for a putative RNA helicase

with a probable role in ribosome biogenesis (savitsky et al',1996)' TOPL codes for DNA

topoisomerase I which creates transient single-stranded DNA nicks to facilitate DNA

replication, transcription, recombination and chromosome condensation (reviewed in wang'

1996). Finally, RAP\GDSI codes for a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (Mizuno et al',

leel).
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Table 4.3 Translocations involving th.e NUP98 gene.

Therapy related AML is abbreviated as t-AML. Chronic myelomonocytic leukaemia is

abbreviated as CMMoL. The NUPI\-PMXI fusion, arising from t(1;11)(q23;p15), was

reported after the t(1;11)(q21;q15) translocation in which the fusion partner was not

determined. Although not been suggested by others, it is possible that these two translocations

are the same and were reported as cytogenetically distinct because of variation in the

interpretations of the same translocation.

Translocation Partner Gene Disease Primary ref(s) in which
NUP98 disruption was

identified

t(7;11)þ15;pl5) HOXA9 De novo and t-AML/MDS

De novo-CMMoL

(Borrow et al., 1996,

Nakamura et al., 1996a)

inv(1lXp15;q22) DDX]O De novo and t-AML/lvIDS (Arai et al., 1997)

t(a;1 1)(q2l;p1s) RAP]GDS| De novo T-cell ALL (Hussey et al.,1999)

t(2;l lXq3l;pl5) HOXD]3 t-AML (Raza-Egilmez et al., 1998)

t(11;12)(p1s;ql3) unknown De novo and t-AML (Kobzev and Rowley, 1999;

Nishiyama et a1.,1999)

t(11;l7Xp15;q21) unknown t-AML (Nishiyama et al., 1999)

t(1;11)(q23;pls) PMXI t-AML (Nakamura et a1.,1999)

t(1;l 1)(q21;p1s) unknown

?PMXI

CML (Kobzev and Rowley, 1999)

add(1 l)(p15) unknown t-AMLA4DS (Nishiyama et al., 1999)

t(11;20)(p15;q1 1) TOP] De novo and tAML/lvlDS (Ahuja et a1.,1999)
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4.5.5 Retention of the tr'G repeat region in fusions involving nucleoporins

Another nucleoporin gene, NUP2I4, is also involved in translocations in leukaemia. NUP2l4,

also known as CAN, is fused to either the DEK gene or to the SET gene in cases of AML (von

Lindem et al.,1992a; von Lindern et al.,l992b),

Both nup98 and nup2l4 contain multiple FG repeats. The FG repeats are presumed contact

sites for multi-protein transport complexes that mediate bi-directional transport across the

nuclear pores (Radu et a1.,1995b). All known nup98 and nup2l4 fusions retain the majority

of the FG repeats (von Lindem et al., 1992a; von Lindern et al., 1992b) and references in

Table 4.3). The FG repeats are also retained in the three patients reported in this thesis

(Fig. a.7). Patient 3, who has the most 5' breakpoint yet reported, still has 30 of the 37 FG

repeats.

The FG repeat-containing nup98 portion of the nup98-hoxa9 fusion protein acts as a potent

activator of hoxag activity by recruiting the cbp and p300 transcriptional co-activators

(Kasper et al., 1999). The interaction of nup98-hoxa9 with cbp/p300 is conelated to the

transforming activity of nup98-hoxa9. The transforming ability is retained when the FG

repeat region from nup98 is exchanged for that of nup2l4 which directly implicates the FG

repeats in the transforming activity. Not all of the FG repeats are required to interact with

cbp/p300 or to transfoûn as a nup98-hoxa9 splice variant with twenty FG repeats still retains

transforming ability (Kasper et al.,1999).

4.5.6 The role of smgGDS

The entire coding region, except for the start codon of RAPIGDSI, is retained in the NRG and

NRG2 transcripts. The product oî RAPLGDSI, usually referred to as smgGDS, has guanine

nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) activity (Mizuno et a1.,1991). GEFs stimulate or inhibit
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Figure 4.7 Schematic representation of the nup98, smgGDS, nrg and nrg2 proteins

Vertical arrowheads represent breakpoints in nup98 and smgGDS. FG, FG (phenylalanine-glycine)

repeat rich areas; GLEBS, GLEBS (Gle2p-binding motif) like motif (Pritchard et al., 1999); NRM,

nucleoporin RNA binding motif (Radu et a1.,1995); ARMADILLO, tandem armadillo repeats.
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exchange of GDp for GTp at small GTPase proteins to convert the inactive GDP bound form

to the active GTp bound form. SmgGDS was first reported as a stimulator of GDP/GTP

exchange for rapla, then called smg p21a (Yamamoto et al-,1990)' SmgGDS also acts on

raplb as well as other small GTPases including K-ras, racl,tacL, rhoA and ralB (chuang el

al., 1994; Iouzalen et al., 1998; Mizuno et al., 1991)' Interestingly, rapla and K-ras are

antagonistic as the protein smgp2lahapla was'first identified as Krev-l which has the ability

to revert K-ras transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (Kitayama et al., 1989)' However, rapl is

unlikely to be the principal target of smgGDS as smgGDS co-operates with K-ras in

transformation (Fujiok a et al., rggz).RhoA and racL have'been reported to be more important

targets for smgGDS than rapla (Chuang et al.,1994; Strassheim et al',2000)'

SmgGDS is structurally unique among the GEFs as it shows no homology to other GEFs and

is composed largely of tandem repeats of the 43 amino acid armadillo motif (Fig' a'f (Peifer

et al., lgg4). The armadillo motif was originally found in the Drosophila melanogaster

armadillo gene and its vertebrate homologues p-catenin and plakoglobin (Mccrea et al''

l99L;Peifer and 
'wieschaus, 1990). subsequently it was identified in a number of other genes

which contain tandem repeats of armadillo (Peifer et al.,1gg4), including importin o (Gorlich

et al., Lg96).It has been suggested that armadillo repeats mediate protein-protein interactions

(Peifer et aL,1994).

Determining the cellular location of nrg will be critical in determining its role in malignancy

(see chapter 5). SmgGDS normally interacts with membrane bound and cytoplasmic ras

superfamily GTPases. If the nrg hybrid protein is cytoplasmic, its function may involve

alterations of signalling via ras family small GTPases. However, by analogy to other

armadillo proteins like B-catenin and importin cr, smgGDS may have an as yet undescribed

cytoplasmic-nuclear shuttling capacity. The armadillo repeats of smgGDS may lead it to
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mimic p-catenin and interact with the transcription factors involved in the wingless signalling

pathway (reviewed in Dierick and Bejsov ec, 1999), or possibly other pathways' Alternatively'

the amino_terminar end of nupgg might re-locate smgGDS to the nuclear pore so that the

fusion protein may modify nuclear transport. As nrg contains an intact smgGDS sequence, it

may act as a second GEF for ran in promoting nuclear transport. Finally, nrg may be located

in the nucleus where it may modify transcription as happens with other nup98 fusion proteins

(Kasper et al., 1999; Nakamura et al., 1999). Transcription factors that interact with the

armadillo repeats may become coupled to transcription factors that interact with FG repeats'

The results presented in this chapter show that NUP\S can be involved in T-cell ALL as well

as myeloid malignancies. Moreover, the identification of 3 patients with the NRG fusion

shows that the t(a;l1)(q21;p15) is a recurrent translocation in T-cell ALL'
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Chapter 5

Cellular localisation of nrg and its components

To gain insight into the transforming mechanisms of nrg, it was necessary to investtgate rts

cellular location in comparison to that of its components ie (i) the amino-terminal portion of

nup98 consisting of 37 FG repeats (called nup98t, where t stands for truncated) and (ii) the

smgGDS protein. This chapter describes experiments in which amino-terminal green

fluorescent protein (gþ) tagged proteins \vere expressed in NIH3T3 mouse fibroblast cells to

investigate the cellular localisation patterns of nup98, nup98t, smgGDS and nrg'

The green fluorescent protein from Aequorea victoria rolds into a structure called a

chromophore which fluoresces brilliant gleen (509nm) when excited by blue light (395nm)

(ward et a1.,19S0). Enhanced gfeen fluorescent protein ("gþ) is an engineered mutant which

fluoresces 35-fold more intensely than wild type gþ (Cormack et al'' 1996; Yang et al''

1996). The maximal excitation peak of egþ occufs at 490nm, which is virtually identical to

the light emission of a confocal microscope (488nm), therefore egfu can be viewed by

confocal microscopy. ,when cells that express proteins tagged with egþ are viewed using a

confocal microscope, the subcellular location of the tagged proteins can be precisely

determined. This is achieved due to the very thin (0.5¡rm) focal plane provided by a confocal

microscope. A major advantage of using egfo to tag proteins is that it eliminates the need for

cell fixation, permeabilisation and antibody staining and therefore allows one to examine the

cells while they are alive and undisturbed. In recent years egfo has been used extensively as a

tool for exploring the cellular location and trafficking patterns of various proteins' For

simplicity, egfp will be referred to simply as gfu in this thesis'
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5.L Creating constructs for studying the cellular location of nrg

The key feature of this study was the creation of a plasmid construct consisting of an in frame

fusion of GFp to the 5' end of the NRG coding sequence. control plasmids fusing GFP to

NUP\8, NUPgSt and RAPIGDSI were also made'

The first step in creating the expression constructs was to generate RT-PCR products

encoding the relevant proteins. All RT-PCR products were made from normal donor RNA

except for the NRG product which was made from patient 1 RNA' RNA was extracted from

PBMNC and reverse transcribed with an oligo-dT primer (AP) and superscript II to ensure

that fuIl length ñrst strand oDNA was generated' High-Fidelity PCR (Section 2'2'6'2) was

used to amplify the open reading frame (oRF) from the first strand oDNA (see Fig' 5'1 legend

for the names of all primers used for ORF amplification). The PCR products were purified

from a low melting point agarose gel and a portion of the products were restriction digested

with HinfL The size of the Hinflrestriction fragments was compared to that predicted by the

relevant Genbank entries. This comparison was done prior to cloning and sequencing to

ensure that RT-PCR had resulted in amplification of the correct product'

RT-PCR products (except îor N(1P98-see Section 5.1.3) were then cloned into the pTargetrM

mammalian expression vector which allows direct cloning of PCR products (Fig' 5'1)'

cloning into pTargetrM also created a number of restriction sites flanking the insert which

could be used for subcloning into a variety of tagging vectors including pEGFP-C2' Positive

cl0nes were identified and two for each different RT-pcR product \ilere sequenced to confirm

that the oRF was intact and no PcR induced errors were present' Any sequence deviation

from the relevant Genbank entries was investigated by sequencing of the original RT-PCR

product to determine whether the variation was a naturally occurring polymorphism or an

incorrectly incorporated base. some deviations were found to be due to misincorporation of a
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Figure 5.1 Subcloning strategy for creating gfp tagged proteins

RT-PCR products were amplifred with the following primers: NUP98 N'XZo IF + NCy' 9IR'

NUPI8|N145F + NtrnR, RAP|GDSI RlF + R1677R, NÀGN145F + R1677R. The products

were cloned directry into pTarget (except NUpgg, see text for details) using the A overhang

generated by Taqpolymerase and the T overhang on the pTarget' After sequence verification

the insert was excised from pTarget wirh Xho I (near the 5 ' end of the insert) and Cfr 9I (near

the 3, end of the insert). The restriction fragment was then ligated into the corresponding sites

in pEGFP- C2 tocreate an in-frame fusion of GFP with the RT-PCR product' Pictures of the

pTarget and pEGFP-C2 vectors \¡r'ere taken from the Promega and Clontech manuals

respectively.
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base, presumably due to polymerase error However other variations were found to be

naturally occurring and these are described below

5.1.1 Discovery of a novel exon in the predominant isoform of RAPLGDSL

in PBMNC

The RAP\GDS\ RT-PCR product was expected to be 1667 bp based on the RAPIGDSI

Genbank entry X63465. Agarose gel electrophoresis of the RT-PCR products that contained

RApIGDS1 sequence , íe RAptGD,SI and NÀG, revealed a major PCR product approximately

150 bp larger than expected (Fig. 5.2a). Hinf I digestion of gel purified RAPIGDSI (and

NRG) product resulted in two unpredicted fragments of 130 bp and 333 bp, and the absence of

a predicted 316 bp fragment, however all other fragments were as predicted from Genbank

entry X63465 (Fig. 5.2b). This difference in the Hinf I restriction fragments of the

RAPIGDSI (and NÃG) RT-PCR product suggested the presence of additional sequence to

that of X63465. The RT-PCR product was cloned into pTarget and sequenced'

To determine if there ìwas any evidence for the presence of naturally occurring additional (to

x63465) sequence in MPIGD, /, it was necessary to obtain all of the sequence data

available in Genbank in the form of expressed sequence tags (ests) homologous to

RAPIGDS,I. Using sequencher, a consensus sequencs \ryas assembled from the ests in the

unigene cluster lor RAP\GDS1. This consensus sequence revealed the presence of an

additional 147 bp between bases 361 and 362 of X63465. The predicted Hinf I digestion

pattem of this consensus sequence resulted in the same restriction fragments as that obtained

by Hinfldigestion of the actual RAPIGDSI RT-PCRproduct'

Initial sequencing of the cloned RT-pcR product using inward primers based on the pTarget

sequence revealed that one of the two RAP|GD,S1 clones was missing the A from its start
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Figure 5.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis of RAPIGDSI and NRG RT-PCR products

(a) RT-PCR products encoding the open reading frames of RAPIGDSI (Lane 1) and NrRG

(Lane 2) are shown prior to gel purification. Lane M contains the SPPV,Eco R[ DNA size

marker. The upper arrow in Lane I indicates the predominant RAPIGDSL product which is

147 bp larger than expected from Genbank X63465. The lower arrow indicates a minor

product of ß77 bp which is the size predicted from Genbank X63465.

þ) HinfI digests of the gel purified predominant RT-PCR products of (Lane l) RAPIGDSI

and (Lane 2) NRG from PBMNC. Lane M is the ptJClglHpø II DNA size marker. The novel

restriction fragments that were not predicted from the sequence of Genbank X63465 are

indicated with arrow heads and sizes. In the NRG RT-PCR product two fragments of

approximately identical size (333 bp) com-migrate, one of these fragments is derived from

NUP98 sequence and the other from the novel RAPIGDSL sequence.
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codon. The full sequence of this clone was not determined because the absence of a start

codon made it unsuitable for use in the localisation studies. However, enough sequence \¡/as

obtained from this clone to cover the region containing the additional l4l bp. When the

RAPIGDS] sequence from the two pTarget clones containing the RT-PCR product was

aligned with the consensus sequence of the unigene RAPlGDSl cluster, it was clear that the

two clones contained an extra 147 bp in exact agreement with the consensus sequence'

Sequencing also revealed that the MP|GDSI portion of NjRG contained the additional

147 bp, thereby explaining the apparent size discrepancy seen upon initial agarose gel

electrophoresis of the RT-PCR products lor RAPLGDSI and NÀG.

The position of the additional 147 bp sequence corresponds to a predicted exon/exon junction

(see Table 4.1), which suggested that it could be a self contained exon' RT-PCR with primers

which flanked the extra sequence (RllF + R688R) gave amajor product of 825 bp and two

less abundant products of 678 bp and 550 bp (Fig. 5.3)' The major 825 bp product contained

all of the sequence predicted from Genbank entry X63465 as well as the extra 147 bp of

sequence. The 678 bp product lacked the 147 bp sequence and was identical to Genbank entry

x63465. This result confirmed that the extra 147 bp is an alternatively spliced exon that is

contained in the most highly expressed isoform oî RAP\GDSI mRNA expressed in PBMNC'

The full coding sequence of the major isoform of MPlGDSI in PBMNC was deposited into

Genbankandassignedtheaccessionnumber,AF23T4I3'

The 550 bp band was actually a mixed population of two products, both of them lacking the

147 bp sequence present in the predominant RAPlGDSI isoform' one of the products was

missing 126bpof sequence cofÏesponding to nt236-361of the Genbank entryx63465' The

other product was missing 129 bp of sequence coffesponding to nt 362-490 of Genbank entry

x63465
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Figure 5.3 The predominant isoform of RAPIGDSI in PBMNCs contains a novel 147 bp

exon

RT-pCR of RNA from normal donors, with primers flanking the additio¡al I47 bp sequence,

shows that the RAPIGDSI isoform containing the extra l47bp is predominant. The upper

arror,Ã/ indicates the predominant RT-PCR product of 825 bp which contains the 147bp of

additional DNA. The 678 bp product lacks the 147 bp exon and corresponds to the sequence

of Genbank x63465. The 550 bp band is a mixture of two alternatively spliced products as

described in section 5.1.1. Control reactions containing no reverse transcriptase enzyme

(minus RT) were also Performed.

Lane 1 SPPVEco RI DNA size marker

Lane 2 plJClglHp¿ II DNA size marker

Lane 3 H2O control

Lane 4}l2O control

Lane 5 DNA target PCR control

Lane 6 No target RT control

LaneTdonorlRT-PCR

Lane 8 donor 1 minus RT

Lanegdonor2RT-PCR

Lane 10 donor 3 RT-PCR

Lane 11 donor 3 minus RT

Lane 12 donor 4 RT-PCR

Lane 13 donor 4 minus RT

Lane 14 donor 5 RT-PCR

Lane 15 donor 6 RT-PCR
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The positions at which the sequence of the three RT-PCR products varied from that of

Genbank X63465 implied the positions of three exon-exon boundaries in the RAPIGDSL

9DNA, between nt 235-236, nt 361-362, and nt 490-491. The presence of an exon-exon

boundary at nt 235-236 is in accordance with the boundary predicted from the sequence of a

partially spliced form of NrRG (see Section 5.1.2 below). The predicted exon-exon boundaries

at nt 361-3 62 and 490-491are in accordance with the boundaries predicted from the partially

spliced NRG 3' RACE products, which also predicted a boundary at nt ll2-113 (Table 4.1).

The fact that the RAPIGDSI sequence in NRG begins at nt 5 of the RAPIGDS1 cDNA

sequence indicates yet another exon-exon boundary between nt 4-5. Alignment of the full

length çDNA sequence of MPIGDSI with that of a RAPIGDSI genomic clone, deposited

into Genbank during the writing of this thesis (Genbank AC019077), has confirmed that these

predicted exon-exon boundaries are correct.

5.1.1.1 Other sequence variations in RAPIGDSI

Besides the alternatively splic ed 1,47 bp exon, a number of other sequence variations were

identified in the completely sequenced pTarget clone containing the RAPIGD.SI RT-PCR

product. The trinucleotide sequence CAG, which corresponds to nt 1154-1156 in Genbank

entry X63465, was missing from the cloned sequence. To investigate the absence of these 3

bases, the sequence of this clone was aligned with the ests from the Unigene cluster for

RA7IGDSI. Two of 11 ests lacked a CAG at this position whereas 9/11 contained a CAG.

The result of the alignment confirmed that the absence of CAG is a naturally occurring

sequence variation. This result is similar to that obtained during the initial identification of

NrtG and is due to alternative splicing of MPIGD,SI intronic sequence immediately adjacent

to the first exon of RAPIGDSI in NRG (discussed in Section 4.3).
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The cloned RAP\GDSI sequence also differed from Genbank x63465 at position 561 where

it contained an A instead of a C. In three of three ests over this region the A was present at

this position, therefore it was a naturally occurring variation rather than a PCR induced error'.

The sequence variation does not alter the amino acid sequence of smgGDS, as an isoleucine is

coded regardless of whether an A or C is present at this position.

Yet another variation from Genbank X63465 occurred at position 1033 where an A was

present instead of G. Three of three ests over this region contained the A, however the single

nt substitution resulted in the coding of asparagine rather than the expected aspartic acid' This

variation may represent an error in the Genbank X63465 sequence since all three ests were in

agreement with the sequence of the cloned RT-PCR product.

The final sequence variation occurred at nt 1630 and 1631 of Genbank entry x63465' The

bases at this position in the Genbank entry are C and G respectively whereas in the pTarget

clone they are G and c. This results in the coding of alanine rather than the expected arginine

predicted from Genbank x63465. Alignment of the cloned sequence with the RAPLGDSL

Unigene cluster showed that six of six ests over this region had a G at position 1630' Four of

the six ests had a c at position 1631 and the other two had a G at this position' This

polymorphism at position 1631, indicated by the ests, codes for an alanine in both cases' The

most common sequence represented by the RAP|GD,S1 ests corresponded to the cloned

sequence.

5.1.2 Three fragment ligation for the creation of the gfp-nrg expression

construct

Both of the NRG clones that were sequenced had errors. one clone had a correct RAPIGDSL

sequence, including the extra 147 bp, but the NUP7S sequence of this clone contained two
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single nt variations from Genbank entry u41815 for NUP98. These two variatìons were not

present in the unigene cluster for NUP98. Sequence analysis of the NUP98 RT-PCR product

revealed these base variations were absent and were therefore due to cloning of a product that

contained PCR induced errors

The other NRG crone contained a perfect Nupgg sequence and its RA?IGDSI sequence was

perfect until base 235. However, after base 235 the sequence diverged from that of Genbank

entry x63465. The sequence immediately 5' of nt 235 was GTGAG, which is a match for the

consensus sequence at the 5'end of an intron (Moore et al'' 1993)' Further supporting

evidence that this sequence is intronic was the presence of repeat sequences' The intronic

sequence introduced a premature termination codon into NRG which would result in a protein

with only one armadillo repeat and this clone was therefore unsuitable for the localisation

studies.

After sequencing the two NrRG clones described above and finding that both were unsuitable

for subcroning into pEGFp_C2 there were two options available. one option was to sequence

the remaining clones and hope that one v/as colrect' The other option was to devise a

subcloning strategy utilising the two sequenced clones to create a correct NRG clone' The

latter method was chosen for the following reasons. Firstly' cloning with pTargetrM results in

a higher than usual frequency of background white colonies containing vector with no insert

(pTargetrM Mammalian Expression vector System Technical Manual, Promega)' In this

study, the frequency of white colonies with no insert was disappointingly high (ie only seven

of 20 plasmids contained inserts and one of these was in the anti-sense orientation)' secondly,

the RT-pCR products were more error prone than expected, perhaps because the reverse

transcriptionstepintroducedextraopportunityfortheincorporationofincorrectbases.

Thirdly, the identification of a variant containing a premature stop codon in one of two clones
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that were sequenced indicated the risk of identiffing more clones like this. Therefore, in the

interest of time the correct parts of the two sequenced clones were ligated and subcloned into

pEGFP-C2.

There is only one Drd I site present in the full length NRG oDNA, at the position

corresponding to base 180 of RAPIGD,SI. In the clone of NrRG containing the intron, after

base 235 in the RApIGDSI sequence, there are an additional two Drd I sites. The subcloning

strategy involved ligating the xho Í-Drd I fragment from the clone with the correct NUP98

sequence to the Drd I-Cfr 9I fragment of the clone with the correct RAPIGDSI sequence

(Fig. 5.a). This was done as a 3 fragment ligation directly into appropriaJely digested pEGFP-

c2. The corrected clone was then checked by digesting with xhol and cfr 9I to ensure that

the ligation had re-created these sites. In addition to this a portion of the NUP98 region was

sequenced to ensure that the correct xhor-Drd I fragment had been inserted. To check the

RAPlGDSI portion of the clone, the insert was amplified by PcR and digested with DrdIto

confirm the presence of only one site'

5.1.3 NUP98 cloning

Full length Nupgg was cloned directly into pEGFP-C2 rather than subcloning it from

pTarget. An RT-PCR product encoding the NUP98 ORF was amplified using a forward

primer with an engineered XhoI site at its 5'end and a reverse primer with an engineered Cfr

9I site its 5,end. The RT-pCR product was digested with XhoI and Cfr 9I prior to ligation

ínto xho I-cfr gI digested pEGFP-C2. Two plasmids containing the NUP98 insert were

sequenced and found to be identical. The sequence was a match for the NUP98 cDNA

sequence (Genbank accession u41815) except for the inclusion of 51 bp between nt 1318 and

1319. The presence of an intron between nt 1318-1319 of the NUP98 oDNA sequence was

indicated in a previous study (1i.iai et al., 1997)' Therefore, it was thought that the 51 bp
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Figure 5.4 Three fragment cloning strategy for correcting,ôfÀG

Diagrammatic representation of the cloning process used to create the GFP-NRG construct

from two different pTarget-NrRG clones each containing regions wrsuitable for localisation

studies (denoted by the red cross). Please see text for details.

There is only one Drd I site in the pTarget-NrRG insert containing the correct RAPIGDSL

sequence. However there are an additional two Drd I sites in the RAPIGDSI intronic

sequence of the other pTar get-NRG insert, and for simplicity they have been omitted from the

diagram. The pTarget vector also contains 6 Drd I sites not shown in this diagram.
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insertion in the Nupgg RT-pcR product resulted from partial splicing of intronic sequence'

This was confirmed by aligning the sequence of the cloned NUP98 RT-PCR product with that

of aN,p9g genomic clone deposited into Genbank during the writing of this thesis (Genbank

AC018803). Sequence alignments revealed that the additional 51 bp in the cloned oDNA is an

exact match for the genomic sequence present after nt 1318 of the cDNA' The sequence at the

beginning of the 51 bp insertion is amatch for the consensus sequence at the 5'end of an

intron (Moore et al., 1993), indicating that the 51 bp sequence is intronic' The NUP98

genomic sequence present after the 51 bp insertion is a match for a consensus splice acceptor

site(Mooreetal.,1993).Thisindicatesthatthe5lbpinsertionintheNUPgsRT-PCR

productaroseasaresultofuseofanalternatespliceacceptorsite.

RT-PCR using primers flanking the 51 bp sequence (N981265F + Nl384R) showed that the

Nupggisoform containing the 51 bp insertion was expressed at a lower revel than the isoform

without the insertion (data not shown). A review of recent publications o¡ NUP98

translocations revealed that the isoform or NUP98 containing the 51 bp insertion has been

notedbyanothergroup(Hatanoetal',1999)'Inagreementwiththefindingsdescribedinthis

thesis, the isoform containing the insertion was present at a lower level than the isoform

corresponding to the NUP98 Sequence in Genbank (Hatano et a1,,1999).

ABLASTNsearchoftheclonedNUPgscDNAsequenceshowedthatithadincreased

homology to the nt NUPSScDNA sequence relative to the human NUP98 cDNA sequence in

Genbank. In fact, the 5lbp insertion was 100% homologous to the rat sequence and removed

a gap in the alignment between the human and rat NLIP\S oDNA sequences in Genbank' The

insertion maintains the open reading frame of NUpgg and introduces an extra FG repeat into

the protein, creating a total of 39 FG repeats'
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Figure 5.5 Subcellular localisation of gfp tagged proteins in NIH3T3 cells

The images in this Figure were made by merging the confocal (green) and light transmission

(blue) pictures of the same cell using Confocal Assistant@ (freeware computer program

created by Todd Clark Brelje, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN). When more than

one pattern was seen for a particular protein the representative images of each pattern are

shown. All photographs were taken at x 40 magnification with a digital zoom of x 5, except

d2 which was taken at low magnification.

(a) gfp alone (1) transient expression, (2) stable expression

(b) gfp-nup98 (1-3) transient expression, (4) stable expression

(c) gfp-nupgst (1 arñ2) transient expression, (3) stable expression

(d) gfp-smgGDS (1 and 2) transient expression, (3) stable expression

(e) gfp-nrg (1-3) transient expression, (4-6) stable expression









5.2 Cellular localisation of gfp tagged nup98, nup98t, smgGDS

and nrg

once the inserts were verified as correct they were excised from pTarget with xhol and

Cfrg\and subcloned into the same sites in pEGFP-C2 (Fig' 5'1)' This was done to create an

in frame fusion or GFp to the 5'end of the 
'DNA 

of interest. Transfection of the plasmid

constructs into mouse NIH 3T3 cells (Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2'2'2'3) resulted in constitutive

expression, driven by the cMV promoter in pEGFP-C2, of the desired proteins tagged at their

amino-terminus with gfP.

The proteins were tagged at the amino-terminus rather than the carboxy-terminus for two

reasons. Firstly, others have shown that tagging nup98 at its amino-terminus with

haemaglutinin (ha) does not prevent its correct localisation (Fontoura et al',1999; Kasper e/

al., 1999;pritchard et al., 1999; Zolotukhin and Felber, 1999). Secondly, a yeast protein

called Yeb3p, which is structurally similar to smgGDS had been shown to mislocalise when

tagged at its carboxy-terminus, but it localised correctly when tagged at its amino-terminus

(Pan and Goldfarb, 1998).

The subcellular location of the amino-terminal gfo tagged proteins was assessed by confocal

microscopy (Fig. 5.5). Localisation data was obtained from cells transiently expressing the

proteins 4g h after transfection. Additionaily, cells that were selected for stable expression of

the proteins (section 2.2.2.3)were examined four weeks after transfection. Stabry transfected

cells generally provide a more accurate representation of protein localisation because they

express the protein at a lower level than transiently transfected cells' and are therefore less

prone to localisation artefacts caused by overexpression'
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Transiently transfected cells were found to express gfo tagged proteins at very high levels 48

h after transfection. The proteins were easily visible at 30Yo of the laser capacity of the

confocal microscope. Therefore, the localisation of transiently expressed gfo tagged proteins

was observed at30vo laser capacity to avoid photobleaching the gfu. In contrast, all stably

transfected cells observed 4 weeks after transfection expressed the gfu tagged proteins at

levels 3-10 times lower than that of transiently transfected cells, regardless of the particular

construct they were transfected with. Consequently, it was necessary to use full laser capacíty

to observe localisation of gfu tagged proteins in stably transfected cells.

The diffuse, non-specific cellular distribution of the gfu alone control, observed with both

transient (Fig. 5.5a1) and stable expression (Fig. 5.5a2), is expected because the amino acid

sequence of gfu does not contain any subcellular localisation motifs. The non-specihc

distribution of gfu shows that the localisation pattems described below for gþ tagged nup98,

nupggt, smgGDS and nrg are due solely to each of these proteins and are not influenced by

the gfp tag.

Transiently expressed gfu-nup98 localised in a punctate discontinuous ring around the nuclear

envelope (NE) in about 90% of the cells (Fig. 5.5b1-2). In these cells gfu-nup98 also occurred

diffusely throughout the nucleus. Gþ-nup98 was also found in the cytoplasm, but at a

significantþ lower level than in the nucleus. Occasionally cytoplasmic speckles were also

observed. In about 10% of cells transiently expressing gfp-nup98, the protein did not localise

to the NE but occurred as large protein aggregates mostly within the nucleus and occasionally

within the cytoplasm (Fig. 5.5b3).

In ceils which stably expressed gfo-nup9g (Fig. 5.5ba), the protein consistently localised in a

punctate discontinuous ring around the NE, and was present diffusely within the nucleus and
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NE.

cytoplasm. There were no stably expressing cells in which gþ-nup98 was absent from the

In cells which transiently expressed gþ-nup98t, the protein was not present in a discontinuous

ring around the nucleus in any of the cells. Instead, gfu-nupggt occurred in nucrear aggregates

in all cells examined (Fig. 5.5c1). The occasional cell (-10%) also had cytoplasmic

aggregates containing gþ-nup98t (Fig' 5' 5c2)'

In cells which stably expressed gþ-nup98t (Fig. 5'5c3), the protein localised around the NE

in a pattern identical to gfu-nup98. No cells were observed in which stably expressed gþ-

nup98t was absent from the NE'

Gþ-smgGDSaccumulatedinacontinuousdiffusepatternthroughoutthecytoplasm(Fig.

5.5d1.3).Themoststrikingfeatureofgfo-smgGDSwasitsexclusionfromthenucleusinall

cells that displayed typical fibroblast morphology' The absence of a nucleus in bright green

round cells (Fig. 5.5d2),and the observation that these cells were floating rather than attached

to the slide, are evidence that these cells were in mitosis' The localisation pattem of

transiently (Fig. 5.5d1 -2) andstably (Fig. 5.5d3) expressed gþ-smgGDS was identical'

Finally, gþ-nrg was located in dots throughout the nucleus and also in a diffuse cytoplasmic

pattern (Fig. 5.5e1 and Fig. 5.5e4). The nuclear dots varied in intensity and size' as assessed

by 3D modelling of Z sections through the cell (data not shown)' About 20% of cells

expressing gÞ-nrg were biased in varying degrees either towards a nuclear dot pattem (Fig'

5.5e2andFig.5.5e5),ortowardsadiffusecytoplasmicpattern(Fig.5.5e3andFig.5.5e6).In

contrast to gþ-nup98 and gfo-nup98t, no cells were seen in which gþ-nrg localised around

the NE. Cells which stably expressed gfp-nrg (Fig' 5'5e4-e6) displayed identical localisation
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patterns to cells transiently expressing gfp-ffg (Fig' 5'5e1-e3), thereby indicating that the

nuclear dot pattern was not simply an artefact of overexpression.

5.3 Discussion

This chapter describes experiments involving an in vitro study of the intracellular location of

nrg. The purpose of these experiments \ilas to gain an understanding of the mechanism(s)

involved in the transforming ability of nrg' By determining the subcellular location of

proteins, one can then more fruitfully speculate on their roles and what other proteins they

may interact with.

In order to generate plasmid constructs encoding gfo tagged versions of nrg and its

components, cDNAs were amplifred by RT-PCR and then cloned and sequenced' It was

essential to sequence the constructs because of the possibility of polymerase induced point

mutations. Clones that contained point mutations may have encoded prematurely truncated

proteins, or proteins with amino acid substitutions, that were at risk of producing aberrant

localisation results. Sequencing of the cloned RT-PCR products revealed a number of

naturally occurring variations in the RAPIGDSI cDNA sequence' The most interesting of all

noted sequence variations was the inclusion of a novel exon in the predominant isoform of

RAPIGDSI in PBMNC

5.3.1 The predominant isoform of smgGDS in PBMNC contains 12

armadillo repeats

TheDNAsequenceofthenovelil4TbpexoninthepredominantisoformofRAPIGDS]in

PBMNC was analysed using the BLAST X algorithm' This analysis revealed that it encoded a

total of 49 amino acids that were TgYoidentical (95% similar) to the 3rd armadillo repeat of

XenopussmgGDS(Fig.5.6a).Thereforethepresenceoftheadditional14Tbpexonresultsin
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a variant of smgGDS containing 12 tandem armadillo repeats instead of the 11 reported in

Genbank entry X63465. BLAST X analysis of the entire RAPLGDS] coding sequence

including the additionall4T bp revealed that the isoform of smgGDS containing 12 armadillo

repeats is actually a better match for the putative invertebrate orthologues of smgGDS' in

Xenopus laevis (XsmgGDS) (Iouzalen et al., 1998), Dictyostelium discoideum (darlin)

(Vithalani et a1.,1998), and Drosophila melanogaster (vimar) (Lo and Frasch' 1998) than the

isoform containing 11 armadillo repeats (Fig. 5.6b). The improved alignment of the 12

armadillo repeat isoform of human smgGDS with XsmgGDS, darlin and vimar supports the

idea that these invertebrate proteins are indeed orthologues of human smgGDS'

It is unclear why the sequence encoding the extra armadillo repeat has not been reported in

the previous cloning of vertebrat e RAP|GD,S1 from bovine and humans' In both of these

cases the cloning was performed from brain tissue and it may be that ttle l47 bp exon is

preferentially spliced out in brain whereas in PBMNC it is preferentially spliced in'

5.3.2 Localisation of gfP-nuP98

It has been well established, using non-gft based tagging, that nup98 normally accumulates as

a discontinuous ring around the NE and is also present diffusely within the nucleus and

cytoplasm (Fontoura et aI., 1999; Kasper et al., 1999; Powers et al'' 1995; Pritchard et al''

1999; Radu et al., 1995b; Zolotukhin and Felber, 1999)' Therefore' determining the

localisation pattem of gfo-nup98 was initially not one of the aims of this study' However'

because transiently expressed gþ-nup98t did not localise around the NE, in contrast to

published results (Kasper et al., lggg), it was thought that the gfr tag may have caused

mislocalisation of gþ-nup9gt. In order to assess this possibility, the transient rocalisation

pattem of gfr-nup98 was examined. cells expressing gfo-nup98 transiently showed the
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Figure 5.6 The additional 147 bp exon in RAPIGDSL encodes an armadillo repeat

(a) Selected BLASTX output using the altematively spliced I47bp exon from the major

isoform of RAPIGD,SI as the query sequence. The amino acids of the subject (sbjct) sequence

represent the 3rd armadillo repeat of XSmgGDS (Iouzalen et a1.,1998).

(b) The isoform of RAPIGD,SI encoding 12 armadillo repeats (1824bp, Genbank AF2374t3)

is more similar to the putative invertebrate homologues of smgGDS than the isoform

encoding 11 armadillo repeats (1677 bp, Genbank X63465). The outputs of BLAST X

searches are shown in tabular format so that the similarity score and e value can be easily

compared. The e value describes the number of hits one can "expect" to see just by chance

when searching a database of a particular size, and essentially indicates the random

background noise that exists for matches between sequences. An e value of less than 0.05

indicates that the sequences are significantly related.
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predicted localisation pattern, thereby excluding the possibility that the gþ tag was causing

gþ-nup98t to localise incorrectly.

Gþ-nup98 accumulated predominantly as a discontinuous ring around the NE and was also

present diffusely throughout the nucleus and the cytoplasm consistent with previous reports. It

has been shown that nup98, but not other GLFG nucleoporins such as nup214 and nup153'

can completely translocate from the nucleus to the cytoplasm under certain conditions

(Zolotukhin and Felber, 1999). This demonstrates that nup98 is a dynamic rather than simply

a stationary comPonent of the NPC.

In some cells transiently expressing gfu-nup98, the protein failed to localise to the NE and

occurred as protein aggregates mostly within the nucleus and occasionally within the

cytoplasm. In contrast, all cells stably expressing gfo-nup98 showed the expected NE

localisation and lacked nuclear aggregates, indicating that failure to localise at the NE was an

artefact of overexpression of nup98 in transiently transfected cells.

5.3.3 Localisation of gfP-nuP98t

published results show that an amino-terminus ha tagged truncated form of nup98 localises to

the NE in a pattern similar to fult length nup98 (Kasper et al.,1999). This is not in agreement

with the finding that transiently expressed gfo-nup98t failed to localise to the NE' and

typically accumulated as aggregates inside the nucleus. The localisation of gfp-nup98t was

not due to the gþ tagging because gþ-nup98 localised correctly. However in cells stably

expressing gþ-nup98t the protein consistently localised to the NE, in agreement with the

results of Kasper et al. (1999). The aberrant localisation of transiently expressed gfo-nup98t

was therefore an artefact of overexpression of nup98t. It is possible that cells in which

transiently expressed gþ-nup98t was located at the NE were overlooked because the
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microscope was not set at the same high power setting used for observation of the stably

expressing cells.

Cells which transiently overexpressed gfo-nup98 or gfp-nup98t 48 h after transfection shared

a coÍrmon feature, ie the absence of NE localisation and an associated nuclear (and

sometimes cytoplasmic) aggregation of gfp-nup98 or gþ-nup98t. In stably transfected cells

observed four weeks after transfection, gþ-nup98 and gfu-nup98t were always located at the

NE. This difference between the transient and stable localisation pattems of gþ-nup98 and

gþ-nupggt suggests that the failure of these proteins to localise at the NE is associated with a

lethal phenotype. lt is possible that a lethal effect of overexpressed gþ-nup98 and gþ-nup98t

is caused by a disruption of nucleocytoplasmic transport' In support of this hlpothesis'

overexpression of the isolated FG repeat region of nup98, or the nup98 related nucleoporin,

nup2l4, is known to disrupt nucleocytoplasmic transport by interfering with a number of

soluble transport factors (Boer et al., 1998; Pritchard et al', 1999; Zolotukhin and Felber'

reee)

5.3.3.1 Possible disruption of crml mediated nucleocytoplasmic transport

Nup214, like nup98, is a member of the FG repeat family of nucleoporins (Kraemer et al',

lgg|).Boer et al. (I998)induced transient overexpression of nup}l| in the human monoblast

cell line rJg37. The localisation pattern of overexpressed nup}I{ was observed over 3 days

and was found to alter dramatically over this period. on the first day of overexpression'

ntryZlllocalised mainly to the NE and cytoplasmic speckles, which was consistent with the

localisation pattem observed for endogenous nup214' During the second day' a number of

cells were observed in which overexpressed nup214 was absent from the NE and was located

within the nucleus. on the third day, overexpressed nup}l| was absent from the NE' and

localised diffusely within the nucleus and in bright nuclear aggregates ín 90o/o of the cells.
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The timing of the change in localisation of overexpressed nup214 coincided with the a

decrease in export of polyA RNA from the nucleus and the induction of growth arrest and

apoptosis (Boer et a1.,1993). Transient overexpression of the isolated FG repeat region of

wryZllwas found to have exactly the same effect on polyA RNA export and cell viability

(Boer et a1.,1998).

The FG repeat region of nup214 is known to interact with the nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling

RNA and protein transport factor, crml (Fornerod et at', 1997)' Accordingly'Boet et al'

(1998) assessed whether the lethal effect of overexpressed nup2l4 resulted from interference

with the transport function of crml. After 3 days of nup2I4 ovelexpression it was found that

crml colocalised with nup214 inside the nucleus and was depleted from the NE' The timing

of the disruption of crml localisation coincided with nuclear accumulation of polyA RNA and

induction of growth arrest and apoptosis. It was also shown that overexpressed nup214 bound

to and interfered with the function of another transport factor, pgT limpofün B, by depleting it

from the NE and sequestering it inside the nucleus (Boer et a1.,1998)'

Nup98 directly interacts via its FG repeat region with crml (Zolotukhin and Felber' 1999) and

importin p (Radu et a1.,1995a). Given that overexpressed nup2I4 interferes with the normal

function of crml and importin p, by depeleting these transport factors from the NE and

sequestering them in the nucleus, it seems likely that overexpression of nup98 and nup98t

would disrupt nucleocytoplasmic transport in a similar manner. In fact, it has been shown that

overexpression of the isolated FG repeat region of nupgg interferes with crml mediated

nuclear export of HIV Rev by sequestering crml inside the nucleus and preventing its

interaction with the NE (Zolotukhin and Felber, 1999). Disruption of the normal function of

crml, and perhaps importin p, caused by overexpressed nup98 would presumably coincide

with absence of nupgg from the NE and its accumulation as aggregates inside the nucleus' as
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is seen with overexpressed nup2l4. This is consistent with the observation that overexpressed

gfr-nup9gt, and to a lesser extent gþ-nup98, failed to localise to the NE and accumulated as

aggregates inside the nucleus of cells observed 48 h after transfection'

overexpression of nup98 and nup98t may also result in the induction of growth arrest and

apoptosis, as is caused by overexpression of nup214 or its isolated FG repeat region' Perhaps

cells, in which overexpressed gþ-nup98 or gft-nup98t was absent from the NE' died days

after transfection because of defects in nucleocytoplasmic transport. This would explain why

gfp-nup9g and gry-nup98t were found to localise at the NE in all cells which stably expressed

these proteins four weeks after transfection'

5.3.3.2 Possible disruption of rael mediated nucleocytoplasmic transport

Embedded within the FG repeat region of nup98 is a region of highly charged amino acids

referred to as the GLEBs-like domain, or the rael binding domain (pritchard et al., 1999).

This domain directly interacts with rael, which is an mRNA export factor that shuttles

between the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Pritchatd. et al., 7999). Over-expression of the

GLEBS motif region of nup98 diminishes the transient association of rael with the NE

(pritchard et aL, 1999). This inhibits rael mediated RNA export and results in the

accumulation of large aggregates of polyA RNA in the nucleus (Pritchard et al',1999)' It is

therefore likely that transient over-expression of gþ-nup98, or gþ-nup98t, which both

contain the rael binding domain, acted to disrupt rael mediated nuclear export of polyA RNA

by sequestering rael in the nucleus

overexpressed gþ-nup98t failed to localise to the NE and accumulated in nuclear (and to a

resser extent i¡oplasmic) aggregates in all ce[s observed 4g h after transfection' In contrast,

overexpressed gþ-nup98 was absent from the NE in only 10% of cells observed 48 h after
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transfection. This may suggest that nup98t is able to block the association of rael with the NE

more effectively than full length nup98. In support of this hypothesis, Pritchard et al. (1999)

found that overexpression of the GLEBS motif of nup98 blocked the association of rael with

the NE in all cells observed 16-18 h after transfection. In contrast, rael was present at the NE

in all cells that overexpressed full length nup98 observed 16-18 h after transfection (Pritchard

et a|.,1999).

The FG repeat region of nup98 also interacts with another nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling

mRNA transport factor called tap (Bachi et a\.,2000)' Although the effect of over-expression

of truncated nup98 on the RNA export function of tap has not been assessed, it is possible that

this would also block nuclear export of RNA by inhibiting association of tap with the NE'

In surnmary, overexpression of nup98 or nup98t has the potential to disrupt

nucleocytoplasmic transport by interfering with a number of soluble transport factors' Perhaps

the nuclear aggregates observed in all cells that overexpressed gfo-nup98t, and some cells that

overexpressed gþ-nup98, are complexes that contain gfo-nup98t or gft-nup98 bound to rael

or any other nucleocytoplasmic transport factors that interact with the FG repeats of nup98'

5.3.4 Localisation of gfP-smgGDS

The cellular localisation pattern of smgGDS has not previously been reported' Gfp-smgGDS

localised diffusely throughout the cytoplasm and was excluded from the nucleus. This pattern

is in accordance with its reported role as a guanine nucleotide disassociation stimulator for

cytoplasmic GTPases (Mizuno et a1.,1991). Both isoforms of smgGDS identified in this

study were analysed using the PSORTII world wide web server

(http://psort.nibb.acjp/form2.html) which predicts protein sorting and localisation signals in

amino acid sequences. The inclusion of the extra armadillo repeat was not predicted to alter
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the rocalisation of smgGDS, since proteins with and without the extra armadillo repeat were

predicted to be most likely cytoplasmic. No nuclear localisation sequences were found by

PSORTII and this is in accordance with the absence of gfp-smgGDS from the nucleus'

5.3.5 Localisation of gfP-nrg

Nrg consists of the amino-terminar end of nupgg fused to the entire smgGDS protein. Gfu-nrg

localised to distinct subnuclear domains in the form of nuclear dots' and was also present

diffusely throughout the cytoplasm. Unlike stably expressed gþ-nup98 and gþ-nup98t, stably

expressed gfr-nïg was located in nuclear dots in 90o/o of cells observed four weeks after

transfection. This result indicates that nrg does not act to disrupt nucleocytoplasmic

transport, otherwise cells in which gfu-nrg was located inside the nucleus would not have

been viable.

The most striking feature of the nuclear localisation of nrg is that it brings the armadillo

repeats of smgGDS into the nucleus. This is in complete contrast to the normal situation in

which the armadillo repeats of smgGDS are excluded from the nucleus'

The nuclear dot pattern of gfo-nrg is characteristic of a number of proteins which localise to

specific subnuclear domains and have known roles in transcription eg amll (McNeil et al',

lggg)and mll (Yano et al.,Igg7).It has been shown by two independent gloups that the FG

repeatsofnupg8areverypotenttransactivatorsofgenetranscription(Kasperetal''1999;

Nakamura et al., 1999). The FG repeat region of nup98 directly interacts with the

transcriptional co-activators cbp and p300 (Kasper et a\.,1999). The appearance of gfp-nrg as

nuclear dots is therefore in accordance with the known transcriptional transactivation property

of the nuP98 Portion of nrg'
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In some cells expressing gþ-nrg, the protein showed a bias toward nuclear localisation, while

other cells were biased toward a cytoplasmic localisation similar to that of gfp-smgGDS. This

observation suggests that nrg may shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, perhaps in

cell cycle dependent fashion. Nrg may exert different transforming properties ìn the nucleus

and the cytoplasm, each contributing to leukemogenesis'

5.3.5.1 Nrg in the nucleus

For gþ-nrg to accumulate as bright nuclear dots this would mean that each dot contains

multiple copies of the protein. Since the nup98 portion of nrg has known transcriptional

transactivation potential (Kasper et al.,L999;Nakamura et al.,1999), it is feasible to propose

a model in which nrg functions as a novel bipartite transcriptional regulator (Fig. 5.7)' In this

model, the FG repeats of nrg would provide general promoter transactivation by interacting

with co-activators cbp and p300. Cbp/p300 possesses histone acetyltransferase activity' which

acts to unwind the DNA and allows access to other elements of the transcriptional machinery

(reviewed in Blobel, 2000). The smgGDS portion of nrg contains twelve tandem armadillo

repeats which are generally thought to act as a protein/protein interaction motif (Peifer et al',

lgg4).Therefore it is conceivable that the armadillo repeats in nrg (not present in the nucleus

of a normal cell) may interact with a sequence specific DNA binding protein, arbitrarily

named .,protein X", and recruit this into the complex. In this way, the pattern of transcription

of genes containing a "protein X" DNA interaction motif in their promoters would be altered

to bring about cellular transformation. For example "protein X" may activate a transcription

pathway(s) that would normally be absent in precursor T-lymphocytes.

The classic example of an armadillo protein interacting with a DNA binding protein in cancer

is the interaction between p-catenin and rymphoid enhancing factor l/T-cell transcription

factor (lef-l/tcÐ (reviewed in waltzer and Bienz, 1999). B-catenin is an armadillo repeat
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Figure 5.7 
^model 

for the transforming mechanism of nrg in the nucleus

Diagrammatic representation of the model proposed in Chapter 5, for a detailed explanation

see text. The DNA segment containing the'þrotein X" interaction motif is shown in green.
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protein which is normally destabilised in the cytoplasm by binding a multiprotein complex

which includes the adenomatous poþosis coli (APC) tumour suppressor protein. In the

wingless signalling pathway, which is involved in cell fate determination, the activity of the

destabilising complex is inhibited and B-catenin accumulates in the cytoplasm and

translocates to the nucleus. Once inside the nucleus, B-catenin forms a transcriptional

activator complex with lef-l/tcf which activates specific leÊl/tcf targets. Mutations of the

ApC or þcatenin genes, which occur in heritable colon cancer, prevent the interaction of p-

catenin with APC and allow B-catenin to translocate to the nucleus in the absence of wingless

signalling. This in turn results in constitutive activation of lef-l/tcf target genes and results in

tumorigenesis (Aoki et al.,1999).

Another recently characterised example of armadillo-DNA binding protein interaction is that

between the Catenin pl20"b and a protein called kaiso (Daniel and Reynolds, 1999)' Kaiso is

a member of the BTF,IPOZ (Broad complex, Tramtrak, Bric a bracÆox virus and zinc finger)

family of zinc finger transcription factors. All BTBÆOZ proteins identified to date are

involved in development and/or cancer, therefore it is tikely that kaiso has an as yet

undetermined role in oncogenesis. For example the bcl-6 and plzf proteins, which are

BTg/p1zmembers, are causally involved in non-Hodgkins lymphoma (Dallery et al-,1995|'

Kerckaert et a1.,1993) and acute promyelocytic leukaemia (Chen et al., 1993) respectively'

Bcl-6 and plzfboth form macromolecular complexes with nuclear transcriptional machinery

regulators (David et al., 1998; Dhordain et al., 1997). In accordance with a role in

transcriptional regulation, kaiso localises to the nucleus and is associated with nuclear dots

(Daniel and Reynolds, 1999). The intracellular location of pl20"h-kaiso interaction has not

been determined but is probably nuclear given the nuclear dot distribution of kaiso' In support

of this, it was recently found that p120'* can translocate to the nucleus under certain

conditions, and that nuclear translocation of p120'" is associated with increased lef-l/tcf
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signalling (Eger et a1.,2000). Thus the pl20'h-kaiso interaction is an example of an armadillo

repeat protein interacting with a sequence specific DNA binding transcription factor with a

potential role in leukemogenesis.

Armadillo repeats I to 7 of p120"m are necessary and sufficient for pl2O"h-kaiso interaction,

however for technical reasons it has not been possible to determine which of these repeats are

essential (Daniel and Reynolds, 1999). Using BLAST P analysis of all 10 armadillo repeats

from pl20'*, Peifer et at. (1994) found that p120'm is significantly related to smgGDS (e

value : 0.039, for an explanation of e value see the legend for Fig. 5.6)' The observation that

p120"m and smgGDS are significantly related raises the intriguing possibility that the

armadillo repeat region of nrg may interact with kaiso, or a related BTBiPOZ protein, in the

nucleus. To strengthen this possibility, it was important to determine if the region of similarity

between p120"h and smgGDS corresponded to the pl2O"m-kaiso interaction domain, ie

armadillo repeats I to 7 of p120"h. Armadillo repeats I to I from pl20"h (Genbank 217804)

were analysed using BLAST P. The results confirmed those of Peifer et al. (1994), and

showed that pl20"m is significantly similar to the previously reported isoform of smgGDS.

The region of similarity includes the second half of p120"h armadillo repeat 1, all of p120"h

armadillo repeats 2 and,3, and the first half of p120"m armadillo repeat 4 (e value : 0.037).

More importantly, pl20"h is more similar to the isoform of smgGDS with 12 armadillo

repeats than it is to the previously reported isoform of smgGDS. The inclusion of the

additional armadillo repeat in smgGDS raises the e value for the match between p120'h and

smgGDS from 0.036 to 0.016. Accordingly, the region of similarity between pl20"m and the

12 armadlllo repeat isoform of smgGDS extends from the second half of p120"h armadillo

repeat I to the end of p120"h armadillo repeat 5.
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The significant similarity between p120'h and smgGDS, over almost the entire region of

p120"h that is necessary and sufficient for pl20"h-kaiso interaction, supports the hypothesis

that the armadillo repeats of nrg could interact with kaiso in the nucleus' Furthermore' the

increased similarity between the kaiso interaction domain of p120'm and the smgGDS isoform

with 12 armadillo repeats suggests that the additional armadillo repeat in nrg may strengthen

the interaction between nrg and kaiso. Perhaps kaiso, or a related F^TP'noz protein, is the

proposed ,þrotein x" that interacts with nrg inside the nucleus to promote leukemogenesis'

5.3.5.2 The role of SMAP

sMAp is a protein with g armadillo repeats which was identified in a screen for proteins that

interact with smgGDS (Shimizu et a1.,1996). SMAP is ubiquitously expressed in all tissues

examined and is present in the nucleus and highly concentrated at the endoplasmic reticulum

area. The interaction of SMAP and smgGDS does not interfere with the normal regulatory

effects that smgGDS has on rhoA (Shimiztt et at.,1996). SMAP is tyrosine phosphorylated by

v-src and this reduces its affinity for smgGDS (Shimizu et a1.,1996). SMAP is the human

orthologue of mouse KAP3, which is part of the KIF3A/38 protein motor complex involved

in ATP dependent transport of organelles along microtubules (Yamazaki et al', 1996)'

Although the role of the smgGDS/SMAP interaction has not been determined' it has been

speculated that sMAP acts as an adaptor for both smgGDS and the KIF3A/38 ATPase motor

protein and links them with the smgGDS regulated small G protein and Src tyrosine kinase

signalling pathwaYs.

In the nucleus SMAP is known to associate with HCAP (Human chromosome-associated

polypeptide), which is a nuclear protein with a role in regulating the assembly and

maintaining the structure of mitotic chromosomes (shimizt et aL,1998)' The SMAP/HCAP

complex is associated via SMAp with the KrF3A/38 ATpase dependent organelle transport
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motor (shimizu et al., 1993). These proteins, and possibly others proteins, form a large

complex which is thought to be involved in chromosome movement during mitosis' However

the exact role of this nuclear protein complex has not yet been determined'

There are no reports in which the potential association between smgGDS and the

SMAP/HCAP/KIF3A/3B complex has been tested. The experiments described in this thesis

show that smgGDS is absent from the nucleus, nevertheless interaction between smgGDS and

the SMAp/HCAp/motor protein complex could occur during mitosis when there is no nuclear

membrane. However, in cells expressing nrg, the smgGDS portion of nrg is present inside the

nucleus and may therefore interact with the SMAP/I{CAP/ KIF3A/38 complex for the greater

part of the cell cycle. It is diffrcult to speculate how this interaction could result in

leukemogenesis because the role of the complex has not been elucidated'

5.3.5.3 Nrg in the cYtoPlasm

Gfu-nrg is present in the cytoplasm in a pattem very similar to that of gfo-smgcDs'

suggesting that nrg may perform the same role in the cytoplasm as smgGDS' It is possible

that the (a;11) translocation effectively increases the amount of cytoplasmic smgGDS because

RAP\GDSI is expressed under the control of the NUP98 promoter. This may exert an

oncogenic effect by disrupting the balance of GDP/GTP exchange of ras, rho, and rapl family

proteins and favouring their active GTP bound form' This proposed scenario for the

oncogenic mechanism of nrg is analogous with the oncogenic property of constitutively active

mutant ras (reviewed in de vries et a1.,1996). However it is not yet possible to confirm this

scenario because the relative levels of expression of nup98 and smgGDS have not been

formally assessed. Even if the amount of smgGDS in the cytoplasm is not effectively

increased by rng, it is possible that smgGDS may have a more stable protein configuration in
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the context of rng. In a similar fashion to over-expression of smgGDS, increased stability of

smgGDS would disrupt the balance of GDP/GTP exchange and promote oncogenesis

Recent experiments on smgGDS knockout mice suggest that smgGDS is involved in anti-

apoptotic cell survival signalling through Ki-ras (Takakura et al-,2000). SmgGDS knockout

mice have smaller thymi than normal and their thymocytes show an increased rate of

apoptosis. When smgGDS is exogenously expressed in smgGDS -/- primary thymocytes, by

transfection of a smgGDS encoding plasmid, the cells are rescued from apoptosis (Takakura

et a1.,2000). If nrg effectively results in increased cytoplasmic activity of smgGDS this may

provide precursor T-cells with increased resistance to apoptosis and allow them to accumulate

disproportionately over other haematopoietic cell types. Increased resistance to apoptosis

would also allow the development of extra genetic changes that could lead to leukaemia' This

possible scenario is analogous to the anti-apoptotic phenotype of B cells caused by increased

levels of bcl-2 in t(14;18) follicular lymphoma (|f[ula et al.,1988; reviewed in Sanchez-Garcia,

r9et).

5.4 Conclusion

The localisation data obtained from this study, in combination with the known properties of

the nup98 and smgGDS portions of nrg, are sufficient to speculate on models for the

transforming properties of nrg. The favoured model predicts that nrg has dual transforming

properties in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. In the nucleus nrg may act to deregulate

transcription pathways critical to normal T-cell development, while in the cytoplasm ffg may

act to increase cell survival by promoting an anti-apoptotic phenotype'
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future studies

The aim of this study was to determine the molecular basis of a (4;11)(q21;p15) translocation

in a 2l year old male with T-cell acute lymphocytic leukaemia' using a combination of

southern analysis and PcR on material from the patient it was shown that the (a;11Xq21;p15)

translocation fuses the 5'portion of the chromosome ll NUP98 gene to the open reading

frame of the chromosome 4 RAPIGDSI gene. Fusion of the NUP98 and MPIGDSI genes

produces a hybrid message named NRG'

During the course of the study, another 2 N-Lpatients were identifred with a cytogenetically

similar translocation to that of the initial patient' NRG was detectable by RT-PCR in the

leukaemic cells of all three ALL patients with the (4;11)(q21;p15) translocation' The

reciprocal transcript, RGN was only detected in one of the three patients, indicating that NRG

is the more important fusion transcript. Further support for this hypothesis came from

Northem analysis of the initial patient which showed that NRG was expressed at presentation

and relapse of ALL but not during remission'

cellular localisation experiments using gs tagged proteins showed that gþ-nrg is present in a

nuclear dot pattern similar to that of a number of transcription factors. Gfu-nrg also showed a

diffuse cytoplasmic distribution similar to that of gþ-smgGDS' In contrast to gfo-nrg' gfo-

smgGDS \¡/as excluded from the nucleus. Therefore, nrg results in aberrant nuclear

localisation of the smgGDS protein by fusing it to the FG repeat portion of nup98' A model

for the leukemogenic action of nrg has been proposed whereby nrg acts to alter normal

transcriptionar pathways in a precursor T-ceil by acting as a bipartite transcriptional regulator'

InthismodeltranscriptionaltransactivationactivityissuppliedbythenupgSportionand
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indirect DNA binding activity is supplied by the smgGDS portion through recruiting of an as

yet undetermined DNA binding protein called'þrotein X"'

6.1 A common theme for nup98 fusions

' 
The obvious cornmon theme for all nup98 fusion proteins is the retention of amino-terminal

FG repeat region of nup98. This common feature suggests that truncation and fusion of nup98

is somehow leukemogenic in itself. This is true for the mll protein, which is similar to nup98

in that its amino-terminal region is fused to a variety of different proteins by translocations

associated with acute leukaemias (reviewed in Rowley, 1999). Experiments involving

embryonic stem (ES) cell knock-in to disruptthe MLL gene have shown that truncation of mll

does not cause leukaemia (Corral et al.,1996;Dobson et al-,2000)' However, ES cell knock-

in to create a fusion of the amino-terminus of mll to thelacZ protein, produces mice which

develop embryonic stem cell derived acute leukaemias (Dobson et a1.,2000)' As the lacZ

protein has no demonstrated role in tumour formation, this result indicates that truncation and

fusion of mll is all that is required for leukemogenesis'

The truncated FG repeat region of nup98, as well as the nup98-hoxa9 and nup98-pmxl fusion

proteins, have a transcriptional transactivation property (Kasper et al',1999; Nakamura et al''

lg99), which is due to direct interaction of the nup98 FG repeat region with the

transcriptional coactivators cbp and p300 (Kasper et al-, 1999). In contrast, the full length

nup98 protein does not possess a transcriptional transactivation property and does not

detectably interact with cbp/p300 (Kaspet et al',1999)'

The truncated FG repeat region of nup98 alone does not possess transforming properttes

(Kasper et a1.,1999). However the nup98-hoxa9 fusion protein transforms NIH3T3 cells to an

anchorage independent phenotype, and interaction with cbp/p300 is essential for this
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transforming property (Kasper et a1.,1999). In accordance with its lack of interaction with

cbp/p300, full length nup98 does not share the transforming property of nup98-hoxa9 (Kasper

et a1.,1999). These observations indicate that inappropriate interaction of the amino-terminus

of nupgg with cbp and p300 is the unifying theme that underlies the leukemogenic ability of

nupgg fusion proteins. This leads to the question; how is disruption of cbp/p300 function able

to cause leukaemia?

6.1.1 Cbp and p300 are key regulators of haematopoietic differentiation

CBp and, p300 encode highly related, and in some cases interchangeable, proteins that

function as transcriptional coactivators by interacting with a number of key haematopoietic

transcription factors (reviewed in Blobel, 2000). The nuclear pool of cbp/p300 is limited

(Horvai et al., 1997; Kamei et al., 1996), which means that unscheduled interaction with

cbp/p300 could deplete its availability in the nucleus. This could have a dominant negative

effect on the transcriptional pathways required for normal haematopoiesis'

6.1.1.1 Cbp/p300 interacts with amll

Cbp and p300 directly interact with amll (Kitabayashi et al., 1998), which is a sequence

specific DNA binding transcription factor for a number of genes required for normal

haematopoietic development (reviewed in Lutterbach and Hiebert, 2000)' The amino-

terminus of amll is fused to a variety of different proteins by translocations associated with

acute leukaemia, one of the most common being t(s;21) which fuses amll to eto (reviewed in

Rowley, 1999). Overexpression of the aml-eto fusion protein in the myeloid cell line L-G

interferes with G-CSF-induced differentiation. However, forced expression of wildtype amll

is able to overcome this block and induce differentiation (Kitabayashi et a1.,1998), indicating

that the amll-eto protein has a dominant negative effect on normal aml-l mediated

transcription. The ability of wildtype amll to induce differentiation is significantly enhanced
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by overexpression of p300 and interaction of p300 with amll (Kitabayashi et a1.,1998). This

suggests that the amll-eto protein may exert its dominant negative effect by interfering with

the limited nuclear Pool of P300.

6.1.1.2 Haploinsufficiency of cbp causes h aematopoietic defects

Direct evidence for a dominant negative effect on haematopoietic differentiation caused by

depletion of cbpip300 comes from observations of mice with monoallelic inactivation of

CBp. Mice derived from ES cells with an inactivated CBP allele display multiple

haematopoietic defects, including abnormalities in B and T cell differentiation (Kung et al.,

2000). Laterin life these mice also develop myeloid and lymphoid malignancies (Kung et al',

2000). These results indicate that a full complement of cbp is required for normal

haematopoiesis.

The above two examples support the idea that aberrant interaction of the nup98 FG repeat

region with cbp/p300 could deplete the limited nuclear pool of cbp/p300, thereby interfering

with transcriptional pathways required for normal haematopoietic differentiation' They also

support the idea that truncation and fusion of the nup98 FG repeat region is leukemogenic,

regardless of the fusion Partner.

6.2 What is the role of the fusion partners of nup98?

If truncation and fusion of the nup98 FG repeat region is sufficient for deregulation of

haematopoiesis, this leads to the question of how the fusion partners of nup98 contribute to

leukemogenesis. It is possible that the fusion partners of nup98 may determine the specificity

of the lineage in which the leukaemia arises, and they may also possess features which

contribute to leukemogenesis.
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The normal functions of all known nup98 fusion partners have been discussed in chapter 4' Of

these 6 partners only the homeobox genes' HOXA7, HOXD|3 and PMXI' encode proteins

with a known ability to bind DNA in a sequence specific manner' several studies have

demonstrated that homeobox genes are targets for disruption in leukaemia' For example'

HoxAg knockout mice have multiple haematopoietic defects, including reduced numbers of

peripheral blood granulocytes and lymphocytes, as well as myeloid and pre-B-cell progenitors

(Lawrence et al.,I9g7).Further to this, the homeobox genes' HoxA9, HoxAT and Meisl have

ar been identified as frequent targets of proviral insertion in murine myeloid leukaemia (Li et

a1.,]999;Nakamura et a1.,1996b). The proviral insertion leads to inappropriate activation of

these genes in haematopoietic precursors (Nakamura et a1.,1996b)' It has been suggested that

cooperative activation or Hoxa family and Meisl genes may block myeloid differentiation

through altered transcription of downstream target genes (Nakamura et al-,1996b). Perhaps

fusion of homeobox genes to NUpgB leads to their constitutive expression and acts to block

myeloid differentiation in a similar fashion'

Ddx10 and topl have not been reported to be specifically associated with myeloid cell

differentiation and it is therefore difficult to speculate on how their fusion with nup98 may

block myelopoiesis. By virtue of their respective functions' both proteins may be expected to

bring the nup98 moiety of the fusion protein into close proximity with DNA ' Kaspet et al'

(1999) pointed out that in vitro interaction of cbp with RNA polymerase II requires RNA

helicase A, which contains a domain highly related to the DEAD box of ddxl0 (Nakajima er

a1.,I997).TheysuggestedthattheDEADmotifinddxlOmayalsointeractwithcbpand

therefore that the nup98-ddx10 protein may act by deregulating cbp/p300 function' In support

of this hypothesis, it was recently shown that another DEAD box RNA helicase' called p68'

acts as a transcriptional co-activator through its interaction with cbp (Endoh et al'' 1999)' It is

possible that nup98-top1 may act to deregulate cbp/p300 function in a similar fashion'
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6.2.1Why is nrg specifÌc to T-cell ALL?

As shown by the cellular localisation experiments described in chapter 5 of this thesis,

smgGDS is normally absent from the nucleus. Fusion of smgGDS to nup98 brings the

armadillo repeats of smgGDS into the nucleus, and nrg localises to distinct subnuclear

domains that are typical of proteins involved in transcriptional regulation. The potential for

the armadillo repeats of nrg to interact with other proteins involved in transcription' such as

lef-l/tcf and kaiso, has been discussed in chapter 5'

Since nrg is the only nup98 fusion protein associated with lymphoid leukaemia, specifically

T-cell ALL,this suggests that the smgGDS portion of rng is involved in selection of the T-

cell ALL phenotype. It seems unlikely that the (a;11) translocation arose by chance in the

same precursor T cell type in the three patients reported here' and in the 3 cases reported in

the literature (Bloomfi eld et a1.,1986;Inoue et a1.,1985; Pui et al',1991)' Perhaps nrg is only

able to exert its leukemogenic effects in precursor T cells because they possess a property that

supports the leukemogenic ability of nrg' This peculiar property may be the expression of

..protein X", the hypothesised sequence specific DNA binding protein recruited by the

armadillo repeats in firg (discussed in chapter 5). This hypothesis could be tested

experimentally, as described in the next section'

The involvement of smgGDS in thymocyte resistance to apoptosis (Takakuta et aL' 2000)

may suggest that nrg exerts a specific anti-apoptotic activity in precursor T-cells (see Section

5.3.5.3). It is not clear from the experiments described by Takakura et al' (2000) if the anti-

apoptotic activity of smgGDS is restricted to thymocytes, or if it has this activity in other

precursor haematopoietic cells. If the anti-apoptotic activity of smgGDS is restricted to

th¡rmocytes this would explain the specific association between nrg and T-cell ALL'
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6.3 Future studies

The knowledge gained and the material derived as a result of the study described in this thesis

can be used to further the understanding of the leukemogenic mechanism(s) of nrg.

6.3.1 Identifying proteins that interact with nrg and pathways affected by

nrg

NRG can be subcloned from the gfo expression vector and used as bait in a yeast two-hybrid

system to capture proteins that interact with nrg. This system is widely used for identifying

specific protein-protein interactions. In fact, the smgGDS-SMAP (Shimizu et al'' 1996) and

pl2o-kaiso interactions (Daniel and Reynolds, 1999), described in chapter 5, were discovered

using the yeast two-hybrid system. A yeast two-hybrid assay could reveal the identity of the

putative DNA binding "protein X", and may show that "protein X" is kaiso or a related

BT}lPozprotein. It may be necessary to perform this assay on a oDNA library derived from

t(a;11) blast cells in case "protein X" is expressed principally in a restricted population of

cells. using nup98t and smgGDS as bait would show whether nrg has aff,rnity for proteins that

its counterparts do not interact with'

In addition to determining the proteins that nrg interacts with, it would also be instructive to

assess the changes in gene expression that are caused by nrg' This can be achieved using

'DNA 
aïïays that contain genes involved in diverse signalling pathways. By comparing the

pattem of hybridisation of cDNA probes derived from t(4;11) leukaemic and remission RNA

to the same afray, this would detect some of the genes andl ot pathways that are deregulated

by ,,rg. This approach has been successfully used to identiff genes, including transcription

factors and growth factors, whose expression is deregulated by the PAX3-FKHR fusion

oncogene associated with alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma (Khan et a1,,1999)'
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6.3.1.1 A common pathway for T-cell ALL

The c-myc, scL/TAL|, TAL2, LYLI, and BHLHB,I genes all encode members of the bHLH

(basic helix-loop-helix motif) family of DNA binding transcription factors. All five of these

genes become inappropriately expressed as a result of T-cell AIL associated translocations

(Table 1.2). Similarly, the uBTNI/LMOI and ruBTN2/LMO2 genes, which encode members

of the LIM family of DNA binding transcription factors, are also inappropriately expressed as

a result of T-cell ALL associated translocations. In all cases, the inappropriate expression is

caused by juxtaposition with the enhancer elements of TcR genes (reviewed in Rabbitts,

ree4).

A common pathway for T-cell ALL has been proposed based on the fact that the bHLH and

LIM domain transcription factors are able to inhibit the normal growth suppressing function

of the e2a protein (reviewed in Hwang and Baer, 1995). This model is well supported by the

following; (i) it has been shown that e}adeficient mice rapidly develop T-cell ALL (Bain et

a1.,7997), and that this T-cell ALL is very similar to that which develops rapidly in scz

LMOI double transgenic mice (Chervinsky et al., 1999); (ii) when e2a activity is restored in

T-cell ALL cells that overexpress the E2A inhibiting tal1 protein, the cells undergo growth

inhibition and apoptosis (Park et a1.,1999); and (iii) it was recently shown that bhlhbl can

inhibit e2a function in T-lymphoblasts (Wang et al.2000)'

It is possible that ffg may act through this common pathway and increase transcription of

bHLH and LIM family transcription factors, thereby inhibiting the function of E2A' To test

whether a coÍtmon set of bHLH and./or LIM genes are activated by t(4;11) and the

translocations described above, the expression profiles of bHLH and LIM genes should be

compared between t(a;11) patients and patients with translocations that directly disrupt these

genes. Expression of E2A should also be compared between these patients'
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6.3.2l)oes nrg effectively cause increased expression/activity of smgGDS?

The (4;11) translocation places RAPIGDSI under the control of the NUP98 promoter and

may effectively result in increase d RAPIGD,S/ expression. This may in turn lead to increased

cytoplasmic levels of smgGDS, and this could disrupt the balance of GDP/GTP exchange of

ras, rho, and rapl family proteins to favour their active GTP bound form. As both RAPIGDSl

and NrRG are expressed as multiple mRNA isoforms, some that are indistinguishable from

each other because they are so similar in size, it would be difficult to accurately determine

their overall relative expression levels using Northern analysis. In order to accurately compare

the expression level ol RAPlGD,S1 in normal T-cells to that of NRG in t(4;11) cells, it would

be necessary to perform quantitative RT-PCR'

Rather than increasing the overall level of cytoplasmic smgGDS, ffg may be a more acttve

GDp/GTp exchange factor than smgGDS. The relative activation potentials of smgGDS and

nrg for ras could be measured and compared using the ras-binding domain assay described by

de Rooij and Bos (1997). Briefly, this assay involves the use of a fusion protein consisting of

glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fused to the ras-binding domain of rafl' This fusion protein

is called GST-rbd. GST-rbd acts as an activation specific probe for ras because it only

interacts with rasGTP and not rasGDP. Therefore the amount of rasGTP present can be

measured by determining the amount of ras bound to GST-rbd (de Rooij and Bos, 1997)'

Recent studies using this assay have shown that expression of the bcr-abl and tel-abl fusion

proteins results in higher levels of GTP-bound ras than that resulting from expression of

wildtype abl (Voss et al',2000).
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6.3.3 Further studies on nrg localisation

The localisation studies described in this thesis, although sufficient to frame hypotheses on

the leukemogenic mechanisms of nrg, may not provide an accurate representation of the

cellular distribution of rng in t(4;11) leukaemic cells. In the future it would be desirable to use

antibody staining of blast cells from t(a;11) patients to check this. Although antibodies for

nupgg and smgGDS are available, it is uncertain if these would cross-react with and therefore

detect nrg, since ffg may have different epitopes to its counterparts. In addition, even if the

wildtype antibodies did detect nrg it would be very difficult to interpret the localisation data

because the signal from nrg, nup98 and smgGDS would not be easily distinguishable. These

problems could be overcome by using an antibody that reacts only with nrg and not with

nup98 or smgGDS. Such an antibody is currently being developed collaboratively in the

laboratory of Dr John Schrader (Biomedical Research Institute, University of British

Columbia, Vancouver).

6.3.4 Assessing the transforming properties of nrg

A1l three t(a;11) patients described in this thesis were shown to express NRG mRNA'

indicating that expression of N,IRG is recurrently associated with this translocation' There are a

total of six known reported cases of t(a;11) in T-cell leukaemia patients and in all of these

cases this is the primary translocation at presentation. Further to this, t(a;11) is the only

detected cytogenetic abnormality detected at presentation for two of the patients. These

observations suggest that the formation of nrg may be the sole factor required for initiating

leukemogenesis. Assays which test the transforming ability of rng will indicate if nrg is the

sole leukemogenic factor or whether additional genetic changes are required'
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6.3.4.1 in vitro transformation studies

There are two principal model systems that are used to study the in vitro transforming abilities

of fusion proteins arising from chromosome translocations; (i) transformation of mouse NIH-

3T3 fibroblast cells and (ii) abolition of growth factor dependence in haematopoietic cell

lines.

Transformation of mouse NIH-3T3 cells can be assessed in a number of ways including focus

formation (loss of contact inhibition), and ability to grow in low serum. NIH-3T3 cells that

overexpress smgGDS exhibit mild focus formation and increased ability to grow in low serum

compared to wildtype NIH-3T3 cells (Fujioka et al.,lggz).It is important to test nrg in these

assays to see if it is more strongly transforming than smgGDS'

other signs of transformation include morphological changes, growth in soft agar (anchorage

independent growth) and tumour formation in nude mice. The amll-eto fusion protein, which

arises from the coÍtmon (8;21) translocation, induces all three of these transformed

phenotypes when expressed in NIH-3T3 cells (Frank et a1.,1999). It is expected that nrg will

possess at least one of these transforming properties since expression of nup98-hoxa9 results

in anchorage independence (Kasper et al',1999)'

The ability to convert factor dependent haematopoietic cell lines to a growth factor

independent phenotype is another standard transformation assay. The bcr-abl (Hariharan e/

a/., 1988) and tel-jak2 (schwaller et a\.,1998) fusion proteins can abolish IL-3 dependence in

established haematopoietic cell lines. .R 4,S oncogenes abolish growth factor dependence in

some instances (Boswell et a1.,1990), so if nrg results in increased signalling through the ras

pathway then it may impart a factor independent phenotype'
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6.3.4.2 in vivo transformation studies

Reconstitution of the bone maffov/ of retha[y irradiated mice with stem cells that have been

retrovirally induced to express fusion proteins is a powerful approach used for assessing the

transformation of haematopoietic cells in vivo' Daley et al' (1990) infected murine bone

maffow with a retrovirus encoding p210b"'ubt and then transplanted this into an irradiated

syngeneic strain of mice. This resulted in mice which developed a range of haematopoietic

malignancies including a myeloproliferative disorder resembling the chronic phase of human

CML @aley et al., 1990). The tumour tissue contained the retroviral construct, thus

implicating the bcr-abl protein as the primary cause of malignancy in CML' These results

were confirmed by a more recent study which used the murine stem cell virus retroviral

promoter and showed that mice transplanted with p2lgbcr-abl u11 developed CML between 3

and 5 weeks after transplantation (Pear et al',1998)'

Kroon et at. (Iggg) found that mice reconstituted with bone marrow expressing the nup98-

hoxag fusion protein, which is associated with AML, developed a myeloproliferative disorder

within three months post-transplantation. By eight months post-transplantation' 5 of the 10

mice transpranted with NUp gg-HoxAg-transduced bone marrow cells had died due to the

myeloproliferative disorder and another two had acquired AML (Kroon et al'' 1999)'

Reconstitution of mouse bone maffow with stem cells expressing nrg will be informative on a

number of levels. First and foremost it will show whether ffg is capable of causing leukaemia

in mice. Secondry it win ten us whether ffg can result in haematologicar malignancies other

than T-cell ALL. If stem cells expressing nrg only give rise to T-cell ALL then this will be

direct evidence of the specificity of nrg for T-cell ALL. Finally, the latency of leukaemia

developmentwillindicateifextrageneticchangesarerequired'
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Like the fusion proteins previously discovered, elucidating the biological mechanisms by

which nrg causes leukaemia promises to yield new insights into the mechanisms of

leukemogenesis and thereby indicate pathways for which new therapies can be developed'
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Table 4.2: For patient 5, "T" should read "T-cell type, individual surface
markers not reported".

p103 section 4.5: "...referred to patients 2 and 3..." should read "referred to
as patients 2 and3....".

Fig 5.3 Lane 5: This lane contains DNA target as a PCR control. No band is
observed and this is a confirmation that the PCR is only amplifying
reverse transcribed oDNA.
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